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Aggravated menacing:
]CU student convicted

on classmate's charge
Tom O'Konowltz
Kristen Schneidler
© The Carroll News

A male Joh n Carroll Universit y stude nt was fo und guilt y
Mond ay of aggravated menac mg
of a fem a le JCU s t uden t tn
Chardon Municipal Court.
Wh ile freshman Charles M.
Matt hews, a resident of Clevela nd
Heights, pled no contest to the
c harges, Jud ge Craig S. Albert
fo und him guilty, fining him $500
a nd sentencmg him to 180days in
prison. The judge suspended 177
days of the sentence a nd $250 of
the fine. Matthews said on Monday th at he would pay thefine that
day and begin his three-day prison
term at 7 p.m. on Friday, May 9.

A bench warrant for Matt hews'
appeara nce at Monday's hearing
brought Chester Township Police
offi cers to John Carroll's campus
to serve him with the warrant, as
co nfirmed by studen ts and fac ulty.
An anony mous witness said that
the police left beca use they could
not locate htm at that time. Acco rding to his attorney, Susan
Bungard, Matthews later received
the warrant at the Chester Township Police Statton.
The bench warrant was issued
by Jud ge Al bert af ter the court
learned that Matthews was 111 "viOlation of Anti-Stalking Protection
Order," which ordered him, "not to
have contact or communication
with complainant." He was placed

under the order after an Aprilll
hearing, at which time Matth'ews
plead not guilt y to the original
charge of menacing by stalking,
filed on March 26 wi th the Chester
Townshi p Police Department
According to Bungard , the
chargewaschanged to aggravated
menacing at Monday's hearmg By
pleading gUilty to thts charge.
Matthews waived his right to a
trial, Albert said. "We agreed in
ad vance [on the updated charge],"
Bungard satd . "Rather than taking it to trial ... wefigured it would
be easier to accept the plea offer."
Aggravated menacing is definedasa personwho"knowingly
causes a nor her to believe that the
offender will cause serious physica l harm to the person or property
of such other person or member
of his immediate fa mily," according to sec. 2903.21 of the Ohio Revised Code. The code states that
"whoever violates this section IS
guilty of ... a mi sdemea nor of the

Party goes on as planned
Ed Klein
Staff Reporter
The fraternityof Iota Chi Upsilon was charged and found
guilty last Tuesday, April 22,
with violating University policy,
asoutlined bytheStudentHandbook, concerning advertisements for their party, formall y
referred to as Roses Springfest.
at Nelson's Ledges Quarry Park.
At the fraternity's request the
hearing was held Friday afternoon, April 25, before the party
on Saturday.
Sophomore Kevin Fila utra ut,
chief justice of the Student
Union, said that the fraternity
was charged with "violating
University policy in hanging illegal signs."
Junior Eric Bilas, president of
Iota Chi Upsilon, specified that
they were found guilty on three
charges of violating University
policy.
Represented bysenior,former
vice-president, Kevin Bachman,
sophomore treasurer, Doug
Killea. senior former president
Kevin Angney,and Bilas,thefraternity pled guilty to the charge
of vtolatingsection 18of the University polictes, concerning the
approval of posted matenals,
and to violating section 2 of the
gUidelmes for the promotion of
events where alcohol will be
served, dealing with referrals to
the amount of alcoholic beverages Btl as stated thatthe fraternity had "blatantly vtolated University policy" regarding those
charges
Bi las a !so stated that the f ra-

ternity entered a plea of not
guilty to the charge of violating
section 14of the University Policies, violating the necessity for a
copy of the liability insurance
for an off-campus facility to be
on file in the Student Activities
Office.
"We never knew of such a
policy, it was never enforced to
any organization, we felt that
charge was added because of
personal bias against the party,"
said Bilas. He added," Personal
bias, on the part of the administration." Angneyadded that the
administration had notified the
authoritiesof Nelson's Ledges of
the party; Heckman would not
comment.
Nelson's Ledges Quarry Park
is a privately owned and operated park. Sophomore Ed Novak,
secretary of Phi Beta Phi, stated
that his fraternity had no knowledge of the university policy
concerning insurance for offcampus events. "We hold the
picnic every year, and have never
filed insurance before," said
Novak. He was quick to add
however, that if a copy of the
insurance must be filed, it will
be. Bachman said "it is impossible for every student to know
every policy"
Nenher Heckman nor the
Judicial Board would comment
on the hearing due to It being
closed to the public. Filiatraut
spoke as the "official spokesperson of the Judicial Board."
At the initial request of the
fraternity, th e hea nn g was
closed to insure a quick and effi-

cient hearing, according to Bilas.
Filiatraut said, "According to the
Student Union Handbook on procedures for protecting the rights of
the defendant, only the defendant
has to ask (for a closed hearing]."
Filiatraut, along with freshman
vice-chief justice Pat Heublein,junior Rick Fitzgerald, sophomore jeff
Longsworth , and freshman
Maureen DeMers, heard the case.
Filiatraut had appointed his board
on Tuesday, April 22.
According to both Bilas and
Bachman, the hearing was conducted ina fair and impartial manner. "Kevin [Filiatraut] went by the
book,lwasglad that it was handled
in a student court, in a fair and just
manner," Bilas said. Bachman
added that he was "glad they [the
Judicial Board ]took the time to hear
both sides, especially in light of
Greekscoming under firerecen tly."
Angney added that this appearedasanother "attackonGreeks
by the administration."
The fraternity provided a member of most Greek organizations as
witnesses to their defense. According to Bilas, they hoped to show
unity in their ignorance of the
"never specified" insurance clause.
Bachman stated that "Lisa
[Heckman] mentioned an inc1dent
five years ago, where the University attorney spoke to the Student
Union about student liability."
In january, 1990, attorneyJanet
Miller from Jones Day Reav1 s and
Pogue spoke to the Student Union
regarding a Umversity ban on advertising off -campus parties. According to Miller. the Ohio Code
see IXY, page 3

Judge Craig S. Albert sentences JCU student Charles M.
Matthews tor his aggravated menacing conviction.
first degree."
According to thc hesterTown shi p Police Depanmem Supplementary Report, Officer R
Martmcz was dispatched to the
compla inant's Chesterland home
on March 27 to handle a harass
ment complaint that she then
filed . The report read thar the com plainant satd ,"Matthews has been
harassmg her, by means of numcr

ous phone ca ll s and by followmg
her ,u John Carroll Umversny"
The report goes on to read that the
defendant arnved at the
complainant's home, ente red the
garage and knocked on the door
for ten mmutes. Thccomplatnant
said that she was very afra1d and
~he has told htm to leave her alone,
the re port read
see STUDENT, page 4

JCU studen arrives on
scene of bank robbery
Denise Glaros
News Editor

Sophomore Doug Naworsk i
was subpoenaed earlier this week
to testify in the case of The State of
Ohio v.Nancy Patrick and Arthur
Wade, due to the fact that he was
at the scene of the Sept. 26, 1996
robbery of the Charter One Bank
in Cleveland.
He said that he was walking
into the bank located within
Kamm's Shopping Plaza on Lorain
Rd. to cash a check around 2 p.m.
and it was just about to close, when
an African-American man ran
hurriedly through the doors and
past Naworski.
Atthatmoment,Naworskisaid
he heard the bank teller scream
she had just been robbed and instinctively, ran in pursuit of the
man as he fled.
"He was a good 100 yards in
front of me, but I sttll chased after
him to get a good i.d.," Naworski
said.
He was not able to catch the
robber, but he had a clear idea
about what the man looked like so
that he could identify him should
he be apprehended by the authorities.
Naworski learned laterthatthe
man had entered the bank,
dropped a note to the teller to hand
over some money and after a !most
15 mmutes, the man fled the bank
with $1500 in cash.
"!don't know what I was thinking chasing after him ," Naworski
said He said he was not afraid to
pursue the man, but he had no
i men uon of physical! y capturing
him en her.

The police were also unable
to capture the man. until two
weeks ago, when he was finallycaughtand chargedwith
the crime.
The turn of events that led
to theca pture oft he rna n identified asArth ur Wade involved
morecriminalactivity,though
on separate occassions. He is
charged with the robbery of
yet another bank and was invalved in an alleged drug deal
that went sour.
Nawarski stated that Wade
was in the process of a drug
deal when a conflict a rose between the two parties involved
and violence erupted.
He suffered several injuries
in the ordeal and in particular,
Wade'searwascutoff,leading
him to seek medical attention.
Acording to Naworskt, the
hospital ran a check on Wade
during his stay and connected
the money he used during the
drug deal with the money he
stole in the second bank robbery.
William Vodrey, assistant
county prosecutor for the state
of Ohio, said that Wade was
charged wah two counts of
aggravated robbery.With a violent repeat offender specification due to his prior conviction for voluntary manslaughter in 1986.
Althoughhmited in hisdisclosure of mformation pertaming to the case because the
mal has not begun yet , he
added that Wade was not a lone
see ROBBERY, page 3
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Sharika Pitts f undraiser honors
I INEWS !BlffJI}$FS]
memory of late JCU student
Denise Glaros
Tim Russert of Meet the Press to speak at
JCU
Timothy]. Russert, moderator of Meet the Press
and political analyst for NBC Nightly News will be
the speaker at JCU's commencement ceremonies
on May 18. Russert, a 1972 graduate, will receive
an honorary Doctor of Laws degree. JCU will also
present several other honorary degrees. Receiving Alumni Medals from theuniversitywill be leo
Arbeznik of jCU's class of 1937, Sister Mary Fabian
Catalano, OSU and Richard L Murphy of the class
of 1957.

Did someone say Japanese?
On April29, the East Asian Studies Program atJCU
and theJapan Society of Cleveland are sponsoring
a lecture entitled, "Will Japanese Become An International Language?" The lecture will be held
at 7:00p.m. in room 262 of the Administration
Building. Andrew Horvat, a former Tokyo Bureau
Chief for American Public Radio, will give the presentation. For more information contact the East
Asian Studies Department at 397-4776.

JCU: the cream of the crop
John Carroll recently rook first place in the Annual
College Challenge, a national com petition among
schools of business. The com petition is considered
the "national cham pions hip" of programs in busi ness, logistics, transportation and supply chain
management. Only three schools have taken firstplace honors in the competition's ten-year history;
JCU has won twice. Faculty advisor, Dr. Paul
Murphy and four JCU students formed the win-

nin team.

Blowing up campus, scientifically speaking
Christopher Call am, a junior at JCU, has been selected to receive a $3,000 Academic-Industrial Undergraduate Research Partnership Fellowship
from the Council on ndergraduate Research.
Al RP fellowships have been designed to allow
undergraduate students the excitement of discovery and to enhance their commitment to careers
in science.

Band's total awards equal an even dozen
At the Tri-CJazz Festival, members of theJCU Jazz
Band collected seven awards from the International Association of Jazz Educators. The certificates honor outstanding solo, ensemble and sectional work. This years seven awards make the
band's two year total an even dozen. The winners
were Erika Oblak (Tenor Sax), Dave Gaus (Trumpet),Justm Rogers (Bass), Mike Stelmack (Drums),
Brant Stalzer(Drums)and Ernie Petti (Trombone).
Petti, Tricia Stone and Arn Howald also won a special LA]. E. citation for their work as a section.

JCU saves the earth
The Steamship Wdl iam G. Mather Maritime Museum recently hosted an intensive, three-week ,
handsonenvironmental program for students entitled, "living at the Edge: Exploring Our orth
Coast Heritage." jCU undergraduates and faculty
worked with the museum staff, coaching small
teams of students through research of economic,
political and ecologlCal preservation issues for the
Great Lakes Region. Students used then newly-acquired knowledge and shipboard experiences to
debate the impact of Ia kef ront development focusing on the issue of Suburban Sprawl. As part of
the program, students took part in the Cuyahoga
Rtver RAP Storm Drain Stenciling Program and
staffed a booth at Eanhfesl.
News briefs were comptled by Melinda
janowtcz, ews Editor.

News Editor

White ribbons adorned the
stageofKulasAuditorium on April
25 as a tribute to a young woman
whose life was tragicallycutshon
in an act of domestic violence during herfreshman year at john Carroll.
Friends.familyand membe rs of
thecommunitygathered atJCU on
Friday night w honor the memory,
love , aspirations and dreams of
Sharika Pins at the Fourth Annual
Sharika Pitts Memorial Fundraiser
presented by the Black United Students Association (B.U.S.A.).
"A Taste of Fashion and Talent"
was the name of the event. People
could share their God-given ta Ients
with all in anendanceand remember the talents of Pitts that were
taken away from her too early.
The Direcwr of MulticuiLural
AffairsatjCU,Ron Oleksiak, whose
involvement in the show was one
of a financially and mora II y supportive force, said "it was a very
beautiful thing thatstudentscould
rally suppon for a former classmate."
He added that, "I have to give the
students [involved in B.U.S.A. and
the event] the credit because all the
wonderful acts, the time, the sweat
and the blood were theirs."
Singers,dancers,a jazz ensemble
and fashio n scenes featuring
clothesforwork,goingoutand weddings were the highlighrs of the
evening.
ri a a ker, the H ad om-

munications Director and 1997
president-elect of B.U.S.A, said
that "the reaction I received from
others( regarding this rundraiserl
was that everyone thoroughly
enjoyed the show."
Included in the production of
the talent and fashion show was
the primary reason for the show,
which was the ded1cation to
Sha rika Pitts.
It was presented by WJWTV8 news anchor Mark Spain,
who in his celebration of Pitts
offered statistics on the alarm~
ing rates of domestic violence
within the United States to illustrate that Pitts' life parallels rna n y
other cases of violent crime.
Forexam ple,Spainstated that
there were six times more incidents of violent crime inflicted
on women by men they were intimate with.
Though Pitts' stay atjohn Carroll was a short one as she became one of those statistics on
November 11 , 1993, she touched
the li ves of many, evident in the
number of people attending the
event
According to Spain, Pitts was
the pride of East High School in
Cleveland , where she graduated
as th e salutatorian of her class:
she not on 1y excelled in
academia, but she was an athlete
as well, competing in volleyball,
basketball and track.
In addition to her talents as a
student and athlete, Spain said
Pittswasalsoanurturingmother

and through the continuation of
this scholarship fundraising
event, her memory can live on in
the heart of her5-year-old daughter Roques lia.
"I know the family of Sharika
Pitts was overwhelmed and that
their hearts are overflowing with
joy to know that we are remembering her through this special
event," Walker said.
This evening of e nlighten ment, entertainment and inspiration is so specia l because it not
only serves to carry on the legacy
of Sharika Pitts, but it gives the
opportunity for young people to
further their education, as Pitts
sought to do in her living years.
Pitts would have graduated
this year from john Carroll University.
The officia 1 figures have not
yet been calculated, but Walker
estimated that the affair raised
nearly $800.
Walker also said that all proceeds are directed towards the
scholarship award that is available to any African-American fe male who is a graduating senior,
attends a Cleveland public school
and completes the application
process.
"Although she was AfricanAmerican , above anything, she
was a john Carroll student:
Walker said.
"More people should be a part
of this endeavor because she was
one of our own and every st udenr
matters," she added.

Junior wins $1,000 scholarship
using public speaking skills
Melinda Janowicz
News Editor

junior Steven Colaianni won the
john Carroll University Cuyahoga
Valley Alumni Public Speaking
Contest on Aprill4 for his speech
titled , "All Eyes On You" and was
awarded $1,000 in tu it ion.
Thecompetition,established in
1995, was open to all declared communications majors who have
completed the Public Speaking
class. Colaianni competed against
jane Rich, also a junior, who was
given a second place award plaque.
"I really enjoyed it. l really like
competition and I have always enjoyed public speaking," Colaianni
said. He competed in forensics for
three years on the speec h team at
Cardinal Mooney Speech High
School, where he was a two-time
state finalist and national qualif 1er.
"I've always been interested in
public speaking and this contest
gave me rhe opportunity to compete again," Colaianni said.
"I saw the sign and thought, this
is for me."
"How do we protect privacy 1n a
world of instant information?" was
the top1cof the presentation, which
had an eight minute time length,
withs1gnif1cantlyshoneror longer
speeches being penalized by the
judges.
The topic was worded broadly
toprovidesrudentswith max1mum
flexibility.
"Princy" would include an
individual's right to be free from
undue pubhcexposure and "mstant
informatton" could include the
lnter net, radio, e-m a iI, survei!Ia nee
cameras,telev1s1onand many other

forms of information; while "we"
could beJCU, thefederal government, or any individual.
"They gave us the topic with a
lot of guidelines but you co uld
take it anyway you liked ,"
Colaiann i said.

The focus , however, is on how
to balance the social and private
concerns in a world where information isaccessiblesoeasily and
quickly.
Criteria for the speec h included theconsultationof at least
four outside sources following
MLA-style guidelines for bi bliographies,along with adherence
to and effective use of the Motivated Sequence, which is a series
of steps required in persuasive
speaking.
Colaianni focused his speech
on the Internet, e-mail and surveillance cameras.
He felt these were the three
most important aspects of privacy people need to be concerned
about.
"It's amazing how easy it ts for
people to find out about you,"

Colaianni said.
"You really have to wonder
about your privacy, that was the
main message of my speech."
He added that many legal and
ethical questions arise with this
topic.
"E-mail is especially important because it effects studentS
and is free . Students should also
be aware of the fact that there are
cameras in most places to spy on
people," Colaianni said.
Speakers were judged by
Nancy Kiefer and Evelyn Oswick
of the Communications Department and Larry Lacheta, a
Cuyahoga Valley Alumni.
These judges evaluated the
speeches based on evidence of
prac rice, audience anal ysis,effective use of gestures and eye contact, vocal delivery, poise and appearance.
Regarding
nervou s ness ,
Colaianni said, "You're always a
little nervous, that's just part of
public speaking, it was just like it
always is.
The beginning was the hardest but I had the whole speech
memorized."
His future career plans are to
enter the field of broadcast journalism and his dream is to be on

ESP
In the meantime, you can see
Colaian ni on JCU-TV where he
hosts john Carrolljeopardy.
"I was ex tremely happy tow in
the award not on! y because ngave
me a chance to compete again in
the realm of public speaking but
also because it never hurts to get a
little exrra help paying the bills
for school," Colaianni said.
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Beaudry winner named
Chris Dlnda
Staff Reporter

Due to his commitment to Leader h1p
and excellence both on and off the john
Carroll ca mpus, sen1or Tim Hanchw won
the Beaudry Awardfonhel996 97academic
year.
Sponsored by the Ch ristian L1fe Com munity to an outstandmg graduating senior, the award is voted upon by the semor
class and presented at the com mencemenr
ceremonies.
The Beaudry Award isg1ven 1n honoro[
Robert Beaudry, a 1951 graduate of John
Carroll who died in a plane crash
It ts based on leadershtp activities, aca
demic ach ievement, service to the university and the civic commu nity and a commitm ent LOCatholic values.
Hanchm has exemplified this spiri1 by
his involvement in many relig1ous and service organizations, both on and off th ejohn
Carroll cam pus.
He has also cont ributed a great deal of
time and effort w the community around
h1m
Hanchm is a member of Carroll Christian Fellowship, he is also a bi-weekly volunteer at the Cleveland Catholic Worker
House and he has takenJCU students to the
Catholic Worker House in West Virg inia
over Spring and Christmas breaks.
In addition to these activities, Hanchin

IS a volunteer at the Salvation Army's halfwayhousewherehecoun elsmenwhowere
makmg the trans1Uon from pnson to regular life, he ha volunteered for Project H.O.P.E.
and the Family Hous1ng Program
"Tim and I go way back,"satd Dan Zigler,
a friend ofHanchin'ssince high -sc hool. "He
is truly a good friend and is very deserving
of the Beaudry Award."
Rev. Don Dunbar, SJ., who has worked
with Hanch tn on multiple retreats, had
Similarly positive things to say about
Hanchin.
"T1m 1sanexcellent person,"Dunbarsa1d
"He 1s very generous and he is a terrific
example of whatthejohn Carroll graduate
should be."
"It is a great honor, considering the people
who have won the award in the past,"
Hanchin said.
Hanchin specifically mentioned Pat
Klus, who was given both the Danford and
Beaudry Awards in 1995.
"Pat was my R.A freshman year," Hanchin
said. "l really respect him, and tried to pattern my life after him."
Choosing this path has helped Hanch in
to have a profound effect upon those around
him.
"His compassion towards others and his
service to the community is unparalleled
by anyo ne that I have met here," Zigler said.

The luck of the Irish
Ed Klein
Ireland, especially with Pat traveling to IrePat Campbell, a sophomore at john Car- land."
roll, was ranked seven th in th e lnsh dancCampbell will audition with Michael
ing World Championships on March 28.
Flatley's Lord of the Dance, a traveling
The competition, Oi reachtas Rince Na troupe of Irish dancers, which performs in
Crvi nne.or"The Dance of the World Cham- Britain, Ireland and America at the end of
pionships," is held annually in Ireland and . May.
"He (Flatley) is looking for specific styles
hosts dancers from England, Ireland and
of dance, I hope I can provide them,"
the Un ited States.
Campbell, who hasl6yearsof lrishda nc- Campbell said.
Flatley's show IS both hailed and criti ingexperienceand is also ranked second in
cized by critics, for its innovative styles and
the United ~tates in his age group.
He came in eleventh place at last year's departure from Riverdance.
Lord of the Da nee was started in early
international competition. He has studied
under the direct ion of Bobby Masterson and 1996, after the producers of Riverdance rehis School of Irish Dancing for the last nine fused to give Flatley full artistic control of
the show.
years.
Lord of the Dance nowrivalsRiverdance,
Dancing three different techniques of
Iri sh dance, Campbell was able to show the selling1.5 million video copies in 12 weeks.
According to the March3l issue of Time
judges both the appropriate style and apmagazine, Riverdance and Lord of the
pearance that they were looki ng for.
He danced a Reel, using soft shoes; a Dance are the respective second and third
Treble jig, using hard shoes; and for his final highest sold videos on the market, behind
dance, a Set dance, which incorporates an Bambi.
"If l make something, I want it to have a
Irish folk story.
According to Campbell the at mosphere touch of class," Flatley said in the same
during the competition was "very nervous." issue of Time magazine.
Sophomore Marty Fox , longtime friend
"It was good to see a lot of Americans do
well [at the world championships]." of Campbell's, said the same applies to
Campbell said. "Politics play a large part in Campell.
th e judging."
He explained that the competition is
primarily between the lnsh and English
dancers, but "t he Americansaredeveloping
a tradi tion and overcoming the politics."
Prac1 ic in g approximately two to three
hours a day, Campbell stated that the hardest part of dancing is the commitment.
"A lot of people don't rea 1ize that dancing is just like any ot her sport," Campbell
said. "You have to practice, you are part of a
team "
Campbell's mother, Mary, reiterated this
sense of commitment.
"While all of my children were good
dancers, Pat wanted to compete," she said.
"It[dancingl came natural! y to him "
Campbell's older brother and Sister, Peter and Colleen, also danced as children.
Acco rd 1ng to Robert Ballagh, of the
Riverdance Irish Dancmg Troupe, "DancIng IS very important to the history of Ireland."
Campbell's farher was born and ra1sed
1n County Mayo, Ireland. and his mother IS
of Ir1 h descent
Pat Campbell is ready to dance his way
According to Campbells mother, "lnsh into the hearts of many dressed in his
dam mr. help develop a :;ense of pnde m traditional Irish garb.
Staff Reporter
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A Messy Situation
Julie Thorud
Jessica Grassman
Nick's Day
S1gns have been posted m Murphy Hall
Before leavmg for the Greenhouse, Walsh
offenng a $50 reward for anyone with m- had lcf t her shoes outside her door, expectformatlon that will lead to the capture of mg candy when she returned .
who is now being referred ro as "The
Upon returning. Walsh was mformed
Murphy Hall Anonymous DefeC'ator"
1hat her shoe was filled wnh h um<1n waste
"lrememberwhen lfirstsawit It wasso "l d1dn 't really take it personally becau~e
gros .. ltwasthefoulestthing
someone did the same thing
I've ever encountered," sa1d
mthe middle of 1he bathroom
M1kc Siao, a Resident Asslsthe next week." Walsh aid
lant m Murphy.
Walsh did not make a b1g
Siao was pre ent at the
deal
about the situa uon, but
The Murphy Hall
fiT t sighting of feces loca ted
was offended that the sc hoot
on the pool table in the
d1d not approach her about
the Jnc1den1.
Murphy basement. Due 10
the absence of custodian. on
"Thcyncvcrg,wemecandy
en her." Walsh added
campus because of breaks,
Although Walsh was very
Siao and a fellow RA were
hght hearted about the siruleft to clean up the excrc
allon mhcrs do believe that
menr.
"Nooncwasaround,sowc
this 1s a scnous 1ssuc.
jusl put on some gloves and I
Rc~1dence 'H all Dncctor
pretended like I was back m
llc,tthcr Tucker was ques
high school an class playing
[loncd aboulthe tnc1dent' but
wnh clay," S1ao said. "There
declined to comment.
IS no reason for it, the pool table IS down
"Everyone IS in disbelief On one hand,
there for everyone. lt is comple1e vandal- you are kmd-of upset, but 11 must be a very
1sm of the highest degree."
strange, strange person who is domg it."
Since the incident with the pool table, saidaMurphyRA.whorequcstedanonym
other deposits have been spotted.
ity shortly after Tucker wasquesuon d.
Maryellen Walsh,a fres hman currently
Some students feel that the joke has gone
living in Murphy Ha tl, was personally af- too far "!think it' kind -of sick," sa1d fre hfected by the execrator on the e\7e of St. man Phd Slantna
Staff RePOrters

Anonymous Defecalor

$50

REWARD

L_

----~------------------

IXY's Springfest
continues,
despite guilt in

ROBBERY

court

Wednesday, April 30, at the Cuyahoga
County Court of Common Pleas, but has
been temporarily postponed.
Vodrey satd that "a t the present time,
there is a definite possibility that there
will be a plea bargain and that the case
might not go to trial."
Nearly two dozen law enforcement
agents and civilians were subpoenaed to
testifyin the tria I, in dud ing Nawarski,and
"he is as important a wimess as anybody
else," Vodrey said .
Interestingly enough, the bank teller
who dealt with the robber in September
refused to testify in the trial; furthermore,
Wanda Cardella, the Charter One Bank
branch manager would not disclose the
teller's name due to her wishes.
"We prefer the tellers not testify in court
cases," Cardella said.
She added that"this was a traumatizing
experience on the teller and all of the staff,
to think that someone can just come in and
doth is to us."
Lf tried and convicted, Vodrey stated
that Patrick could face from 3-10 years m
jail and a $20,000 fine for this felony in the
first degree.
Wade would face a longer incarceration time for his criminal record though.
Nowarski said he was a little apprehensive to testify only because finals were
coming up and the length of the trial would
be questionable.
"But at least l can say 1know what to do
iflameverin thesituationagam,"he said.
·" It 's a lso a good story to tell to the
grandktds," owarski said.

continued from page 1
makes it illegal to sell alcohol to minors.
"You are responsible for a person 's conduct
if all you do is provide a place where a
minor can drink beer," said Miller in the
February l , 1990 issue of the CN.
Heckman notified all student organizations via a memorandum entitled 'Polic'ies
and Procedures,' on February 7, 1997, of
University policies regarding student liabilities.
According to Bilas, "the memorandum
never specified about tht insurance."
"We feel that the attorney should come
to campus every two years," added Bachman.
"That would keep students up to date."
The signs offering information about the
party were created and posted by freshmen
member Christian Unger, Bilas said, "without the knowledge of, or consent of the fraternity."
According !0 Silas, Unger not only
posted the signs, bU£ was belligerent towards Donna Byrnes, acting residence hall
director of Bernet.
Thefraternity has requested that Unger
apologize in writing to Byrnes, whom Bilas
described as "very helpful and understanding to the l Chi's."
The fraternity was fined $50 payable to
Heckman, according to Bilas.
He also stated that at the fraternities
requestthe money will go to a charity dealmg with teenage alcohol awareness.

continued from page 1
m the robbery o[ the Charter One Bank.
A woman identified as Nancy Patrick
was also cha rged with one count of aggravated robbery for being an accomplice to
Wade , although her role mthe crime was
dtffcrcnt and uns ceil 1cd
r .
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Sharika Pitts fundraiser honors
memory of late ]CU student
Denis& Glaros

Tim Russert of Meet the Press to speak at
JCU
Timothy J Russert, moderator of Meet the Press
and political analyst for NBC Night 1y News will be
the speaker at JCU's commencement ceremonies
on May 18. Russert, a 1972 graduate, will receive
an honorary Doctor of Laws degree. JCU will also
present several other honorary degrees. Receiving Alumni Medals from the university will be Leo
Arbeznik of jCU's class of 1937, Sister Mary Fabian
Catalano, OSU and Richard L. Murphy of the class
of 1957.

Did someone say japanese?
On April29, the East Asian Studies Program atjCU
and the japan Society of Cleveland are sponsoring
a lecture entitled, "Will Japanese Become An International Languager The lecture will be held
at 7:00p.m. in room 262 of the Administration
Building. Andrew Horvat, a former Tokyo Bureau
Chief for American Public Radio, will give the presentation. For more information contact the East
Asian Studies Department at 397-4776.

JCU: the cream of the crop
john Carroll recently took first place in the Annual
College Challenge, a national competition among
schools of business. The competition is considered
the "national championship" of programs in business, logistics, transportation and supply chain
management. On! y three schools have taken firstplace honors in the competition's ten-year history;
jCU has won twice. Faculty advisor, Dr. Paul
Murphy and four JCU students formed the win-

ning team.

Blowing up campus, scientifically speaking
Christopher Callam, a junior at JCU, has been selected to receive a $3,000 Academic-Industrial Undergraduate Research Partnership Fellowship
from the Council on Undergraduate Research.
AIURP fellowships have been designed to allow
undergraduate students the excitement of discovery and to enhance their commitment to careers
in science.

Band's total awards equal an even do:z;en
At the Tri-Cjazz Festival, members of theJCUJazz
Band collected seven awards from the International Association of jazz Educators. The certificates honor outstanding solo, ensemble and sectional work This years seven awards make the
band's two year total an even dozen. The winners
were Erika Oblak (Tenor Sax), Dave Gaus (Trumpet),justin Rogers (Bass), Mike Stelmack (Drums),
Brant Stalzer (Drums) and Ernie Petti (Trombone).
Petti, Tricia Stone and Arn Howald also won a speciall.Aj.E. citation for their work as a section.

JCU saves the earth
The Steamship Wd!iam G. Mather Maritime Museum recently hosted an intensive, three-week,
hands on environmental program forstudentsentirled, "Living at the Edge. Exploring Our North
Coast Heritage." JCU undergraduates and faculty
worked with the museum staff, coaching small
teams of students through research of economic,
political and ecological preservation issues for the
Great Lakes Region. Students used the1r newl y-acquired knowledge and shipboard experiences to
debate the impact of lakef rom development focusing on the issue of Suburban Sprawl. As part of
the program, students took part in the Cuyahoga
R1ver RAP Storm Dram Stenciling Program and
staffed a booth at Earthfest.
News briefs were compiled
Janowicz, ews Editor.

by

Melinda

News Editor

White ribbons adorned the
stageofK ulasAuditorium on April
25 as a tribute to a young woman
whose life was tragically cur short
in an act of domestic violence during her freshman year at john Carroll.
Friends,family and mem bersof
the community gathered atjCU on
Friday night to honor the memory,
love, aspirations and dreams of
Sh ari ka PittS at the Fourth Annual
Sharika Pitts Memorial Fundraiser
presented by the Black United Students Association {B. U.S.A.).
"A Taste of Fashion and Talent"
was the name of the event. People
could share theirGod-given talents
with all in attendance and remember the talents of Pitts that were
taken away from her too early.
The Director of Multicultural
AffairsatJCU, Ron Oleksiak, whose
involvement in the show was one
of a financially and morally supportive force, said "i t was a very
beautiful thing thatstudentscould
rally s upport for a former classmate."
He added that , "I have to give the
students [involved in B.U.S.A. and
theevent]thecredit because all the
wonderful acts, the time, the sweat
and the blood were theirs."
Singers,dancers,a jazz ensemble
and fashion scenes featuring
clothesforwork,goingoutand weddings were the highlights of the
even in
Ari a alker, the Head om-

munications Director and 1997
president-elect of B.U.S.A , said
that "the reaction l rece1ved from
others[regardtn g this f undraiser]
was that everyone thoroughly
enjoyed the show"
Included in the production of
the talent and fashion show was
the primary reason for the show,
which was the dedtea t ion to
Shar ika Pitts.
It was presented by WJWTVB news anchor Mark Spa in,
who in his celebration of Pitts,
oHered statistics on the alarming rates of domestic violence
within the United States to illustrate that Pitts' life parallels many
other cases of violent crime.
Forexample,Spainstated that
there were six times more incidents of violem crime inflicted
on women by men they were intimate with.
Though Pitts' stayatJoh nCarroll was a short one as she became one of those stat istics on
November ll, 1993, she touched
the lives of many, evident in the
number of people attending the
event.
According ro Spain, Pitts was
the pride of East High School in
Cleveland, where she graduated
as the salutatorian of her class:
she not only excelled in
academia, but she was an athlete
as well, competing in volleyball,
basketball and track.
In addition to her talents as a
student and athlete, Spain said
Pittswasalsoanurturingmother

and through the continuation of
this scholarship fundraising
event, her memory can live on in
the heart of herS-year-old daughter Roqueslia.
"l know the family of Sharika
Pitts was overwhelmed and that
their hearts are overflowing with
joy to know that we are remembering her through this special
event," Walker said.
This evening of enlightenment, entertainment and inspiration is so special because it not
only serves to carry on the legacy
of Sharika Pitts, but it gives the
opportunity for young people to
further their education, as Pins
sough t to do in her living years.
Pitts would have graduated
this year from john Carroll University.
The official figures have not
yet been calculated, but Walker
es timated that the affair raised
nearly $800.
Walker also said that all proceeds are directed towards the
sc holarship award that is available to any African-American female who is a graduating senior,
attends a Cleveland public school
and completes the application
process.
"Although she was AfricanAmer ican, above anything, she
was a john Carroll student,"
Walker said.
"More people should be a part
of this endeavor because she was
one of our own and every student
matters,• she added.

Junior wins $1,000 scholarship
using public speaking skills
Melinda Janowicz
News Editor

junior Steven Colaianni won the
John Carroll University Cuyahoga
Val ley Alumni Public Speaking
Contest on April14 for his speech
titled , "All Eyes On You" and was
awa rded $1,000 in tuition.
The competition,established in
1995, was open to all declaredcommunications majors who have
comple[ed the Public Speaking
class. Colaianni competed against
Jane Rich, also a junior, who was
given a second place award plaque.
"I really enjoyed it. I really like
competition and l have always enjoyed public speaking," Colaianni
said. He competed in forensics for
three years on the speech team at
Cardinal Mooney Speech High
School, where he was a two-time
state finalist and national qualifier.
"I've always been interested in
public speaking and this contest
gave me rhe opportunHy to compete again," Colaianni said.
"I sawthesignand thought, this
is for me."
"How do we protect privacy in a
world of instant informatiOn?" was
the topic of the presentation, which
had an eight minute time length,
WIth signiftca ntly shorter or longer
speeches being penalized by the
JUdges.
The topic was worded broadly
to provides! udentswith maximum
flexibility
"Privacy" would include an
indivtdual's right to be free from
undue public exposure and "instant
information" could include the
lmernet,radio,e-ma il,surveillance
cameras, television and many other

forms of mformation; while "we"
could beJCU, the federal government, or any individuaL
"They gave us th e topic with a
lot of guidelines but you cou ld
take i t anyway you liked ,"
Colaianni said.

Steven Colaiami
The focus, however, is on how
to balance the soc tal and private
concerns in a world where information isaccessiblesoeasily and
quickly.
Criteria for the speech in cluded theconsultationof at least
four outside sources following
MLA-style gUidelines for bi bli ographies,along with adherence
to and eHective use of the Motivated Sequence, which is a series
of steps required m persuasive
speaking.
Colaianni focused his speech
on the Inte rnet, e-mail and surveillance cameras.
He felt these were the three
most important aspects of privacy people need to be concerned
about.
"It's amazing how easy it is for
people to find out about you,·

Colaianni said.
"You really have to wonder
about your privacy, that was the
main message of my speech."
He ad ded that many legal and
ethical questions arise with this
topic.
"E-ma il is especially important because it effects students
and is free. Students should also
be aware of the fact that there are
cameras in most places to spy on
people," Colaianni said.
Speakers were j ud ged by
Nancy Kiefer and Evelyn Oswick
of the Communications Department and Larry Lacheta , a
Cuyahoga Valley Alumni .
These judges eva! uated the
speeches based on evidence of
practice, audience analysis, effective use of gestures and eye contact, vocal delivery, poise and appearance.
Regarding
nervousness,
Cola ianni said, "You're always a
little nervous, that's just part of
public speaking, it was just like it
always is.
The beginning was the hardest but 1 had the whole speech
memonzed."
His future career plans arc to
enter the field of broadcastjournahsm and his dream is to be on
ESPN.
In the meantime, you can see
Colaianni on JCU- TV where he
hosts john Carroll Jeopardy.
"I was extremely happy to win
the award not only because it gave
me a chance to compete again in
the realm of public speaking but
also because it never hurts tO get a
little extra help paying the bills
for school ," Colaianni said.
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Beaudry winner named
Chris Dinda
Staff Reporter

Due to h1s commitment to leadership
and excellence both on and off the John
Carroll campus, senior Tim Hanchm won
the Beaudry Award fort he 1996 97 a ademic
year.
Sponsored by the Chri tian Life Commun ity tO a n outstandmg graduating senior, the award is voted upon by the senior
class and presented at the commencement
ceremomes.
, The Beaudry Award is given m honor of
Robert Beaudry, a 1951 graduate of john
Carroll who died in a plane c rash .
It is based on leadersh1pactivnies,aca
dem1c ach ievement, service to the university and the civtc commumty and a commitment to Catholic values
Hanchm has exemphfied this spirit by
hts involvem ent in many religious and service organizations, both on and off the john
Carroll campus.
He has also conrributed a great deal of
time and effort to the community around
hun.
Hanchin is a member of Carroll Christian Fellowship, he is also a bt-week ly volunteer at the Cleveland Catholic Worker
House and he has takenJCU students to the
Catholic Worker House in West Virginia
over Spr ing and Christmas breaks.
In addition to these activities, Hanchin

is a volunteer at the Salvation Army's halfway house where he counsels men who were
making the transition from pnson to regular life, he has volunteered for Project H.O.P.E
and the Family Housing Program
''Tim and I go way back ,' said Dan Zigler,
a friend of Hanchm'ssmce high-schooL "He
is truly a good friend and IS very deserving
of the Beaudry Award."
Rev. Don Dunbar, SJ, who has worked
wnh Hanchm on muluple retreats, had
similarly positive things to say about
Hanchin
"Tim tsan excellent person,"Dunbarsatd
"He is very generous and he is a terrific
example of whatthejohn Carroll graduate
s hould ben
"It isagreat honor,cons1denngthe people
who have won the award in the past ,"
Hanchin sa1d.
Hanchin specifically mentioned Pat
Klus, who was given both the Danford and
Beaudry Awards in 1995.
"Pat wasmy~A fresh manyear,"Hanchin
said. "l really respect him, and tried to pattern my life after him."
Choosing this path has helped Hanchin
to have a profound effect upon those around
him.
"His com passion towards others and his
service to the community is unparalleled
by anyone that I have met here," Zigler said.

The luck of the Irish
Ed Klein
Ireland, especially with Pat traveling to IrePat Campbell, a sophomore at j ohn Car- land."
roll , was ranked seventh in the Irish dancCampbell will audition with Michael
ing World Championships on March 28.
Flatley's Lord of the Dance, a traveling
The competition, Oireachtas Rince Na troupe of Irish dancers, which performs in
Crvi nne,or''The Dance of the World Cham- Britain, Ireland a nd America at the end of
pionships," is held annually in Ireland and . May.
"He !Flatley Iis looking for specific styles
hosts dancers from England , Ireland and
of dance, l hope l can provide them,"
the United States.
Campbell, who has l6yearsof lrishdanc- Campbell said.
Flatley's show is both hailed and critiingexperienceand is also ranked second in
cized by critics, for its innovativest ylesand
the United States in his age group.
He came in eleventh place at last year's departure from Riverdance.
Lord of the Dance was started in early
international competition. He has stuclied
under the direction of Bobby Masterson and 1996, after the producers of Riverdance rehis School of Irish Dancing for the last nine f used to give Flatley full artistic control of
the show.
years.
Lord of the Dance now rivals Riverdance,
Dancing three different techniques of
Irish dance,Campbell was able to show the selling 1.5 million video copies in 12 weeks.
According to the March 31 issue of Time
judges both the appropriate style and apmagazine, Riverdance and Lord of the
pearance that they were looking for.
He danced a Reel, using soft shoes; a Dance are the respective second and third
Treble jig, using hard shoes; and for his final highest sold videos on the market, behind
dance , a Set dance, which incorporates an Bambi.
"lf l make something, l want it to have a
Ir ish folk story.
According to Campbell the atmosphere touch of class," Flatley said in the same
during the competition was"very nervous." issue of Time magazine.
Sophomore Marty Fox ,longtime friend
"It was good to see a lot of Americans do
well [at the world championships]." of Campbell's, said the same applies to
Campbell said. "Politics playa large part in CampelL
the judging."
He explained that the competition is
primari ly between the Irish and English
dancers, but "the Americans are developing
a tradition and overcoming the politics."
Practi cing approximately two to three
hours a day, Campbell stated that the hardest part of danc in g is the commitment.
"A lot of people don't reali ze that dancing is just like any other sport," Campbell
sa id. "You have to practice, you are part of a
team ."
Campbell's mother, Mary, reiterated this
sense of commitment.
"Wh ile all of my children were good
dancers. Pat wanted to compete," she said.
"It [danc mgl came naturally to him "
Campbell's older brother and sister, Peter and Colleen, also danced as children.
According to Robert Ballagh, of the
Rtverdancc Ir ish Dancmg Troupe, "Dancing is very 1mponant tot he hrstory of Ireland."
Campbell' lather was born and ratsed
in County Mayo, Ireland, and h1s mother is
of lnsh descent
Pat Campbell is ready to dance his way
According to Campbell's mother "lnsh into the hearts of many dressed in his
clancmg helps de\·elop a sense of pride in traditional Irish garb.
Staff Reporter
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A Messy Situation
Julie Thorud
Jessica Grassman
Staff Reporters

Stgns have been posted in Murphy Hall
offenng a $50 reward for anyone with mformat ion that wrlllead to the capture of
who ts now being referred to as "T he
Murphy Hall Anonymous Defecator."
"I remember when I first saw it lt was so
gross ltwas the foulest thing
I've ever encountered," satd
Mike Siao, a Resident A s istant tn Murphy
iao was present at the
first sighting of fcce located
on the pool tabl e in the
Murphy basement. Due to
the absence of cu todianson
campus because of breaks,
Siao and a fellow RA were
left ro clean up the exc rement.
"Noonewasaround,sowe
JUSt put on some gloves and I
pretended like I was back 10
high school art class playmg
with clay:· Siao said. "There
is no reason for it, the pool tablets down
there for everyone. It is complete vandalism of the highest degree."
Since the incident with the pool table,
other deposits have been spotted.
Maryellen Walsh, a freshman currently
living in Murphy Hall, was personally affected by the execrator on the e>;~e of St.

Nick 'sDay
Before leaving fort he Greenhouse, Walsh
had left her shoes outside her door, expect·
ing candy when she returned
Upon rcturmng. Walsh was mformed
that her shoe was filled wnh human waste
"l dtdn't really take it personally becau e
someone did the arne thmg
10 the m1ddlcof the bathroom
the next week." Walsh said
Walsh tlid not m.1 ke a btg
deal about t h~ sit uauon . but
was offended 1hat the ~c hool
d1cl not approach her about
the inctdent
"The}' never gave me candy
en her:· Walsh added
Although Walsh was vcr}
light hearted about the siruanon, others do believe that
rht. 1 a scnous 1ssuc.
Residence Hall DHcctor
lle:nhcr Tu ·kcr was que Honed about 1he 1nndents but
declined to comment.
"Everyone 1s in dtsbchcf. On one hand,
you are kmd-of u~t. but 11 must be a very
strange, strange person who is domg it."
said a MurphyRA , who requested anonymity shortly after 1 ucker was quesnoned.
Some students feel that the joke has gone
too far. "I think it's kind-of stck," said f rcsh man Phtl Slanma

111m: wmn I n•
The Murphy Hall
Anonymous Defecator

$50

lRE\\'ARl)

IXY's Springfest
continues,
despite guilt in

ROBBERY

court

Wednesday, April 30, at the Cuyahoga
County Court of Common Pleas, but has
been temporarily postponed
Vodrey said that "at the present time,
there is a definite possibility that there
will be a plea bargain and that the case
might not go to triaL"
Nearly two dozen law enforcement
agents and civilians were subpoenaed to
testify in the trial, including Nawarski,a nd
"he is as important a witness as anybody
else," Vodrey said.
Interestingly enough, the bank teller
who dealt with the robber in September
refused to testify in the trial; furthermore,
Wanda Cardella, the Charter One Bank
branch manager would not disclose the
teller's name due to her wishes.
"We prefer the tellers not testify in court
cases," Cardella said.
She added that"this was a traumatizing
experience on the teller and all of the staff,
to think that someone can just come in and
do this to us."
lf tried and convicted, Vodrey stated
that Patrick could face from 3-10 years m
jail and a $20,000fine for this felony in the
first degree.
Wade would face a longer incarceration time for hts criminal record though.
Nowarski said he was a little apprehensive to testify only because finals were
coming up and the lengt hof the trial would
be questionable.
"But at leasr lcansay l know what to do
iflameverin thesuuauonagain,"he said.
"It's also a good story to tell to the
grand kids," ~owarski said.

continued from page 1.
makes it illegal to sell alcohol to minors.
"You are responsible for a person's conduct
if all you do is provide a place where a
minor can dri nk beer," said Miller in the
February l , 1990 issue of the CN.
Heckman notified all student organizations via a memorandum entitled 'Policies
and Procedures,' on February 7, 1997, of
University policies regarding student liabilities.
According to Bilas, "the memorandum
never specified about th~ insurance."
"We feel tha t the attorney s hould come
to campus every two years," added Bachman.
"That would keep students up to date."
Thesignsoffenng information about the
party were created and posted by freshmen
member Christian Unger, Silas said, "without the knowledge of, or consent of the fraternity."
According to Bilas, Unger not on! y
posted the signs, but was belligerent towards Donna Byrnes, acting residence hall
director of Bernet.
The fraternity has requested that Unger
apologize in wnting to Byrnes, whom Bilas
described as "very helpful and understanding to the I Chi's."
The fraternity was fined $50 payable to
Heckman, according to Bilas.
He also stated that at the fra terni ties
request the money will go to a chanty dealing with teenage alcohol awareness.

continued from page 1.
in the robbery of the Charter One Bank
A woman identified as Nancy Patrick
was also charged with one coun t of aggra
vated robbery for bemg an a complice to
Wade, although her rol in rhe crime wa~
d tHcn:m .l.nd uns c ·tftcd \;> Je~~~~WII"'"',_.,.,.,~~Itlii·
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Student convicted of aggravated menacing of woman
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continued from page 1
the report read.
"The phone calls to the house
from him becam eso annoying she
had to unplug the phone at home,"
th e report stated Inherstate ment
to the police, she wrote that, "he
has ca Iled my house every five
minutes for the past two weeks"
The offi cer ad vised Matthews
that day of the acc usal ions made
agamst him and advised that "to
avoid any futu re problems to avoid
[her! at home and at sc hool," the
repo rt read .
At that point, Matthews told
poltce 1he accusations were not
true, yet he would comply, the report read.
Accord mg tot he com pla ina n t's
voluntarystatementto 1he Chester
Township Pollee, "Chuck
Matthews ... has been harassmg me
/ 'stalkmg me' both at home and at
school."
"It has especially come out in
this week I believe because my
boyfriend is home. Matthews has
sc m two leners w my house. he
stated that he knows my boyfri end
IS home but tha t he ca n't stop
thinking about me, a nd all he
wants is to be number one in my
life," the complamant wrote.
The complainant then described what occurred when
Matthews came to her house. "I
waslsolextremel y petrified form y
well -being that I went into hysterics. He banged on the door for
lO minutes . When [Matthews!
lef L .. on 1 y car was placed a red
rose, a book titled Love and War
and a Mte. ll took me one hour lo
calm down a nd rega in campo
sure."
Bungard (Matthews' attorney)
later stated that herclientsaid that
"t heallegauons by the alleged victim were extremely overblown."
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D u ring
quesuon tng
"Our relationship was going
by police ,
Matt h ews
fine and then suddenly I
sa td that his
phone calls
couldn't contact her. I tried
received no
answer, and
repeatedly to find out what
he conti nued
to ca ll her beexactly was going on."
cau se
"I
thought perCharles Matthews haps she was
working or
out wi th one
of her friends.
Matthews, after being made I was trying to find out where our
aware of the complaint and the relation shipstood or 1f she was for
charge against h1m , filed a volun- some reaso n angry with me ."
tary statement wi th the Chester Matthews also said th at the comTownsh1p Police on March 31. In plainant had never told him not to
his statement, Matthewssaid that call her house. and he also said
he and the complainant began that there was no communication
dating two-and-a-half months from her about staying away from
prior to her complaint. Between her house.
The complainam filed additheir first and second dates, he
stated that she telephoned him tiona !statements with the Chester
uptotwoorthreetimesaday. The Township Police ,on March 31. In
statement then read, "Our rela- this second statement,shesaid that
tionshipwas goingfineand then on March 26, she encountered the
sudden ly I could n't contact her. I defendant in th e science building
tr ied repea tedl y to find out what at ]CU. She said he stood an inch
exact ly was going on "
behind her and requested to talk
Matthews' sta tement also read to her. A witness tothis incidentis
that he senr her a few letters and named in the statement.
In a third statement also filed
flowers because he thought she
might have been angry with him on March 31, the complainant
for an unknown reason. "The day stated, "My feelings toward this
before l was notified of the com- case are filled with fear and anplaint, I had seen her at school guish." She went on to say; "I am
and asked her what was wrong," frightened to walk around camhe wrote in his statement. "She pus by myself, terrified to be home
said she didn't want to talk about alone .. ."
it, so I called it quits."
Also in that statement, she
ln response to the allegation wrot.e that on Thursday, March 27,
that he went ro t he complai na nt's she fil ed a report aga inst Matthews
house unmvited, Matt hews said with jCU sec urity.
tn his statement that he "stopped
Francis McCafff rey, director of
by to pick up a CD l had let her JCU sec ur ity, refused comment,
borrow and .. . left her a farewell saying, "We have no report of a
gift and a fl ower."
stalking incident on campus. If it
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were reported. we'd hand le lt."
However, Bungard also co nrirmed that a repon was filed
with jCU Security by the complaina nt.
Umversi ty Provost Frederic k
Travis sa1d that he had no commenton the situation at this time.
Rev. Ric hard P. Salmi, Sj., v1ce
president of student a[fairs, was
unavailable for comment at press
time.
She also filed a sexual ha rassmentchargeagainsthim with the
JCU Army ROTC department,of
which Matthews is a member
According to a professor of
military science atjCU, "!ROTC!
did begin an investigation after
the report was filed with us. We
investigate anything that hints
at sexual harassment. That's al ways been our policy. We don't
take it light! y."
The lieutenant colonel went
on to say that "Army and ROTC
policy requires us to report anything like this to those above us,
so it is out of our hands now. Really, it became an issue for the
civiliancountohand le. But, now
that the court has made their decision , we may be taking further
action. We will be looking into
the situation."
As a result of judge A!ben's
ruling on Monday, Matthews is
currently on a two-year probation. The judge said that if
Matthews has any contact with
the complainant, he will go to jail
for six months. As a condition of
the probation, Albert said that he
will not permit any contact with
the complainant, either personally, or by phone or mail.
Theon! yexception to this will
be at john Carroll University,
where their shared academic
commitments dictate that the
complainant and the defendant
may encounter one another.
Bungard said that she did not
think there would be any more
problems in the f urure between
her client and the compla inant.
Albert did recognizethatjohn
Carroll is "not that big," and thus
"it would be difficult" for them
not to en counter one another.
Albert told Matthews, however,
"if you see the complainant, you'd
better find a way to avoid her."
Albert released Matthews by
saying that he is "not going to put
upwithlfurther contact between
Matthews and the complainant!.
I'm not going to play games I'll
put you in jail [for six months!,
and lettheCourtof Appeals overturn me."

Hope you make it
through the summer
without
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Protection
and recourse

Mea an Lynch
Editor
In a major de feat fort he tobacco
industry, a federal judge in North
Carolina ruled last Friday, Apr. 25
that the government has the authority to regulate cigarettes
and other tobacco productS.
The Food and Drug Administration said in the court proceedings that nicotine is a drug and
that cigarettes are drug delivery
systems, putting these products
d irecti y under agency jurisdiction.
The decision, if upheld on appeal, wil l allow the FDA to enforce regulations designed to ban
the sale of cigarettes to persons
under 18 years of age.
Addition ally, the ruling will
give the FDA the power tocomrol
or eliminate nicotine, the component of tobacco that the agency
has declared to be addictive. The
FDA could, in theory, even ban
cigarettes, although FDA offi cials
have said several times that they
Int. News and Business
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Government regulates tobacco industry

Kristen Schneldler

reprinted from an article by
Cherie Skoczen in the Oct. 5,
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Court decision supports FDA

Managin g Editor

ln light of incide nts that
have occ urred both in the past
and recently on theJ CU campus,students should be aware
of general guidelines for protection and the course of action available to them if they
feel victimized.
With the development of
ami-stalking legislation in recent years, stalking as a crime
has come to the foref rant, especially on college campuses.
"Menacing by stalking" occurs when a person intentionally engages in a pattern of
conduct that causes another
person to believe the offender
will cause physical harm or
mental distress to the other
person , according to section
2903.211 of the Ohio Rev ised
Code. Anyone who viol ates
this section of the law is guilty
of a misdemeanor of the first
degree.
"Aggravated menacing" occurs when a person causes another to believe that the offender will cause serious
physical harm to the person
or property of that other person or any member of his/her
family, as is stated in section
2903.21 of the Oh io Revised
Code. Violation of this section
will also result in guilt of a
misdemeanor of the first degree.
As has been illustrated in
theactiontakenbyseveraljCU
women in the past few years,
the victims in this type of case
do have a course of action they
can take, and they are able to
get results if they truly have
been victimized.
A person who thinks he or
she is being sta lked should follow several safety guidelines.
For instan ce, the person
should keep a detailed log or
diary complete with dates,
times, places and witnesses
who have seen the alleged
stalker. Tellfamily,friendsand
neighbors about the incidents
that occur, and report all incidents to the police. Show pictures of the stalker to everyone,and make sure they know
what the person is doing.
Theon! y way totruly bring
justice to this type of crime is
to make the public aware of
what is going on, so that similar incidents can be prevented
or more easily taken care of in
the future .

INTERNATIONAL NEWS a BUSINESS

do not intend to do so.
The FDA cannot, however, 1mpose restrictions on advertising
and promotion of tobacco products. The FDA sought to restrict
advertising and promotion geared
toward young people by banning
cigarette logos on T-sh ins, baseba II caps and other products.
Addntonally, the government
sought to eliminate billboards
within JOOO feet of schools and
playgrounds and prohibit color
ads in magazines with substantial youth readers.
President Clinton told the media that the decision is "on balance,a great victory." He also said
that thej ustice Department would
appeal to reinstate the advertising and promotional restrictions.
One of the key issues at stake
in the legal battle has been the
power of the government to enact
regulations designed to prevent
the access of cigarettes to young
people. The ultimate goal of these

regulations would be to reduce the
number of young peopl ewhotake
up smoking.
Last February,Clintonenacted
the first phase of his plan, by forbidding sales to persons under 18
and requiring proof of agefor anyone who looks younger than 27.
Scheduled to take effect Aug.
28 are regulations banning cigarette vending machines in most
locations, prohibitingself -service
cigarett edisplaysa nd freesamples
and requiring that cigarette packages bear the state me m:"NicotineDelivery Device for Persons 18 or
Older."
TobaccoindustryanalystGary
Black told the media that the decision will inevitably lead to years
of court appeals, givin g each side
equal incenti ve to seek a negotiated settlement.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals willhea rthe appeals The
co urt has a history of supporting
such advertising resrrictions.

Tiger Woods: examining ancestry

Separatist group takes hostages in Texas
Richard Mclaren, self-titled ambassador of a separatiSt
group in remote southwest Texas took two hostages last Sunday
after he engaged in an armed standoff with sheriff's deputies
and other authorities. The group, The Republic of Texas, was
founded on the belief that Texas was illegal! y annexed as a state
in 1845. Mclaren, 43, took the hostages because of the recent
'kidnapping' by police of tWO Republic or Texas members
More than two dozen officers were sent to the scene to end the
standoff. Mclaren was wanted for failure to appear at a court
hearing, and was arrested on contempt charges.
Aftershocks continue in California
Several waves of Northridge, Calif. earthquake aftershocks
measuring as high as 5.0on the Richter scale struck the area 1h1s
weekend and se ismologists said the activity may concinue.
There have been 12 quakes in the last two days. No injuries were
reported, and aside from minor breakage in stores and homes,
there was little damage.

Clinton encourages reading program
President Clinton Saturday urged Congre.-.s to approve hts
$2.7 billion 'America ReadsChallen.ge.' The goal of the plan is
ro recruit and train one million volunteer tutors to work with
elementary school srudenrsand ensure that the children know
how to read well by rhe fourth grade. Clinton said that 160
colleges and universities have pledged ro devore some of their
campuswork-studyjobs to the reading initiauve. White !louse
officials said the plan will be paid for as part of the president's
overall plan to balance the federal bud get by 2002.

in to main stream society.
justice. The desire to be recogHow is forcing Woods to claim nized for accomplishment, not by
Tiger Woods has the potential a race any different? Is that frac- skin color consistently remains
to be the greatest golfer that has tion of African heritage so over- the ultimate goal.
It seems that many Americans
everplayedthegame,independem whelming that it overrides all
other aspects of his identity?
McVeigh trial off to dramatic start
are going back to a time where a
of his racial heritage.
Perhaps the controversy can be person is identified solely by the
The trial for Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVetgh bechalked up to the success "phe- small amount of Black ancestry
gan last Thursday. McVeigh.29, is charged with conspiracy and
nomena ." If he wasn 't the first in their heritage. This is especially
murder in rhe Apr. L9, 1995, bombing. He faces a posstbledeath
"black" tow in the Masters, he'd be disrurbingconsidering that it was
penalty. The prosecutor'sopeningstatementssaid that Me Veigh
is a cold-blooded killer who bombed the federal building be busting the Generation X stereo- a view that was embraced by a
cause he wanted tosee"blood f\owmp,m thestreetso[ Amen ca •
So why has his race become type by being the youngest to win. sect of America that was trying to
Society has a need to ca tegorize hold on to the last bit of dommasuc h a n iss ue?
Some say that Woods tran- elites, using their exception as a tlorr they had left after the Civil
A rormer marine arrested last Mek ln fcago con tssed to
scends racial barriers. that his ex- tool for breaking down stereotypi- War.
killing as many as eight women in lllinois and Southern CaliThe facts are clear, Woods is a
ceptional talents forged a bridge cal barriers. But, this categorizaforma. Andrew Urdiales, 12, admitted to the slaymgs after
tremendous golfer and an excepto the PGA'sgoodol'boysclub,in a tion is not far from the labels tha:
being arrested and charged. During quesrioning, he told au·
on
the
Southern
Whites
imposed
who
serves
as
a
tional
individual,
spon which has been traditionthorities that he is responsible for six other killings.
great role model for all , regard less
ally left untouched by African Black man in 1866.
There seems tO be a shift back- of his race. Woods' actions speak
Americans.
The media claims that Blacks ward in racial ideology; yet mi- louder for the pursuit of equality
World Briefs were compiled by Meagan Lynch, Int. News &
have accused Whites of trying to noritiescontinue tO plead for equal than any conviction toone racial
Business Editor with the aid of wire sources.
downplay Woods' blackness. In- opportunity and cry out for social category ever could.
stead, Blacks say they wanttocelebrate, not hide, Woods' heritage.
Woods has stated that he is
uncomfortable being labeled
Alberto Fujimori was notified technologicalhelpfrom the United publ ic statements that Peru will
Black. HismotherishalfThaiand Meagan Lynch
not overcome terrorism until it
that 9 of the 14 rebels, including States.
Int.
News
and
Business
Editor
one-quarter Chinese, his father:
relieves
the social and economic
U.S.
military
offiAlthough
the
Despite accusations that some Cerpa, were playing soccer.
half Black, one-quarter Ch inese.
problems
that draw people into
cials
firmly
deny
any
Pentagon
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rebels
may
have
been
executed
tryIf he was backed in a corner, he
rebel
groups.
these
role
tn the raid, Peruvian sources
3:17p.m.,
ordered
the
raid.
Sixat
ing
to
surrender
during
the
darclaims he'd probably say that he
According to The New York
was Asian, yet he says that he ing rescue that freed 71 hostages teen minutes later, the storming informed the media that the U.S.
Times,almosthalf ofPeru's24 milwasn't about to be forced to limit held atthejapaneseambassador's of the residencewascompleteand provided a RU-38A Twin Condor
lion people live in poverty,85 perover
the
residence.
airplane
to
fly
was
over.
the
rescue
operation
Lima,
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last
Tuesmansion
in
his racial definition to one race.
cent of workers do not have fullis
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in
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Apr.
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the
Peruvian
governBlacks s... y that he stands out
graphing a building, time jobs, and nearly L7 percent
because he looks Black, and be- ment told the megaug
ing the thickness live in extreme poverty, meaning
cause of thi s he will be treated as a dia last Friday that
of
its
walls, measuring they are not adequately nourished.
Despite
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success
of
this
the
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of
alll4
Black man. This treatment will
Thesecond itionsexisted before
body heat to detereventually make him realize that slain guerrillas
Fujimori
took office in 1990, but
mine
the
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would be buried in
spectacular rescue, the Marxist
he's Black, they say.
the
percentage
of Peruvians livpeople
inside
and
unmarked
graves,
There was a time in the South
ing
in
poverty
increased
last year
compiling
several
and
the
bodies
that no matter how minute the
rebels clearly demonstrated
to 49 percent, from 46.5 percent
otherdetailscrucial
to
amount of African heritage you would not be
in 1994, according to Caunto S.A.,
planning a raid.
had in your ancestry, you were la- turned over to their
that Peru Is still far from
an economic forecasting firm.
reA
hidden
radio
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for
buria
I
beled Black on your bin h certifi Most members of the Tupac
ceiver that a retired
cate. They went as far as contriv- or autopsies.
conquering terrorism.
Amaru
Revolutionary Movement
1
officer
had
been
nava
The New York
ing categories such as: mulattos
able
to keep hidden and its main rival, the Shining
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mes
reponed
that
(half black), quadroons (one-qua rPath, are either dead or in jail.
ter black) and octoroons (one- Peruvian television broadcast deaths of one hostage, two mili- from the rebels warned the hosHowever,
both government offitages
that
rescuers
were
going
to
eighth black). Anyone with up to footage seemed to suggest some of tary commandos and alll4of the
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and
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house.
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other,
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and other institutions. Categories
Despite the success of this spec- series of well-planned terrorist asThe hostage crisis began on commanders was chosen to carry
served as a method of control, it
tacular
rescue, the Marxist rebels saults, similar to the hostage criremedied the White South's Dec. 17, when Marxist guerrilla out the rescue operation. The
clearly
demonstrated
that Peru is sis in the japanese mansion, in reWashington
Post
reported
that
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some
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sources
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Gina M. Girardot
Senior Editor

Commentary

Peru's media reports that rebels were executed
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Student convicted of aggravated menacing of woman
continued from page 1

Dur1ng
qu esuontng
"Our relationship was going
the report read.
by police,
"The phone calls to the house
Ma t th e w s
fine and then suddenly I
from htm became soannoyingshe
satd tha t hi s
had to unplug the phone at home,"
ph one call s
thereponstated. In hersratement couldn't contact her. I tried
rece ived no
to the police, she wrote that, "he
answer, and
find out what
has called my house every five repeatedly
he continued
mmutes for the past two weeks."
to call her beThe officer advtsed Matthews exactly was going on."
cau se
"I
that day of the accusations mad e
thought perCharles Matthews haps she was
agamst him and advtsed that "to
avoid any future problems toavotd
working or
[her] at home and at school," the
out with one
report read.
of herf riends.
' At that point, Matthews told
Matthews, afte r being made I was trying to find out where our
police the accusations were not aware of the complaint and the relationshipstood or if she was for
true, yet he would comply, there- charge against him, filed a volun- some reason angry with me ."
port read.
tary sta tement with the Chester Manhews also said that the comAccordingtothecomplainanr's Townshtp Pol ice on March 3l. In plainant had never told him not to
voluntary statement tot he Chester hisstatement,Matthewssaid that call her house. and he also said
Township Police , "Chuck he and the complainant began that there was no communication
Matthews ... has been harassing me dating rwo-and-a-half months from her about staying away from
/'stalkmg me'bot hat home and at prior to her complaint. Between her house.
school."
The complain ant filed additheir first and second dates, he
"It has especially come out in stated that she telephoned him tiona lsta tements with the Chester
this week I believe because my uprotwoorthreetimesaday. The Township Police,on March 31. ln
boyfriend is home. Matthews has statement then read, "Our rela- th is second st.ate ment,shesaid that
sent two letters to my house, he tionship was going fine and then on March 26, she encountered the
sta ted that he knows my boyfriend suddenly I couldn't contact her. I defendant in the science building
is home but that he can't stop tried repeatedly to find out what at jCU. She sa id he stood an inch
thinking about me, and all he exact I y was going on "
behind her and requested to talk
wants is to be number one in my
Matthews' statement also read toher. Awitnesstothisincidentis
life," the com plamant wrote.
that he sent her a few letters and named in the statement.
The complainan t then de- flowe rs because he thought she
In a third statement also ftled
scr ibed wha t occurred when might have been angry with him on March 31, the complainant
Matthews ca me to her house. "1 fo r an unknown reason. "The day stated, "My feelings roward this
waslsolextremelypetrified for my before I was notified of the com- case are filled with fear and an well-being that I went into hys- plaint, I had seen her at school guish." She went on to say, "I am
teri cs. He banged on the door for and asked her what was wrong," frightened to wa lk around cam10 minutes . When [Manhews] he wrote in his statement. "She pus by mysell,terrified to be home
left. .. on 1 y car was placed a red said she didn't want to talk about alone .. ."
rose, a book titled Love and War it, so I called it quits."
Also in that statement, she
ancl a note. lt todr. me one hour to
ln response to the allegation wrote that on Thursday, March 27,
ca lm down and regain compo- th at he went to the complainant's she fil ed a report against Matthews
sure."
house umnvued , Matthews said withjC U security.
Bungard (Matthews' attorney) 10 his statemen t that he "stopped
Francis McCafff rey, director of
later stated that her clientsaid that by to pick up a CD I had let her JCU security, refused comment,
"theallegattons by the alleged vic- borrow and ... left her a farewell saying, "We have no report of a
tim were extremely overblown."
gift and a flower."
stalking incident on campus. If it

to
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Protection
and recourse

were repor ted, we'd handle it."
However, Bun ga rd al so con firm ed tha t a report was filed
with JCU Sec uri ty by the com plainant.
University Provost Frederick
Travis said that he had no com menton the situation ar this time.
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ, vice
president of student affairs was
unavailable forcommemat press
time.
She also filed a sexual harassmentchargeagainst him with the
jCU Army ROTC department, of
which Matthews is a member.
According to a professor of
military science at]CU, "!ROTC]
did begin an investigation afte r
the report was filed with us. We
investigate anything that hints
at sexual harassment. That's always been our policy. We don't
take it lightly."
The lieutenant colonel went
on ro say that "Army and ROTC
policy requires us to report anything like this to those above us,
so it is out of our hands now. Really, it became an issue for the
civilian court to handle. But, now
that the court has made their decision , we may be taking funher
action. We will be lookmg into
the situation."
As a result of Judge Albert's
ruling on Monday, Matthews is
currently on a two-year probation. The judge said that if
Matthews has any contact with
the complainant, he will go to jail
for six months. As a condition of
theprobation,Albertsaid that he
will not permit any contact with
the complainant, either personally, or by phone or mail.
Theonlyexception rot his will
be at John Carroll University,
w here th eir shared academic
commitments dictate that the
complainant and the defendant
may encounter one another.
Bungard said that she did not
think there would be any more
problems in the furure between
her client and the complain ant.
Albert did recognize thatjohn
Carroll is "notthat big," and rhus
"it would be difficult" for them
not to encounter one another.
Albert told Matthews, however,
"if youseethecomplainant,you'd
better find a way to avoid her."
Albert released Matthews by
saying that he is "not going to put
up with [further contact between
Matthews and the complainant].
I'm not going to play games. I'll
put you in jail [for six months],
and let rheCounof Appealsoverturn me."

Kristen Schneidler
----'--'----

Hope you make it
through the summer
without
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Mea an Lynch

In light of incidents that
have occurred both in the past
and recently on theJCU campus, students should be aware
of general guidelines for protect ion and the course of action available to them if they
feel victimized.
Wtth the development of
anti-stalking legislation in recent years, sta !king as a crime
has come to the foref rom, especially on college campuses.
"Menacing by stalking" occurs when a person imenuonally engages in a pattern of
conduct that causes another
person to believe the offender
will ca use physical harm or
men tal distress to the other
person, according to section
2903.211 of the Ohio Revised
Code. Anyone who violates
this sec tion of the law is guilty
of a misdemeanor of the first
degree.
"Aggravated menacing" occurs when a personcausesanother to believe that the offender will cause serious
phys ical harm to the person
or property of that other person or any member of his/ her
fa mily, as is stated in section
2903.21 of the Ohio Revised
Code. Violation of this section
will also result in guilt of a
misdemeanor of the first degree.
As has been illustra ted in
the action taken by severalJCU
women in the past few years,
the victims in this type of case
dohaveacourseof action they
can take, and they are able to
get resu lts if they truly have
bee n victimized.
A person who thinks he or
she is beingstalked should follow several safety guidelines.
Fo r instance, the person
should keep a detailed log or
diary complete with dates,
times, places and witnesses
who have seen the alleged
stalker. Tellfamily,friends and
neighbors about the incidents
that occur, and report all incidents to the police. Show pictures of the stalker to everyone,and makesuretheyknow
what the person is doing.
Theonlyway to truly bring
justice to this type of crime is
to make the public aware of
what is going on , so that similar incidents can be prevented
or more easily taken care of in
the future .
Excerptsofthisarticle were
reprinted from an article by
Cherie Shocz en in the Oct. 5,
1995CN.

In a major defeat fort he tobacco
industry, a federal judge in North
Carol ina ruled last Friday, Apr. 25
that the governme nt has the author ity to regu late cigarettes
and other wbaccoproducts.
The Food and Drug Administration said in the court proceedings that nicotine is a drug and
that ciga rettes are drug delivery
systems, putting these products
directly under agencyjurisd ict ion.
The decision, if upheld on appeal, will allow the FDA to enforce regulauons designed to ban
the sale of cigarettes to persons
under 18 years of age.
Additionally, the ruling will
give the FDA the power to control
or eliminate nicotine, the component of tobacco th at the age ncy
has declared to be addictive. The
FDA could, in theory, even ban
cigarettes, although FDAofficials
have sa id several times that they
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do not intend to do so.
The FDA cannot, however, impose restrictions on advertising
and promotion of tobacco products. The FDA sought to restrict
advertising and promotion geared
toward young people by banning
cigarette logos on T-shirts, baseball caps and ot her products.
Additionally, the government
sought to eliminate billboards
within JOOO feet of schools and
playgrounds and prohibit color
ads in magazines with substantial you th readers.
President Clinton told the media that the decision is "on balance,agreat victory." Healsosaid
that thejustice Department would
appeal to reinstate the advertisin g and promotional restrictions.
One of the key issues at stake
in the legal battle has been the
power of thegovernmenttoenact
regu lations designed to prevent
th e access of ciga rettes to young
people. The u lt irna te goal of these

regulations would be to reduce the
number of young people who take
up smoking.
Last February,Clintonenacted
th e first phase of hts plan, by forbidding sales to persons under 18
and requiring proof of age for anyone who looks younger than 27.
Sched uled to take effect Aug.
28 are regulations banning cigarette vendmg machmes in most
locations. prohibi ti ngself -service
cigarettedisplaysand rreesa mples
and requiring that cigarette packages bear thesrareme m:"NicotineDeli very Device for Persons 18 or
Older."
Tobacco indusrryanalysr Gary
Black told the media that the decision will inevitably lead to years
of court appeals, givmg each side
equal incentive ro seek a negotiated settlement.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals will heartheappeals. The
court has a history of supporting
such advertising rest'rictions.

Tiger Woods: examining ancest ry
Gina M. Girardot
Senior Editor

Tiger Woods has the potential
to be the greatest golfer that has
ever played the game,independent
of hts raci al heritage.

Commentary
So why has his race become
such an iss ue?
Some say that Woods transcends racial barriers, that his exceptional talents forged a bridge
to th e PGA'sgoodol' boysclub, in a
sport which has been tradiuonall y left untouched by African
Ameri ca ns.
The med ia claims that Blacks
have accused Whites of tryi ng to
downplay Woods' blackness. Instead,Blacks say they want to celebrate, not hide, Woods' heritage.
Woods has stated that he is
uncomfort able being labeled
Black. His mother is half Thai and
one-quarter Chinese, his father:
half Black, one-quarter Chinese.
If he was backed in a corner, he
claims he 'd probably say that he
was Asian , yet he says that he
wasn't about to be forced to limit
his racial definition to one race.
Blacks s..y that he stands out
because he looks Black, and beca use of this he will be treated as a
Black ma n. This treatment will
eventually make him reali ze that
he's Black, they say.
There was a time in the South
that no matter how mi nute the
amount of African heri tage you
had in your ancestry, you were labeled Black on your birth cert ifica te. They went as fa r as contriving categories such as: mulattos
(half black), quad roons(one-quarter black) and octoroons (oneeighth black). Anyone with up to
one-th in y second of Africa n ancestry was considered Black (that
means that one of your greatgreat-great-great grandparents
was black).
This was motivated by Reconstruction legislation that integrated Blacks into banks, schools
and other institutions. Categories
se rved as a method of control, it
remedied the White South's
bruised egoafteralosstothe North
and stif led threa te ned feelings as
African Americans were forced

into mai nstream socie ty.
How is forcing Woods to claim
a race any different? Is that frac tion of Afncan heritage so overwhelming that it overrides all
other aspects of his identi tyl
Perhaps the controversy can be
chalked up to the success ~phe 
nomena." If he wasn't the first
"black" to win the Masters, he'd be
busting the Generation X stereotype by being the youngest to win
Society has a need to categorize
elites, using their exception as a
tool for breaking down stereotypical barriers. But, this categoriza tion is not far from the labels tha:
Sou thern Whites imposed on the
Black man in 1866.
There seems to be ash if t backward in racial ideology; yet minoritiescontinue to plead for equal
opportunity and cry out for social

justice. The desire to be recognized for accomplishment, not by
skin color consistently remains
the ultimate goa I.
It seems that many Americans
are going back to a time where a
person is identified solely by the
sma ll amount of Black ancestry
in their heritage. This is especially
disturbingconsidering that it was
a view that was embraced by a
sectof Americathatwas tr yingto
hold on tot he \asLbn o[ domma tlon they had left after the Ovll
War.
The facts are clear, Woods is a
tremendous golfer and an exceptional individual, who serves as a
great role model for a 11 ,regardless
of his race. Woods' actions speak
louder [or the pursuit of equality
than any conviction toone racial
category ever could.

Separatist group takes hostages in Texas
Richard Mclaren, self-titled ambassador of a separanst
group in remote south west Texas took two hostages last Sunday
after he engaged in an armed standoff with sheriff's deputies
and other authorities. The group, The Republic of Texas, was
founded on the beltef that Texas was illegal\ y annexed as a state
in 1845 Mclaren, 43, took the hostages because of the recent
'kidnapping' by police of two Republic of Texas members.
More than two dozen officers were sem to the scene to end the
standoff. McLaren was wanted for failure ro appear at a court
hearing, and was arrested on contempt charges.

Aftershocks continue in California
Several waves of Northridge, Calif. earthquake aftershocks
measuring as high as 5.0on the Richter scale struck the area thts
weekend and eismologists said the activity may continue.
There have been 12 quakes in the lasnwodays No inJuries were
reported. and aside from minor breakage in stores and homes,
there was little damage
Clinton encourages reading program
President Clmton Saturday urged Congress to approve hts
$2.7 billion ' America Reads Challenge." Thegoalof che plan is
to recruit and train one million volunteer tutors to work with
elementary school studenrsandensure that the children know
how to read well by the fourth grade. Clinton said thac 160
colleges and universities have pledged ro devote some of their
campusv..ork-studyjobstothe reading tm tiauve. White House
officials said the plan will be paid for as part of the president's
overall plan to balance the federal budget by 2002.

MeVeigh trial off to dramatic start
The mal for Oklahoma City bomber T1morhy McVeigh bega n last Thursday. Me Vetgh, 29, is charged with conspiracy and
murder in rhc Apr 19, 1995, bombing. He faces a possible death
penalty. The prosecutor'sopeningstatcmentssaid that McVetgh
is a cold-blooded kill er who bombed the federal building because he wanted tosee"blood flowtngm thcstrcetsof A mem:a •

Atormermarine arrested last week mC icagocon tssed to
killing as many as eight women in lllinois and Southern California. Andrew Urdiales, 32, admitted to the slayings after
being arrested and charged. During quesrioning. he told authorities that he is responsible for six other killings.
World Briefs were compiled by Meagan Lynch, lnt. News &
Business Editor with the aid of wire sources.

Peru's media reports that rebels were executed
technological help from the United
States.
Although the U.S. military offiDespite accusations that some
cials firmly deny any Pentagon
rebels may have been executed tryrole in the raid, Peruvian sources
ing to surrender during the darinformed the media th.at the U.S.
ing rescue th at freed 71 hostages
provided a RU-38A Twin Condor
held at thejapaneseambassador's
airplane to fly over the residence.
mansion in Lima, Peru last TuesThe aircraft is capable of photoday, Apr. 22, the Peruvian gove rngraphing a butlding,
ment told the megauging the thickness
dia last Friday that
of its walls, meas uring
the bodies of al\ 14 Despite the success of this
body heat to deterslain guer rillas
mine
the number of
would be buried in
spectacular rescue, the Marxist
people inside and
unma rked graves,
comp ihng several
and the bod ies rebels clearly demonstrated
otherdet.ailscrucial to
would not be
planning a raid.
turned ove r to their
that Peru Is still far from
A hidden radio refamilies for bur ial
ceiver that a retired
or autopsies.
conquering terrorism.
naval officer had been
The New York
able to keep hidden
Times reponed that
Peruvian television broadcast deaths of one hostage, two mili- from the rebels warned the hosfootage seemed to suggest some of tary commandos and alll4 of the tages that rescuers were going to
the guerrilla bodiesmayhavebeen rebels, had been planned virtu- blow their way into the mansion.
As hostages sprawled on the
mutilated by army troops. The ally from the outset of the hosfloor and covered their faces, the
footage includes the body believed tage crisis.
Commandos staged practice floor buckled beneath them from
to be that of the guerrillas' leader,
raids for weeks pnor to the execu- a blast set off in the runneL
NestorCerpaCartolin~ lying on a
Suddenly commandos rushed
staircase with a bullet hole in the tion of the plan in a mock
head and a large gash across the ambassador's residence that they through thef ron t door and the roof
of a neighboring house. Hostages
neck. Next to his body was an- built in the hills near Lima.
A select group of ell!emilitary exited to the backyard.
other, without a head or arms.
Despi tc thesuccessof thisspecThe hostage crisis began on commanders was chosen to carry
Dec. 17, when Marxist guerrilla out the rescue operation. The tacular rescue, the Marxist rebels
group Tupac Amaru invaded the Washington Post reported that clearly demonstrated that Peru is
Japanese ambassador's res1dence. some Peruvian sources acknowl- still far from conquering terrorThe crisisendedaf ter President edged privately that they received ism. Experts have speculated in

Meagan Lynch

Int. News and Business Editor

Alberto Fujimor i was notified
that 9 of the 14 rebels, including
Cerpa, were playing soccer.
Fujimori saw anoppor tunityand,
at 3:17p.m.. ordered the raid. Sixteen minutes later, the storming
of the residencewascompleteand
the rescue operation was over.
The ra id, which resulted in the

public sta tements that Peru will
not overcome terrorism unt il it
relieves the social and economic
problems that draw people into
these rebel groups.
According to The New Yorh
Times,almosthalf ofPeru's24 million people live in poverty,85 percent of workers do not have fulltime jobs, and nearly l7 percent
live in extreme poverty, meaning
they arenotadequately nourished.
Theseconditionsexisted before
Fujimori took office in 1990, but
the percentage of Peruvians living in poverty increased last year
to 49 percent, from 46.5 percent
in 1994,according toCauntoS.A.,
an economic forecasting firm.
Most members of the Tupac
Arnaru Revolutionary Movement
and its main rival, the Shining
Path, are either dead or in jail.
However, both government officials and experts on terrorism
have told the media that the rebel
groups continue to pose a threat
to Peru's stability, even in 1hetr
weakened state.
The number of terrorist attacks
in Peru have decreased since
Fujimori's government captured
top rebel leaders in 1992. But a
series of well-planned terrorist assaults, similar to the hostage crisis tn thejapanesemansion, in recent years has stirred fears that
terronst groups are resurfacing.
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Death becomes her
Allison Miller
Staff Reporter
Most college graduates dream of receiving a car as a graduation gift, but junior
Colleen Qumn isoneexception Shedreams
of her father buymg her a funeral home.
As a chtld, Quinn always dreamed of
bemg an orrhopcdic surgeon "I was deaf
wh,·n I was born, and I was always in surgery, which made me become interested in
the field," Quinn sat d.
he still had thts Interest when, as a senior at Beaumont H1gh School, she participated in Projec t REAL "Projec t REAL required each se mor to select a place that
might be of interest for them to work at
This project was intended to guide you in
your future plans," Qumn said.
Because she was interested in becoming
an on hoped lc surgeon,she chose w work at
a funeral home. "I figured watching an embalming was similar to surgery. Obviously
one body is dead and the other living, but
the procedure was similar," Quinn said.
During those two weeks Quinn chose to
work at Kindrich-McHugh-Steinbauer Funeral Home, which was owned by her parents' f nends.
"I watched fiveembalmings, thefirstone
I saw was an aut psy," Quinn said, who
recalled seemg a body lying on the table
wHh th e skull and ribscompletelyexposed.
"I placed the organs back inside the body,
removed the skull and got to help sew the
body back together," Quinn said of this ex-

Man Qumn, Qui-nn's father, and Melissa
Lash, Quinn's good fnend since freshman
year, were also skepncal at first.
"Initially, I didn 't want Colleen to hang
herhatinonespot. I wantedherto look into
other things, but regardless I am very supportive of my daughter," Matt Quinn said.
Lash's doubt also turned into approval
once she came to know Quinn better
"I thought [embalmmg] and she were
weird, but the more I got to know Colleen,
she changed my views on people in the
field," Lash said . "I think Colleen is more
interested in working with the families than
in the embalming itself. She just thinks the
body is interesting."
According to Lash , "Embalm ing is the
only thing that she talks about seriously. I
think it's gross when she talks about cut ting up bodies and stuff, butsheshowsa lot
of enthusiasm when she talks about it."
To Quinn, it is a lot more than just "cutting up" bodies.
During Quinn's two weeks at KindrichMcHugh-Steinbauer Funeral Home, a major pan of her job required assisting families in thetr time of need and mourning.
"One time an older lady sent me fl~wers
thanking me for helping her through a d ifficult time," Quinn said.
Quinn admitted she has not yet learned
the right way to help people through the
grieving process. "There is no right and
wrong way to help people grieve , but just
like in any situation the more you ex peri-

Quinn's interest in studying the human body and in mortuary science has led her to
her ultimate career goal. She wants to run her own funeral home.
penence. "Because 1don't have my license l
wa n't able to dram the blood and nil the
body wuh lormaldehyde."
Qu1nn's interest in studytng the human
bod y floun~hcd after she e xpenenced her
f1rst e mbalmmg
Qumn recalled fcc ltnga scnseof"amazc
mcnt" at how the human body was put
toge ther "No one has the chance to see
somethmg like rhts. It was a rea lly cool
experience," Qumn satd.
She experienced thrs fechng of amazemen! while work1ng for om Steinbauer,
pan owner of Kindrich Mcllugh teinbauer Funeral Home.
"Colleen·~ ma1n ob.JCcllve was to vtew
and learn lechnically she can't embalm a
body.butshewas1nthcr mw1thme,and
she was sutted up in the proper dress,"
Srembauer sa1d. The proper dress consists
of "Junkie" clothes. "I usually just wore old
clothes and a mask over my mouth . It was
opuonal whether or not I wore the blue
gown," Qumn sa1d
Qu1 nn 'sJObalsoconsisted of a lot of "runni ng around" when she worked for
Steinbauer " olleen collected doctor certlftcatesignatures, helped arrange the flowersand ptckcd up permit ,"Steinbauersaid.
Although the average person might not
1magme this work to be appealing, Qumn's
family and fnends have accepted it.

ence it the better you become," she said.
"1 think there ts a reason why I can connect with these people. I'm willing to listen
and it helps them to vent theiranger," Quinn
said.
For Quinn to someday establish this rela tions hip, she must attend a special school
and study mortuar y science. "S1 x mon ths
before I graduate I have to be accepted by
the state to get my funeraldirector's license,"
she a1d.
Quinn is requ ired to take an examination prepared by the state before she can
receive her license.
BeforcQumncan be accepted bythestate
she must have a bachelor's degree and a
mmtm um 2.5 grade potnt average.
Applying with the state is similar to applying to get into a college or university.
"The chances that I w11l get accepted are
likely," Quinn satd.
Once she is accepted by the state Quinn
plans on attending Cincmnati School of
Mortuary Science, which requires an additional two years of schooling. The first year,
which con istsof fourquarters,emailsclassroom work. ''I would take lassesinanatomy,
funeral home management, social aspects
of death and embalming," she said .
Stemba uer wasalsoa student at theCincmnati Sc hool of Mortuary Science. "It is
the best It could be for a mortuary school It

concentrates mamly
on embalming and
the psychological aspects of gneving,"
Steinbauer said.
Dunng the second
year, Quinn will experience first-hand
what it is ltke to run a
funeral home and to
embalm bodies. "It is
required that during
this year Iembalm 40
bodies," she said.
Quinn plans toreturn to Cleveland to
perform her internship. She explained,
"The funeral homes
on the West Side always have bodies, and
they are known for
good business."
After
Quinn
graduates from Cincinnati, she is hoping
torunafamily-owned
business. "Hope fully
my dad will go in
with theguyl worked
for and buy a funeral
CheneSkoc.z.tn
home for me to run,"
Junior
Colleen
Quinn
hopes
her
communications
major
will
Quinn said.
help
her
run
a
successful
funeral
home
business.
Although it's not
definite that Quinn's
father will buy the funeral home, he is willthe body won't be buried ."
ing to do all he can to help. "I'm very supNot only will the choice for people to
portive of my daughter, and if I have the
continue having a traditional funeral allow
opportunity I'll take it," he said.
Quinn to be successful, the support of her
"I'm hoping that Colleen will get a job family and friends will also contribute.
"Alt hough a job is not guaranteed, the
with me after she graduates from Cincinpicture looks good as far as employment is
nati School of Mortuary Science,"
Steinbauer said. "I think Colleen fits the job concerned. This field needs more women
because it requires a lot of compassion ,"
well. She seems interested in what she is
Matt Quinn said.
.doing, and it is ra re to find a person who
Along with Quinn's fat her, Lash also forewants to help."
Whether Quinn's father decides to buy sees Quinn becoming a success.
"I think she will be successful because of
the funeral home or if she decides to work
the kind of person she is," Lash said. "Colfor Steinbauer, job security is good. Quinn
leen is the type of person who needs interexplained that because embalming is a
action, and she works well with people."
growing field, placement is high. AccordFor now,Quinn is busy interacting with
ing to the Cincinnati School or Mortuary
people at her current job and in her classes.
Science handbook, placement is an astonQuinn is majoring in communications at
ishing 98 percent.
However, a downside to this career is the John Carroll University. She believes that
communications is a flexible field. "I will
option of cremation, which is becoming a
also be communicating with familie s, and
more popular alternative to burial.
a degree in communications will be helpQuinn does not feel this option will alter
ful," she said.
her future career. "A lot of people want to
In addition to working as a waitress at
have a wake and to have a wake the body
the restaurant "Yours Trul y,"Quinn alsocurmust be embalmed," she said. "A lot of
rently volunteers her time at Fioretta, a lofuneral homes have a room where cremacal funeral home. "Ldon't have set hours,'
tion is performed, so the money still stays
Quinn said. "I have a pager and when they
in the funeral home. The main people who
get a body I go in."
will lose out will be the cemeteries, because
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All soaped up
]CU students discuss
favorite daytime and
primetime serials
Maria Trivisonno
Features Editor

Studen t, at j ohn Carroll University can
tell when II am comesaround ,eve ni fthey
forget their watches. Just take a walk down
Bruening Ha II Monday through Friday and
a group of IOor more people will be congregated around the hangmg television .
"Teachers walk by and give us dirty looks
all the tim e," said juntor Laura Ebinger.
I
"They always have to make a pke."
As
JomCarroll
turns:
"Young
and
restless"
college
students
spend
the
"days of
Wh at activity could possibly arouse
lives"
their
watching
soaps
to
escape
to
"another
world."
such comments from the Carroll faculty?
None other but a daily ritual for many really has amnesia (Days) or if Reva and
"You have to go to Soap Opera Anonypeople on campus: watching NBC's Days of Josh will ever reunite (Guiding Light). So mous to get unhooked," Cesa said. "It's like
Our Lives.
how exactly did this audience get hooked an addicnon, you know. They've done every
stupid thing possible and I'm still dumb
"It is much more exc iting watching the on the serial of choice?
"I think I was a sophomore in high enough to watch every si ngle day "
soap with friends than by yourself," said
Sometimes a particular a tor IS enough
freshman Areej Kahoush , another one of sc hool," said junior Nicole Cesa. "I started
the Bruening Hall group. "The same people watching [Days l regularly because my best to keep a viewer interested. "I just love usan Lucci ," Mitra sa1d "She deserves an
friend at the time was hooked."
"My sophomore year in high school my Em my this year for her performance."
f riendsand l watched [Bever!yHUls,90210]
loyal fans will go to great lengths in
every Wednesday religiously," said senior order not tom iss an episode. The invention
Elizabeth Rachfal. "It used to be JUSt an of the VCR has helped tremendously.
"My house has a specific blank tape la excuse to get together with friends on
Wednesday night and watch, but we have belled 90210and PartyofFi vr.," Rachfal said.
Mma added, "I tape [All MyChildren!every
turned into very loyal watchers. "
day,
even if I'm watching it because its set ,
Others
began
because
a
family
member
Nicole Cesa
was already a fan. "I always remember my on my timer." Cesa admitted to program mom watching All My Children during ming two VCRs in order to tape Day over
are here at the right time and we leave when summer vacation ," said junior Severina a two-week vacation.
Soap fans are indeed a devoted bunch.
Mirra, a fan of the ABC soap. "She watched
the soap ends."
What would actually get them to stop
College students gathering around the it in college, too."
Okay, perhaps the pressure of friends watching? Not much .
TV to watch soap operas is not a new phe"Cancellation," Rachfal said. Mitra was
nomenon - it's been going on at least since and family members who are fansexplains
General Hospital's Luke and Laura got why new viewers start watching, but what unsure, "W hen I get a job l'llstop watclung
married in 1981 . Now a new generation of keeps them glued to their sets day in and it. Only one year lef t? I don't thtnk I can do
it. I'll probably stop when I hav kid>."
soap viewers can't wait to find out if Sa mi day out?

"You have to go to Soap
Opera Anonymous to

get unhooked."

Year: Senior
Major: CommunJGltlons
Zodiac Sign: Aquanus
What is your favorite memory
from your years at JCU?:
Working at WUJC. I made a lot of
friends there.
What television show would
you never miss?: Melrose Place,
because, uh, can we say Heather
Locklear?
What is the most romantic
thing a woman has ever done
for you?: She told me that she
loved me.
What advice would you give to
undergrads at JCU7 Live it up.
Life's too short to worry.

z
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Quinn plans to attend the Cincinnati School of Mortuary Science after graduating
from Carroll. Job placement is 98 percent for those completing the program.

jeff Zukauckas

Feet Long
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Staff Reporter

Most college graduates dream of receiving a car as a graduauon gift, but junior
Colleen Qut nn is one excepuon. She dreams
of her father buymg her a funeral home.
As a child, Quinn always dreamed of
being an orthopedic surgeon. "l was deaf
wh,·n I was born, and I was always in surgery, whtch made me become interested in
the f1eld," Quinn said.
She still had this tnterest when , as a senior at Beaumont High School, she participated m Project REAL. "Project REAL required each sentor to select a place that
might be of interest for them to work at.
This project was Intended to guide you in
your future plans," Qumn sa1d.
Because she was mterested in becoming
anorthopedicsurgeon,shechose to work at
a funeral home. "I figured watchmgan embalming wassimtlar to surgery. Obviously
one body is dead and the othe r living, but
th e procedure was similar," Quinn said.
During those two weeks Quinn chose to
work at Kindrich-McHugh-Stei nbauer Funeral Home, which was owned by her parents' f nends.
"!watched fiveembalmings, the first one
I saw was an autopsy," Quinn said , who
recalled seeing a body lying on th e table
wtth thesk ull and ribscompletelyexposed.
"1placed the organs back inside th e body,
removed the skull a nd got to hel p sew the
body back wgether," Quinn said of thi s ex-

Man Qumn , Qui-nn's father, and Mehssa
Lash , Qumn's good friend since freshman
year, were also skepucal at first
"Initially, I didn't want Colleen to hang
her hat in one spot. I wanted herro look into
other things, but regardless I am very supportive of my daughter," Man Quinn said.
Lash's doubt also turned into approval
once she came to know Quinn beuer.
"I thought (embalmmg] and she were
wetrd , but the more I got to know Colleen,
she changed my views on people in the
field," Lash said. "I think Colleen is more
interested in working with the families than
in the embalming itself. She just thinks the
body is imeresting "
According to Lash , "Embalming is the
only thing that she talks about seriously. I
think it's gross when she talks about cutting up bod ies and stuff, butsheshowsa lot
of enthusiasm when she talks about it."
To Quinn, it is a lot more than just "cutting up" bodies.
Dunng Quinn's two weeks at KindrichMcHugh -Steinbauer Funeral Home, a major part of her job required assisting families in their time of need and mourning.
"One time an older lad y sent me flgwers
thanking me for helping her through a d ifficult ume," Quinn said.
Quinn admitted she has not yet learned
the right way to help people through the
gnev ing process. "T here is no right and
wrong way to help people grieve, but just
like in any situation the more you ex peri-

Quim's interest in studying the human body and in mortuary science has led her to
her ultimate career goal. She wants to run her own funeral home.
pcriencc "Because 1don't have my hcense l ence it the better you become," she sat d.
"I thmk there is a reason why I can conwasn't ahlc w dra1n the blood and fill the
nect with these people. I'm willing to listen
body wllh formaldehyde."
QUtnn's intcrcstm study1ng the human and it helps them to vent their anger," Quinn
lxxly floun hed after she experienced her satd.
For Quinn to someday establish this reftN emhalmmg
lationship,she must an end a special school
Quinn recalled lecllngascnseof"amazc
mcnt'' at how the human body was put and study mortuary sctence. "S ix months
together "No one has the chance ro see before I grad uate I have to be accepted by
somethmg ltke thts. It was a really cool the state to get myfuneraldirector's license,"
she atd.
experience," Quinn sat d.
Quinn ts requtred to take an examina, he expcncnced thts feeling of amaze
ment while work1ng for Tom Steinbauer, tion prepared by the state before she can
part owner of Kindrich Mcliugh - rece tve her license.
Before Quinn can be accepted by thestate
Stembauer Funeral Home.
she must have a bachelor's degree and a
"Co lleen·~ matn ob_)ecuve was to vtew
and learn. lechmcallyshecan't embalm a minimum 2.5 grade point average.
Applying with the state is similar to apbody, but she was m the room w1th me,and
she was su ited up 111 the proper dress:· plymg to get into a college or university.
Stembauersatd The proper dressconststs "The chances that I will get accepted are
of 'junkie' clothes. "I usually just wore old likely," Quinn said.
Once she is accepted by the state Quinn
clothes and a mask over my mouth. lt was
opuonal whether or not I wore the blue plans on attendmg Cmcinnan School of
Mortuary Science, which requires an addigown," Qumn said.
Qumn'spbalsocons1stedof a Lot of "run- tional two years of schooling. Thefirst year,
ning around" when she worked for which consisrsof fourqua rters,entails classSreinbauer. "Colleen collected doctor cer- room work •1would take classes in anatomy,
tiflCatestgnat ures, helped arrange the flow- funeral home management, social aspects
ers and p1cked uppermits,"Steinbauersaid. of death and embalming," she aid.
Stem bauer wasalsoastudentat theCinAlthough the average person might not
imagine this work to be appeal1ng, Qumn's cmnau School of Mortuary Science. "It is
the best ncould be fora mortuary school It
fam tly and f nends have accepted it.
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Death becomes her
Allison Miller
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concentrates ma inly
on embalming and
the psychological aspects of grieving,"
Steinbauer said.
During the second
year, Quinn will experience first-hand
what it IS like to run a
funeral home and to
embalm bodies. "lt is
required that during
this year Iembalm 40
bodies," she said .
Quinn plans toreturn to Cleveland to
perform her intern ship. She explained,
"The funeral homes
on the West Side always have bodies, and
they are known for
good business."
After
Quinn
graduates from Cincinnati, she is hoping
torunafamily-owned
business. "Hopefully
my dad will go in
with the guy 1worked
for and buy a fu neral
Chtne: SkOC2Cn
home for me to r un,"
Junior
Colleen
Quinn
hopes
her
communications
major
will
Quinn said .
help
her
run
a
successful
funeral
home
business.
Although it's not
definite that Quinn's
father will buy t he funeral home, he is willthe body won't be bur ied."
ing to do all he can to help. "I'm very supNot only will the choice for people to
portive of my daughter, and if I have the continue having a traditional funeralallow
opportunity I'll take it," he said.
Quinn to be s uccessful , the support of her
"I'm hoping that Colleen will get a job family and friends will also contribute.
with me after she graduates from Cincin"Although a job is not guaranteed, the
picture looks good as fa r as employment is
nati School of Mor t uary Sc ienc e,"
Steinbauer said . "l think Colleen fits the job concerned. This fi eld needs more women
well. She seems interested in what she is because it requires a lot of compassion ,"
doing, and it is rare to find a person who Matt Quinn said.
Along with Quinn's fat her, Lash a !so forewants to help."
Whether Quinn 's fathe r decides to buy sees Quinn becoming a success.
"!thin kshe will be successful because of
the funeral home or if she decides to work
for Steinbauer, job security is good. Quinn the kind of person she is," Lash said. "Colleen is the type of person who needs interexplaine~ that bec a use embalming is a
growing field, placement is high. Accord- action, and she works well with people"
For now,Q uinn is busy interacting with
ing to the Cincinnati Sc hool or Mortuary
people at her current job and in her classes.
Science handbook, placement is an astonQuinn is majoring in commun ications at
ishing 98 percent.
However, a downside ro this career is the john Carroll Unive rs ity. She believes that
option of cremation, which is becoming a communications is a flexible field . "I will
also be communicating with families, and
more popular alternative to burial.
Quinn does not feel this option will alter a degree in communications will be helpful," she said.
her future career. "A lot of people want to
In addition to working as a waitress at
have a wake and to have a wake the body
the restaurant "Yours Trul y,"Quinn alsocurmust be embalmed," she satd. "A lot of
remly volunteers her time at Fioretta, a lofuneral homes have a room where cremation is performed, so the money still stays cal funeral home. "l don't have set hours,'
in the funeral home. The main people who Quinn said. ' I have a pager and when they
get a body l go in."
willloseout will be the cemeteries, because

Chtne Skocun

Quinn plans to attend the Cincinnati School of Mortuary Science after graduating
from Carroll. Job placement is 98 percent for those complettng the program.

]CU students discuss
favorite daytime and
primetime serials
Maria Trivisonno
Features Edttor

Student> at John Carroll University can
tell when II a.m. comesaround,even if they
forget their watches. just take a wa lk down
Bruening Hall Monday through Friday and
a group of IOor more people will be congregated around the hanging television .
"Teachers walk by and give us dirty looks
al l th e time," sa1d JUt110r Laura Ebinger.
I
'
"They always have to make a joke."
As Jom Carroll turns: 'Young and restless" college students spend the "days
What activny could possibly arouse
such comments from the Carroll faculty? their lives" watching soaps to escape to "another world."
None other but a daily ritual for many really has amnesia (Days) or if Reva and
"You have to go to Soap Opera Anonypeople on campus: watching NBC's Days of josh will ever reunite (Guiding Ught). So mous to get unhooked," Cesa said "It's like
Our Lives.
how exactly did this audience get hooked an addiction, you know. They've done every
stupid thing possible and I'm still dumb
"It is much more exciting watching the on the serial of choice?
soap with friends than by yourself," said
"I think I was a sophomore in high enough to watch every Slllgle d ay."
Sometimes a particular actor is enough
freshman Areej Kahoush, anot her one of school." said junior Nicole Cesa. "[started
the Bruening Hall group. "The same people watching[Daysl regularly because my best to keep a viewer interested. "l just love usan Lucci," Mitra said . "She deserves an
friend at th e time was hooked"
"My sophomore year in high school my Em my this year for her performance."
Loyal fans will go to great lengths 111
friends and l watched [Beverly Hills, 90210 I
ever y Wednesday religiously," said senior order not to miss an episode. The invemion
Elizabeth Ra~hfal. "It used to be just an of the VCR has helped tremendously:
"My house has a specific blank tape laexcuse to get together with friends on
Wednesday night and watch, but we have belled 90210 and PartyofFi ve," Rae hfalsaid.
Mitra added, "1 tape IAll My Chi ldrenlevery
turned into very loyal watchers."
day,
even if I'm watc hing it because it's set
Others
began
because
a
fami
I
y
member
Nicole Cesa
was already a fan. "I always remember my o n my timer." Cesa admitted to programmom watching All My Children during ming two VCRs in order to tape Days over
are here at the rightt imeand we leave when su mmer vacation," said junior Sevcrina a two-week vacation.
Soap fans are indeed a devoted bunch.
Mitra, a fan of the ABC soap. "She watched
the soap ends."
What would actually get them to stop
Coll ege students gathering around the it in college, too"
Okay, perhaps the pressure of friends watching? Not much.
TV to watch soap operas is not a new phe"Cancellation," Rachfal said. Mitra was
nomenon-i t's been going on at Least since and fam ily members who are fans explains
Gene ral Hospital's Luke and Laura got why new viewers start watching, but what unsure, "W hen I get a jcb I'll stop watching
married in 1981. Now a new generation of keeps them glued to their sets day in and it. Only one year lef t7 [don 't thlllk I can do
1t. I'll probably stop when I hav kids."
soap viewers can't wait to find out if Sami dayout7

Jeff Zukauckas
Year: Sen1or
Major: CommuniCations
Zodiac Sign: Aquarius
What is your favorite memory
from your years at JCU?:
Working at WU)C I made a lot of
friends there.
What television show would
you never miss?: Melrose Place.
because, uh, can we say Heather
Locklear'
What is the most romantic
thing a woman has ever done
for you?: She told me that she
loved me .
What advice would you give to
undergrads at JCU? Live it up.
Life's too short to worry

"You have to go to Soap
Opera Anonymous to

get unhooked."
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Year 1n review

1996-97

Late Dean of Students Joe Looking back,
The year in drawings
Farrell named Carroll
looking ahead
another year at john Carroll
News Person of the Year ends,Astheopportu
nityto look back proStrengt h,k ind ness,loyalt y,
friendship, and love. These
are all qualities by which we
measure a "great" person, and
are also the very ideals we
cominually strive to develop
within ourselves.
For many students, the late
Dean of Studentsjoseph
Farrell was the embodiment

of these characteristics. From
the momem we first stepped
onto campus for freshman
orientation. he shared a special part of himself with each
of us, offering a welcome that
could ease all worries.
Throughout his years here at
Carroll , Dean Farrell shared
his light ,love,friendship, and
life witheveryperson he came
into contact wi rh,sha ping the
"college experience" of many.
The Carroll News has
named joe Farrelll996-97 CN
Person of the Year, in remembrance of his years of dedicared service, fellowship, and
guidance atJCU.
In the words of Senior
Patr ic k Alle, "Dean Farrell
taught us love in his living
and faith in his dying." He
was a strong example, a truly
"great" person in so many
ways, and his presence here at
Carroll will be greatly missed.

vides many memories: good, bad,
happy, sad,funny, controverswl and
entertaining
Below,The Carroll News provides a
quick look back at the official news
that mayor may not be worth recalling Alsoincludedaresomeo{oureditorialcartoons, which some had probably hoped were long gone.
The most important recollection on
this page, however, is our Person of the
Year, the late Dean of students, joe
Farrell. Certainly, this memorable
man has touched many of us in ways
that are very worthyoj remembering.
both today and always.
And really, that "always" is where
we are all headed.
Whetheryouare movi ngon to other
opportunities, or if you will remain
in the Carroll Community,thememories of this year will influencefutu re
memories for the years ahead.
We can not forget, whether good or
bad, because the memories are arart
of us, and what we can and wil be come.

-Resa Whipkey

-The Carroll News

Carroll Turns 110
Housing ordinance pending in UH council
Universit y has no parting solution
Travis named university provost
UH Council to consider Jesuits' move to Miramar
Ceremony marts Shea's induction
Binge drinting a reality at Carroll
Snowed in
Carroll says goodbye to a good friend
University revotes AUies charter
Student impersonates cop; confiscates beer in Murphy
Bernet g ets face-lif t
Court orders deputies to JCU
English loses three
The Mad Greets
Budgets pass, appeals lik:ely
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8 Heads rolls all over the place Cornln_
. gAtt raet·IOns

Lisa Salamon
Staff Reporter

Funny man joe Pesci stars in
the new release 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag . Pesci stars as Tommy, a
mobster hitludn who is to transport the e1ght heads of people ordered dead as proof of the murders.
As 1f killing them isn'renough,
he has to pack the heads (along
with the hats and cigars still attached from the time of the m urders) in a duffel bag that can fool
airport security. A prettyeasyjob
considering he planted a gun on
the person in front of him to give
security something else to do.
The transportation isdisturbed
when the duffel bag which contained the heads is accidentally
switched with a vacationing
student's bag. By the time the two
realize th ey have the wrong bags,
it is too late. The plot continues
with Tommy's search for the bag.
Tommy travels to the college
the student an ends and attempts
to get information out of the

The mustcal comedy, I Doll Dol, is coming tO
the Cleveland Play House and will run now
through June
L The pia y follows a couple from
their weddmg day, on, as the
audience sees them grow through
35 years of marnage nght before
their eyes. Performing in I Do! I Dol
is Gary Sandy who played Andy
Travis in the T.V. omedy WKRP
in Cincirtalti. Ticket prices range
from $25 to $35. For reservauons or more inlormation call (216)
795-7000.

Theater

8Heads: Joe Pesci on the set of this new comedy with director Tom
Schulman giving him instructions.

fusion begins. The movie continues wi th the vacationers' dJscovery of the heads and Tommy's
search for them . Tommy attempts
to find replacement heads for the
lost ones. Meanwhile, those
. - - - - - - - - - - -- - - , that have found the lost heads
Flick Pick: 8 Heads
are worrying about how to discard
the smelling and rotting
Rating:5outof10
~
things. It is a long and twisted
' - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ' roller coaster ride
There are moments of comedy
student's buddy (David Spade).
Even this happens in a comical intertwined with this confusion,
and weird way. Meanwhile, the but these moments are not wellstudent has traveled on to Mexico spaced and not consistently funny.
to visit his girlfriend (K risty Although this is true, thescenesof
Swanson) and meet her parents, situation comedy and the sly comments by both Pesci and Spade do
who are a little wacky
Now, with the plot set, the con- add laughter to the film .

Pu upyour ukes...
Colleen Leslie

Headlines of the year

ENTERTAINNENT

Entertainment Editor

Over the past few years, more
and more series from the 70s and
'80s have had reunion shows. The
majority of the time these reunions are boring or even pointless, as if the movie was a feeble
auemptat resurrecting long dead
shows and actors that have not
held a job since the series. Luck11 y,such was notthecase with the
Dukes of Hazzard Reunion.
The good ol' boys came back
Friday night to show us that a Ithough some things had changed,
Hazzard County was still pretty
much the same.
In this reunion episode, the
Dukes are shown to have grown
up and moved on with their lives
while at the same time still enjoying a good fight in the Boars Nest
or taking the sheriff on a good car
chase.
Bo Duke (John Schneider) is
now a pro race-car driver while
cousin Luke (Tom Wopat) is a
smoke jumper for the forest service . Meanwhile , Daisy Duke
(Catherine Bach) is a Ph.D. candidate studying ecology at-where
else-Duke Univers1ty.
Boss Hogg is dead now, but
Sheriff Roscoe (James Best) has
taken over for him (Yes, he still
has his dog). Cooter (Ben jones),
believe 1t or not , has returned from
congressional service in Washington D.C. ThenthereisEnos(Sonny
Shroyer)whocame back from the
LAPD to tell Daisy he is still in
love with her Finally, Uncle jesse
(Denver Pyle) is still around tak mg care of his farm.
The pomt of the reunion was
that bu inesswoman Mama Jo
Max (Stella Stevens) wants to
bu!ld a theme park m the middle
of HazzardSwampdestroymgthe
ecolog1 as well as Uncle jesse's

farm .
lf you were wondering why
Daisy was going for her Ph. D. in
ecology. it was for this very episode. She was able to discover a
new species of fern that would
prevent Mamajo from destroying
the swamp. Of course, then Da1sy
gets kidnapped and 1t is up to Bo
and Luke to rescue her.
And so the much awaited for
car race takes place. Unfortunately, as those around me were
only too happy to point our, Bo
and Luke just don't slide through
those windows like they used to.
The bad guys try using a revved
up engine to beat the Dukefamily
but don't succeed. Somehow the

The general storyline (except
for the part about the heads) has
been seen many times before, and
is predictable.
The movie becomes long and
repetitious, not to mention confusing. Characters emerge from
nowhere and the scenes get a httle
gory and stupid. But then again,
look at the title.
The plot just becomes roo
drawn out and at times even the
humor does not make it bearable
The acting is good, and Pesci is
always a joy to watch on the
screen .
The comedy is enJOyable, but
the tw ists in the plot are enough
to make you r head spin.

eyre ac
Dukes, as per usual, are able to go
through a complicated rescue
mission for Daisy (without us1ng
guns of course) and still get to the
finish line before the rival team.
It was as if the series had never
been cancelled. Everything was
the same. Well, almost everything. No matter how hard you
guys try, Daisy just doesn't fit into
those jean shorts like she used to.
I was also disappointed that I
sa t through the two hour movie
only for Daisy to tell Enos she
needs to grow up some more before she can marry him. Sorry,
but if you are 40 and too young to
get married, something is wrong.
Overall, lloved this reunion .

In an attempt to cash in on his long ago 70s fame,
Eric Estrada has written htsown mem01rs. Estrada,
who played Ponch on the 1977 83 series CHiPS.
-writes of his rough upbringing,his struggle to become an actor,and
the toughtimeshe has had fi ndingacti ngroles ince the scric . Erik
Estrada: My Road from Harlem to Hollywood, sells for the retail
pnce of $22.
Seven classic American movies based on the writings of
Tennessee Williams will be shown between May I and
•
15 at l he Cleveland Cinemarhequ€, Cleveland Institute
of Art. Included in thesenesare well-known films like Caton a Hot
Tin Roof and A Streetcar Named De~i re, as well as lesser-known
fllms like Period of Adjustment. Admission to each film IS $5. For
more information call (216) 421-7450.

The band Kurth
& Taylor is
coming
to
Cleveland for a
benefit concert
on Sunday, May
4 Wa11yKunh
pays
ed
Ashton
on
ABC's 'Genera 1
Hospita l' and h1s band on the soap IS known as "Eddie Maine &
The Idle Rtch.' Hosted by Kahlua and WEWS TV5, the concert
will take place at 2:00 p.m. at Dick's Last Resort. Money made
from the concert will benefit the Ryan White Foundation and
the AIDS program at Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital.
Tickets are $25. For more information, or to reserve tickets, call
(216) 241-1647.

Let goof everything you know and all that you
believe in. Step into the land of Tao where the last
lines of defense in the battle against evil are the
Warriors of Virtue. Ryan jeffers (Mario Yedidia) is a typica l kid
w ho dreams of being t he star quarterback of the football team
and hanging with the popular crowd at sc hool. Ryan depends on
his best friend Ming, a chef in a Chinese restaurant, for support.
Ming gives Ryan a special manuscript that is a passport to the
world of Tao, run by Master Chung (Chao-Li Chi). Defendmg the
Lifespri ngs of Tao from the evil warlord Komodo are the Warriors
of Virtue , kangaroo-like beings whose Kung Fu mastery makes
then a formidable fighting force. Ryan and the Warriors must join
forces to conquer the ev il warlord and save the last Lifespring, or
Tao and all of its inhabitants will be vanquished and Ryan will
never make it home. In order to win, however, Ryan must look
inside himself and find t hestrengthofhisown virtues,orTaowill
certainly be lost.

Warriors: Mario Yedidia stars as Ryan, a normal boy who gets
caught up in a fanciful adventure in Warriors of Virtue, a new
release from MGM.

Reunion: Stella Stevens plays a dirty businesswoman going up
against Luke and Bo Duke in the Dukes of Hazzard Reunion.

Coming Actramons were cvmptled b; Colleen LesHc,
Entertawment Editor. Graphics byjef!Kneilc, GralJhics Editor.
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review

1996-97

Late Dean of Students joe Looking back,
The year in drawings
Farrell named Carroll
looking ahead
another year at john Carroll
News Person of the Year ends,Astheopportu
nityto look back proStrength, kindness, loyalty,
friendship, and love. These
are all qualities by which we
measure a "great" person, and
are also the very ideals we
continually strive to develop
within ourselves.
For manystudents,the late
Dean of Studentsjoseph
Farrell was the embodiment

of these characteristics. From
the moment we first stepped
onro campus for freshman
orientation, he shared a special part of himself with each
of us, offering a welcome that
could ease all worries.
Throughout his years here at
Carroll, Dean Farrell shared
his light, love, friendship,and
life with every person he came
into contact with,sha ping the
"college experience" of many.
The Carroll News has
named joe Farrelll996-97 CN
Person of the Year, in remembrance of his years of dedi cated serv ice, fellowship, and
guidance atJCU.
In the words of Senior
Pa trick Aile, "Dean Farrell
taught us love in his living
and faith in his dying." He
was a strong example, a truly
"g reat" person in so many
ways, and his presence here at
Carroll will be greatly missed.

vides many memories: good, bad,
happy, sad,funny, controversial and
entertaining.
Below, The Carroll News provides a
quick lool< back at the official news
that mayor may not be worth recalling. Also includedaresomeo{oureditorial cartoons, which some had probably hoped were long gone.
The most important recollection on
this page, however, is our Person ofthe
Year, the late Dean of students, joe
Farrell. Certainly, this memorable
man has touched many of us in ways
that are very worthyoj remembering.
both today and always.
And really, that "always" is w.here
we are all headed.
Whether you are movi ngon to other
opportunities, or if you will remain
in the Carroll Commu nity,the memories of this year wi II influence Jut ure
memories for the years ahead.
We cannot forget, whether good or
bad, because the memories are arart
of us, and what we can and wil become.

-Resa Whipkey

-The Carroll News

Headlines of the year
Carroll Turns 110
Housing ordinance pending in UH council
University has no parting solution
Travis named universit y provost
UH Council to consider Jesuits' move to Miramar .
Ceremony marts Shea's induction
Bing e drint ing a reality at Car roll
Snowe d in
Carr oll says goodbye to a good friend
Unive rsity revotes Allies charter
Student impersonates cop; confiscates beer in Murphy
Bernet gets face-lift
Cour t orders deputie s t o JCU
English loses three
The Mad Greets
Budgets pass. appeals litely

ENTERTAINNENT
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8 Heads rolls all over the place COlllln_
. g Attraet·Ions

lisa Salamon
Staff Reporter

Funny man joe Pesci stars in
the new release 8 Heads in a Duffel Bag . Pesci stars as Tommy, a
mobster hitruan who is to transport the eight heads of people ordered dead as proof of the m urders
As if killing them isn't enough,
he has to pack the heads (along
wtth the hats and ctgars still attached from the time of the murders) in a duffel bag that can fool
airport security. A pretty easy jOb
considering he planted a gun on
the person in from of him to give
secur ity something else to do.
The transportation isdisturbed
when the duffel bag which contained the heads is accidentally
switched with a vacationing
student's bag. By the time the two
realize they have the wrong bags,
it is too late. The plot continues
with Tommy's search for the bag.
Tommy travels to the college
the student attends and attempts
to get information out of the

The mustca l corned y, I Doll Dol, is commg to
the Cleveland Play House and will run now
through j une
I. The play follows a couplef rom
their wedd tng day , on, as the
audience sees them grow through
35 years of marriage right before
their eyes. Performmgm 1DolJ Do!
ls Gary Sandy who played Andy
Travis in the TV . comedy WKRP
in Ci ncinatti. Ticket prices range
from $2.5 to $35. For reservations or more information call (2.16)
795-7000.

Theater

SHeads: Joe Pesci on the set of this new comedy with director Tom
Schulman giving him instructions.
The genera l storyline (except
fusion begins. The movie continues with the vacat ioners' discov- for the part about the heads) has
ery of the heads and Tommy's been seen many times bdore,and
search for them. Tommy attempts is predictable
The movie becomes long and
to find replacement heads for the
lost ones. Meanwhile, those repetitious, not to mention con.-- - - - - - - - - - - - , that have found the lost heads [using. Characters emerge from
Flick Pick: 8 Heads
are worrying about how to dis- nowhere and thescenesgera little
card
the smelling and rotting gory and stupid. But then again,
Rating: 5outof10
~
things. It is a long and twisted look at the title.
L------------...J roller coaster ride.
The plot just becomes too
There are moments of comedy drawn out and at times even the
student's buddy (David Spade).
Even this happens in a comical intertwined with this confusion, humor does not make it bearable .
and weird way. Meanwhile, the but these moments are not well- The acting Is good, and Pesc1 is
stud em has traveled on to MexiCo spaced and notconsistentlyfunny. always a joy to watch on the
to vis it his girlfnend (Kristy A!though this is true, the scenes of screen.
The comedy is enjoyable, but
Swanson) and meet her parents, situation comedy and theslycom ments by both Pesci and Spade do the twists in the plot are enough
who are a little wacky.
to make your head spin.
Now, with the plot set, the con- add laughter to the film.

Pu ap your ukes...

eyre

Dukes,as per usual, are able to go
farm .
Colleen Leslie
Entertainment Editor
lf you were wondering why through a complicated rescue
Over the past few years, more Daisy was going for her Ph. D. in mission for Daisy (without using
and more series from the 70s and ecology, it was for this very epi- guns of course) and still get to the
'80s have had reunion shows. The sode. She was able to discover a finish line before the rival team.
lt was as if thesenes had never
majority of the time these re- new species of fern that would
unions are boring or even point- prevent Mamajo from destroying been cancelled. Everything was
less, as if the movie was a feeble the swamp. Of course, then Daisy the same. Well, almost everyattempt at resurrecting long dead gets kidnapped and it is up to Bo thing. No matter how hard you
guys try, Daisy just doesn't fit into
shows and actors that have not and Luke to rescue her.
And so the much awaited for those jean shons like she used to.
held a job since the series. LuckI was also disappointed that I
ily, such was notthecase with the car race takes place. Unfon usat
through the two hour movie
nate
ly,
as
those
around
me
were
Dukes of Hazzard Reunion.
The good ol' boys came back only too happy to point out, Bo only for Daisy to tell Enos she
Friday night to show us that al- and Luke just don't slide through needs to grow up some more bethough some things had changed, those windows like they used to. fore she can marry him. Sorry,
Hazzard County was still pretty The bad guys try using a revved but if you are 40and too young to
up engine to beat the Duke family get married,somet hi ng is wrong.
much the same.
In this reunion episode, the but don't succeed. Somehow the Overall, !loved this reunion.
Dukes are shown to have grown
up and moved on with their lives
while at the same time still enjoying a good fight in the Boars Nest
or taking the shenff on a good car
chase.
Bo Duke Oohn Schneider) is
now a pro race-car driver while
cousin Luke CTom Wopat) is a
smoke jumper for the forest service. Meanwhile, Daisy Duke
(Catherine Bach) is a Ph.D. candidate studying ecology at- where
else-Duke University.
Boss Hogg is dead now. but
Sheriff Roscoe Games Best) has
taken over for him (Yes, he still
~as his dog). CooterCBen jones),
believeitor not, has returned from
congressional service in Washington D.C. Then there isEnos(Sonny
Shroyer)whocame back from the
LAPD to rell Daisy he is still in
love with her. Finally, Uncle jesse
(Denver Pyle) is still around tak ing care of his farm.
The point of the reunion was
that businesswoman Mama jo
Max (Stella Stevens) wants to
build a theme park in the middle
of Hazzard Swam pdestroymg the Reunion: Stella Stevens plays a dirty businesswoman going up
ecolog) as well as Uncle Jesse's against Luke and Bo Duke rn the Dukes of Hazzard Reunion.

In an attempt to cash m on his long ago 70s fame,
Enc Estrada has wnuen l11Sown memOirS. E trada ,
who played Ponch on the 1977-83 sencs CHiPS.
-writes of his rough upbringing, his struggle to be orne an actor,and
the tough times he has had findingacting rolessmcc the series. Erik
Estrada: My Road from Harlem to Hollywood, sells for the retail
price of $2.2..
Seven classic American moviesbasedonrhewritingsof
Tennessee W!lllams will be shown bet ween May I and
•
IS at the Cleveland Cinematheque, Cleveland Institute
of Art. Included in the series are well-known films like Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof and A St reetco r Named Dest re, as well as lesser-known
films like Period of Adjustmcttt. Admission to each ftlm IS $5. For
more information call (2.16) 42.1-7450.

The band Kurth
Taylor is
coming
to
Cleveland for a
benefit concert
on Sunday, May
4. WallyKunh
plays
e
Ashton
on
ABC's 'General
Hospital' and hts band on the soap 15 known as 'Eddie Maine &
The Idle Rich.' Hosted by Kahlua and WEWS-TVS, the concert
will take place at 2:00 p.m. at Dick's Last Resort. Money made
from the concert will benefit the Ryan White Foundation and
the AIDS program at Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital.
Tickets are $2.5. For more information, or to reserve tickets, call
(2.16) 241-1647.

&

-

Let go of everything you know and all that you
believe in. Step intO the land ofTao where the last
lines of defense in the battle against evil are the
Warriors of Virtue. Ryan jeffers (Mario Yedidia) is a typical ktd
who dreams of being the star quarterback of the football team
and hanging with the popular crowd at school. Ryan depends on
his best friend Ming, a chef in a Chinese restaurant, for support.
Ming gtves Ryan a special manuscnpt that is a passport to the
world of Tao, run by Master Chung (Chao-Li Chi). Defending the
Lifesprmgsof Tao from the evil warlord Komodoare the Warriors
of Virtue, kangaroo-like beings whose Kung Fu mastery makes
then a formidable fighting force. Ryan and the Warriors must join
forces to conquer the evil warlord and save the last Lifespring, or
Tao and all of its inhabitants will be vanquished and Ryan will
never make it home. In order to win, however, Ryan must look
inside himself and find thestrengthofhisown virtues, or Tao will
certain] y be lost.

MGM

Warriors: Mario Yedidia stars as Ryan, a normal boy who gets
caught up in a fanciful adventure in Warriors of Virtue, a new
release from MGM.
Coming AttractiOns were compiled by Colleen Leslie,
Entertainment Edt tor. Graphics by jeff Knei!e, Graphics Editor.
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Summer makes a splash at local amusement parks
Kara Barauskas
Staff Reporter

Well,H's that time of yearagam
No, not the time of projects or last
mtnute cramm1ng for those
dreaded finals. It' time for one of
the ummer's biggest thnlls-trips
roam usement parks. Yes, tt's ume
to brave the rides and waves. If
you're the amusement park enthusiast, there are parks a hop.skip
and whirl away with new rides
waning toe ha llenge the strongest
of stomachs
Cedar Point, located in
Sandusky, Ohio, has many new
attractions th1s season Soak City
water park, a sure bet that you'll
get wet, offers fun for all ages and
has added 6.5 acres to the park.
Amongtheaddltlonsare an adult
activity area where those twentyone and older can have a few beverages while raking a dip in the
whirlpool. Also included is a
500,000 gallon wave pool that includes body surfing and nding
inner tubes. For those still wanting more water fun, there is an
action slide area that contains
three tw1sung inner tube ra ft
shdes.
Not in the mood to get wet? No
problem. Also mak1ng its debut
at Cedar Pomt this year is Chaos.

SPORTS
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Guaranteed to make youspm. rock rer-spraying
and whtrl. Chaos has a spinning/ devices, and a
tilting platform that wh1rls riders shtpprng vesin a 360-degree movement that selatopthe tree
that
turns sideways and upside down. house
pours 1,000
You won't know where you are
Chaos is defmitely something gallons of watolookforwardto.ltwasratedthe tereveryftveto
'Best New Product for a MaJor ten minutes.
Amusement Park Ride' at the 1996 Surround1ng
Annual Convention and Trade all of this are
Show of the lmernauonal Asso- three heated
Ciation of Amusement Parks and lagoons with
special effects
Attractions.
Geauga Lake, in Aurora, Ohro, like exploding
which is about 30 mtlessoutheast water mines,
of Cleveland, is also gearing up to bubbling
show off new 1997 additions to springs and
the park. Mr.Hyde'sNastyFall,an waterfalls.
As if Cedar
unrestricted free- fall from 13 stoand
ries,suspends ridersfora brief mo- Point
ment in irs 1.8 second faiL Hold- Gea uga Lake Cedar Point: A wave pool similar to this one is one of the new attractions.
Geauga Lake is open darly
ing up to four passengers, the ride don't offer enough thrills, there is fun. For the thnll-seekers, the
rapidly dips into an ominous also The Beach Water park in Cin- parks are wait mg. bur don't forget from Memorial Day through Lacinnati. Notonly arethereover30 to bring some extra cash. The borDayandweekendsinMay,Sepcurve.
Hook's Lagoon, 1he other latest water attractions, The Beach price of one-day admission passes tember and October.
The Beach Water park is also
attraction at Geauga Lake, is an Waterpark also offers live enter- continues to increase. CedarPo1nr
interacttve water paradrse. Spe- tainment with concerts ranging admission is$29.9S,Geauga Lake open all summer long, so no marcifically designed for children to from rock 'n'roll to reggae. There is$2l.99and The Beach Water park ter where you go. you can stay cool
splashing in the water and have
interact with their parents, Hook's are also beach areas with 2,600 tons is $18.95.
of
white
sand
and
more
than
Cedar
Point
is
open
daily
Satfun in the hot summer sun.
Lagoon encompasses over 30.000
urday, May lO through Labor Day,
Even if you chose at;t amusesquare feet with 75water play fea- 128,000 square feet of sun deck.
Whatever the summer plans Septemberl,aswellasbeingope n mentparkotherthantheseyou're
tures It hasanauthenticl?thcentury Pirate Ship, a tree house with include, amusement parks here in for bonus weekends in the spring sure to have fu n.jusrrememberto
enjoy yourself!
funnels, tunnels and several wa- Ohio are guaranteed to add to the and fall

Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

The john Carroll University
tennis teams are moving toward
their respective conference tournaments like out-of -control
steamrollers, smashing anyone
and anythmg rn their paths.
With therr 8-l victory over
Hiram Tuesday,the women 'steam
completed their undefeated romp
through the Ohio Athletic Conference.
Also falling vtctim to the rampagingBlue Streaks last week were
Bald win- Wallace (8-l), Capital (7O),and non-conference foe Malone
(7- 2).

JCU compiled a matc h record
o£72-7 in theOACdur ingtheregular season. The closest matchjCU
faced was a 6-3 verdict over Ohio
Northern in early April. They also
shutout four reams. JCU head

coach Toby Perry called the season a "pleasant surprise" because
he really didn't know what to expect from a team he knew relatively little about.
One down note to the season,
Perry said, was the fact that his
ream did nor get to face the "real"
defending champions, Otterbein
Otterbein lost four of its starters
from last season pnor to the starr
of rh is season.
So the big match for JCU becameFriday'sbattlewithBW. The
battle didn't turn out to beallthat
was expected, though, as the
Streaks buzzed the YellowJackers,
8-L
"We expected a tough march
going into the march !with BWI,"
said Perry, whose squad is now 133 overall. "Baldwin-Wallace is always a rough team."
Senior Susa n Okuley agreed.

Romy and Michelle lacks more than brain cells
ashamed to be seen in the theater,
though I don't recall anyone else
Staff Reporter
While it is my obligation to being there. Kind of a sad comwrite mov1e revrews for the mentary.
The plot of Romyand Michelle's
Carroll New~. it was my errant
i h chool Reunion i impl
t
rlrn an
irh
•
Hrgh School Reroiwn. F1rst and Two h1gh school friends are apforemost, 1appeal to all of you out proachmg their ten year reunion
and
realize
they
are
unaccomplished. Subsequently,
tl1ey contrive false affairs to inFlick Pick: Romy
duce
1heir old classmates to beRating : 2 out of 10
lieve that they are very successfu1.
This plan unravels as an old
there to enlighten me as to highschool nemesis exposes them
whet her I might plead with the as failures. The two come to realannals of tnne for the return of ize that it is more fun to act as they
those two hours of my life. I felt always have and they have a fun

Mike Mapel

r6

l\4edical School is Optional.
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_,.Personal arrenrion
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_,.Proven srra.t:egies
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- " Dynamic in.st:rucrors
- " FR.F:E exrra help
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Classes begin June 7t:h
in Bea.chvvood
Early access: lt4ay 3rd

rime at the reunion after all.
While you might bemoan my
trite plot review, I'd rather talk
about the degree of illness that this
movie caused me!
't'ou

gouge my eyes our with a shoehorn than ever subject myself to
such torture as Romy and
Michelle's High School Reunion
Aside from this scathing review, Idid find a moral to the story.
Shedding false pretenses and em-
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bracing genuineness are the keys
to happiness. Acting nat urallyand
truly is rhe signature of personal
happiness. All right, l had to dig
for that one.
Overall, though , the movie
sucked

~~

Staffing Solutions Enterprises has the
right assignment for your summer
break. Call today and we can have an
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know whar lr ralc~s ro wfn,"

DebeiJak said. "It's s1x matche:; in
two days so we have to be phy~• 
callyand mentally ready Sram1na
plays a b1g part with so many
matchesintwodays. We'll have to
be physically ready to play.
'Bur that's a worry coming off
finals." he continued. 'We're not
playing as much as we're use to.
We'll have to do anything to stay
in playing shape."

Ohio State Parks are looking
for individuals to fill the followIng positions :

Cleveland
(216) 621-9000

Debeljak said. "Pat faced a lot o

game pomts and hrt some great
shots.
"Pat Aile really came through
brg time in the BW march," he
added. "After a shaky start, he
pulled it together. Hecouldeasily
have gone the other way."
Prior to the match with BW,
jCU (now 15-3 overall) defeated
Walsh (6-3) and Capital (9-0)
jCU took on Hiram yesterday

-

~1M

Standardized tests are predictable.
Understanding them is what Kaplan is all about.
Classes begin May 7 for the
June 16 LSAT exam.
Classes begin May 17 for the
June 21 GMAT exam.

Caii1.SOO.KAP·TEST to reserve your spot now!

~

~

1-800-KAP-TEST

~

to wrap up its regular season
schedule Next up for JCU ts the
OACtournament next Friday and
Saturday at Ohio Northern.
Debeljak expects his squad to
receive five number one seeds at
the draw to be held a week from
today.
He added thatJCU's marn compeuuon, BW, should receive three
number one seeds.
"Being seeded number one
theoretically meanseasiersemifi
nal matches," Debeljak said.
"Number two and three are usu- ,.
ally even. But four is usually an
easier march. It 's certainly not
automatic, but rt does help."
The victory over BW will also
help jCU, Debeljak said.
"The [tournament! will get
down to BW and us in a lot of
finals," he said. "It's good, to have
theconfidenceof a win and even a
loss helps because you know what
other guys play 1i ke."
Unlike the youthful women's
team, the men's team rs experienced as five of the six playerscompeted in previous OAC tournaments.
....-..
The #l doubles team of senior
Andrew Perry and sophomore
Bryan Mohler rs the defending
OACchampion at that same spot
The #J doubles team of JUniors
Mark Gentile and Ed Schmitt won
the #2 doubles ti tie last year.
Perry 1salso the only returning
smgles champion for JCU, having
won the #2 singles title last year
But Aile and Mohler were both
finalists last year at #3 and #5
singles, respecttvcly

Seeing double: Freshmen t win sisters Amy and Karen Rizzuto
play their doubles match during Friday's contest with BaldwinWallace. The Blue Streaks thumped the Yellow Jackets, 8-1. The
twins and the rest of the undefeated JCU women's tennis team
will play in the OAC tournament tomorrow and Saturday at
Baldwin-Wallace.
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"We dtdn't expect to beat them 8- of his team. "We've improved so
l," she said. 'We thought they'd be much. And we're so steady. We
should have a seed at every level.'
better betng undefeated."
The one factor which might
The undefeated team whrchall
other nine OAC teams will be affect] CU. whrch fmished tied for
shooting for now, though, isjCU. fourth place with Capital at last
But neither Perry nor Okuley are year's OAC tournament, is its lack
concerned as the team prepares of experience.juniorjen Schwartz
for the OAC tournament tomor- is the on 1y other player besides
Okuleywirh OAC tournament exrow and Saturday at BW.
"We have a good chance to win perience. Okuley actually is the
it all if everybody plays up to par," only player on the roster to have
Perry said. "Fortunately, every- won an OAC title, doing so at #I
doubles in 1995.
body is also healthy."
Senior Chris Lucia, who went
Okuleysaid, "1think we have a
really good chance Hopefully, if undefeated in the OAC, though.
we all play well on those two days, played two seasons at Ohio State.
But the other four Blue Streak
I'm sure we'll do fine."
Seedings will be established at players (Karen and Amy Rizzuto,
the tournament draw tonight at Lizette Flammer, and Lisa
BW. Four players are seeded at Vielhauer) are freshmen Perry,
each spot and the remaining six however, foresees no problems.
"They're beating upperclass
are drawn randomly.
'We're really strong,' Perry said teams," Perry said of his freshmen .
"They have a lot of tournament
experience. They ca me to Carroll
with tournament expenencc."
On the men's [ront,JCU withstood a frerce cha ll enge from BW
to defeat the Yellow jackets, 5 4.
junior PatAllewason thecoun
with the match knotted 4-4 He
dropped the f1rst set, 6-4, but re
bounded to win the second set, 64. He jumped our to a 5-2 lead in
the final set, but then lost the next
four games. He was able to tie the
match 6-6 to set up the uebreaker
which would decide both his own
and the overall match. !-Its 12-10
tie break victory gavejCU the victory.
"The tiebreaker was probably
the m st e~cit mg match w_ 'vc

mepeopleu.n'tstand

sappy dramas. Some people have
disdain for plotless action films. 1
personal! y like the former two
whereas !loath "stupid people comedies" (ie. The Brrdcage and To
Wong Foo). These sorts of films
make me want to barf.
Thecharactersaresoinane that
the mov1e becomes a recurrent
nightmare. Romy and Michelle, to
me. are frightening reminders of
rela tionships past-pretty girls
with, li ke,superficialatt irudesand,
like, nary a brain cell.
This film definitely gives one a
greater appreciation for acculturated women (such as JCU has to
offer).
Ulnmarely, I think I'd rather

11

Mike Campanella

Senior, Baseball

Senior, Tennis

Went 8-for-18 (.444) with
two runs scored, five runs
batted in, and a stolen base in
eight games last week. On the
season, is cu rrently fourth on
the team w ith a .348 batting ·
average and has driven in 20
runs.

The Ohio State transfer compiled a singles record of 7-0
and a doubles mark of 9-0
(with senior Susan Okuley) as
JCU went undefeated during
the OAC regular season. She
is ranked first among #I
singles players in the OAC.
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Summer makes a splash at local amusement parks
Kara Barauskas
Staff Reporter
Well, It's thauimeof year again.
o, nm the umeof pro_)Cctsor last
mmute cramming for those
dreaded fmals It's time for one of
the summer's b1ggest thn lls-tn ps
to amusement parks.. Yes, it's umc
to brave the rides and waves. I[
you're the amusement park en
t husiast,thereare parks a hop,skip
and whHl away wnh new ndcs
wa1 ting toc ha llengc the strongest
of stomachs.
Cedar Po1 nt, located 1n
Sandusky, Oh1o, has many new
attract1onsth1sseason SoakCity
water park, a sure bet that you'll
get wet, offers fun for all ages and
has added 6.5 acres to the park
Amongtheaddltlonsare an adult
acuvity area where those twentyone and older can have a few beverages whtlc takmg a dip m the
whirlpool. Also included IS a
500,000 gallon wave pool that includes body surfing and riding
inner tubes. For those still wantmg more water fun , there is an
action slide area that contains
three tw1s11ng inner tube raft
slides.
Not in the mood to get wetl No
problem. AI o making its debut
at Cedar Po1nt this year is Chaos.

Guaranteedtomakeyouspm rock
and whirl. Chaos has a spinning/
tilting platform that whirls riders
in a 360-degree movement that
turns sideways and upside down
You won't know where you are.
Chaos is defmi1ely something
tolookforwardw.lt was rated the
'Best ew Product for a Major
Amusement Park Ride' at the 1996
Annual Convention and Trade
Show of rhe lnrcrnauonal AssocJauon of Amusemem Parks and
Attractions
Gea uga Lake, m Aurora, Ohio,
which lsabout30 miles sou theast
of Cleveland, is also gearing up to
show off new 1997 additions to
the park. Mr. Hyde's asryFall,an
unrestncted free -fall from l3stones,suspends nders for a bnef moment in lis 18 second faiL Holding up to four passengers, the ride
rapidly d1ps into an ominous
curve.
Hook's Lagoon,1he other latest
auraction at Geauga Lake, is an
interactive water paradise. Specifically designed for children to
Interact with their parents, Hook's
Lagoon en com passes over 30,000
square feet with 75water play features. It hasanaurhentic 17th cenlllry P1rateSh1p,a tree house with
funnels, tunnels and several wa-
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ter -s prayt ng
devices, and a
shipping vesselatopthetree
house
that
pours 1,000
gallons of watereveryf1veto
ten minutes.
Surround1ng
all of this are
three heated
lagoons with
spec1al effects
like exploding
water mines,
bubbling
springs and
waterfalls.
As if Cedar
Point
and
Gea uga Lake Cedar Point: A wave pool similar to this one is one of the new attractions.
Geauga Lake is open daily
don't offer enough thrills, there is fun For the thrill-seekers, rhe
also The Beach Water park in Cin- parks are waitmg, but don't forget from Memorial Day through Lacinnari. Noronlyarethereover30 to bring some extra cash. The borDayandweekendsinMay,Sepwater attractions, The Beach price of one-day admission passes tember and October.
The Beach Water park is also
Waterpark also offe rs live enter- continuestoincrease. CedarPoim
tainment with concerts ranging admission is$29.95 ,Geauga Lake open all summer long, so no mat[ rom rock 'n'roll to reggae. There is$2L99and The Beach Water park ter where you go, you can stay cool
arealsobeachareaswith2,600tons is $18.95.
splashing in the water and have
of white sand and more than
Cedar Point is open daily Sat- fun in the hot summer sun.
urday,May lO through Labor Day,
Even if you chose a ':I amuse128,000 square feet of sun deck.
Whatever the summer plans Septemberl,aswellasbeingopen mentparkotherthanrheseyou're
include, amusement parks here in for bonus weekends in the spring sure to have fun. just rememberto
Ohio are guaranteed to add to the and fall.
enjoy yourself!

Brian Murphy
Sports Ed1tor
The john Carroll University
tenn1s teams are moving toward
the1r respective conference tournaments like out-of-control
steamrollers, smash1ng anyone
and anything in their paths.
With their 8 -l VIctory over
H1ram Tuesday, the women's team
completed their undefeated romp
through the Ohio Athletic Conference.
Also falling victim to the rampaging Blue Streaks last week were
Baldwin-Wa !lace (8-l), Capita I (70),and non-conference foe Malone
(7-2).
jCU compiled a match record
of 72-7 in theOACduringrheregular season. The closest matchjCU
faced was a 6-3 verdict over Ohio
Northern 111 early April. They also
shutout four teams. jCU head

coach Toby Perry called the season a "pleasant surpnse· because
he really dtdn't know what to expeer from a team he knew rela tively little about.
One down note to the season,
Perry said, was the fact that his
ream did not get to face the "real"
defending champions, Otterbein
Otterbem lost four of its starters
from last season prior to the start
of th1s season.
So the big match for jCU became Friday's battle with BW The
battle didn't turn out to be all that
was ex pected, though , as the
Streaks buzzed the Yellow Jackets,
8-1.
"We expected a tough match
going into the match !with BW],"
said Perry, whose squad is now 133 overall. "Baldwin-Wallace is always a tough team ."
Senior Susan Okuley agreed.

"We didn't expect to beat them 8l,'shesaJd 'We thought they'd be
betler bemg undefeated."
The undefeated team wh1chal1
other nine OAC reams will be
shooting for now, though, isJCU
But neither Perry nor Okuley are
concerned as the team prepares
for the OAC tournament tomorrow and Saturday at BW
"We have a good chance to win
it all if everybody plays up to par,"
Perry sa1d. "Fortunately, everybody is also healthy"
Okuley said, "I think we have a
really good chance Hopefully, if
we all play well on those two days,
I'm sure we'll do fine."
Seedings will be established at
the tournament draw tonight at
BW Four players are seeded at
each spot and the remaining six
are drawn ra ndomly.
"We're real! y strong,' Perry said

Romy and Michelle lacks more than brain cells
Mike Mapel
Staff Reportc..e:..:r- - - While it is my obhgauon to
write mov1e revtews for the
Carroll NeM. It was my errant
·r

i

1·1rst and
foremo t, lappealtoallofyouout
lltg/1 Sdwol Rctmwn

Flick Pick : Romy

Rating: 2 out of 10

t§

there to enlighten me as to
whether I migh1 plead wnh the
annals of ume for the return of
those two hours of my life. l felt

ashamed to be seen in the theater,
though I don't recall anyone else
being there. Kmd of a sad commentary
The plot of RomyandMichelle's
· It It I
tn· n i
im
·Jwo h1gh school fr 1ends are approachmg the1r ten year reun1on
and
realize
they
are
unaccomplished. Subsequently,
rhey contrive false affairs to induce their old classmates to beheve that they areverysuccessful
This plan unravels as an old
h1ghschool nemesisexposesrhem
asfailures ThetwocometorealIZethatuismorefuntoactasthey
always have and they have a fun

tkredical School is Optional.
The Jv.rCAT isn •t
~

.F"er...·onal arrenrion

~Small

classes

srraregies
and rechniques
~Dynamic insrrucrors
_ , FR F:F: exrra help
_, Cadu.ceu
sofr~vare
~Proven

Classes begin June 7t:h
in Beach'-Vood
Early access.· LY:ray 3rd

time at the reunion after aiL
While you might bemoan my
trite plot review, I'd rather talk
about the degree of illness that this
movie caused me!
Y. u
mepeoplecan'tstand
sappy dramas. Some people have
d1sdain for plotless action films. I
personally like the former two
whereaslloarh "stupid people comedies" (i.e. The Birdcage and To
Wong Foo) These sorts of films
make me want to barf
The characters are so inane that
the movie becomes a recurrent
nightmare. Romy and Michelle, to
me. are frightening reminders of
relationships past-pretty g1rls
with, li ke,superficm lattit udesand,
hke, nary abram celL
This film defimtely g1ves one a
greater a pprec1at1on for accu 1rurated women (such as jCU has to
offer)
Ultimately, I think I'd rather
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to wrap up its regular season
schedule. Next up for JCU IS the
OACtournament next Fnday and
Saturday at OhiO Northern
Debeljak expects h1s squad to
receive five number one seeds at
the draw to be held a week from
today
He added thatjCU'smamcompctitJOn,BW,should receive three
number one seeds.
"Be1ng seeded number one
rheoretica II y meanseas 1er semi final matches," Debeljak said .
"Number two and th ree are usu
ally even. But four is usually an
easier match. It's certainly not
automatic, but 1t does help."
The victory over BW will also
help JCU, Debeljak said.
"The ltournamem] will get
down ro BW and us in a lot of
finals," he sa1d. "lt's gocxJ. to have
theconfiden eof a win and even a
loss helps because you know what
other guys play like.•
Unlike the youthful women's
team, the men's team is experienceda five of thesix players competed in previous OAC tourna
ments.
The #I doubles team of sen1or
Andrew Perry and sophomore
Bryan Mohler is the defending
OACchamp1on at that same spot.
The #3 doubles team of jumors
MarkGenttleand Ed Schm1tt won
the #2 doubles IItle last year
Perry1salso the only returning
singles champion for jCU, having
w n the #2 smgles title last year.
But Aile and Mohler were both
fmahs1s last year at #] and #5
5inglcs, re pc 'lively

Seeing double: Freshmen twin sisters Amy and Karen Rizzuto
play their doubles match during Friday's contest with BaldwinWallace. The Blue Streaks thumped the Yellow Jackets, 8-1. The
twins and the rest of the undefeated JCU women's tennis team
will play in the OAC tournament tomorrow and Saturday at
Baldwin-Wallace.
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of h1s team. 'We've improved so
much . And we're so steady We
should have a seed at every leveL•
The one factor which might
affectjCU, which finished tied for
fourth place with Capital at last
year's OAC rournamenr .1s its lack
of expenence jumorjen Schwanz
is the on 1y other player besides
Okuley wirhOAC tournament ex
perience. Okuley actually is the
only player on the roster to have
won an OAC title, domg so at #I
doubles m 1995.
Senior Chns Lucia, who went
undefeated in the OAC, though,
played two seasons at Ohio State
But the other four Blue Streak
players (Karen and Amy Rizzuto,
Lizette Flammer, and Lisa
Vielhauer) are freshmen. Perry,
however, foresees no problems
"They're beating upperclass
reams," Perry S<lld of hi sf resh men.
"They have a lot of tournament
experience They came to arroll
with tournament expenencc."
On the men's front,JCU with stood a fierce challenge from BW
to defeat the Yellow jackets, 5-4.
junior Pat Aile was on the court
with the match knoued 4-4. He
dropped the ftrst set, 6-4, but rebounded tow in the second set,64. He jumped our to a 5-2 lead in
rhe final set, but then lost the next
four games. He was able w ue the
match 6-6 to set up the uebreaker
whtch would dectde both h1sown
and the overall match His 12-10
tiebreak vt tory gave] U the v1c
tory.
"The tiebreaker was probably
the most cxcJtmg match we've

Debeljak sard. "Pat faced a lor of know what lr rak6 to win:
game points and hit some great Debel;ak said. "It's six matches in
two days so we have to be phys1
shOIS.
"Pat Aile really came th rough callyand mentally ready Stamma
big nme in the BW match," he plays a big part With so many
added. "After a shaky stan, he matchesintwodays. We'llhaveto
pulled it together. He could easily be physically ready to play.
'But that's a worry coming off
have gone the other way."
Pr ior to the match with BW, finals,' he continued . 'We're not
jCU (now 15-3 overall) defeated playing as much as we're use to.
We'll have to do anythmg to stay
Walsh (6-3) and Capital (9-0).
JCU took on Hiram yesterday in playing shape."

bracing genuineness are the keys
to happiness. Acringnaturallyand
truly is the signature of personal
happiness. All right, I had to dig
for that one.
Overall , though , the mov1e
sucked,

C L E V .E L A N 0 I A K R 0 N

stamnu SoluUons

Call us t:oday.
216/360-0100

gouge my eyes our with a shoehorn than ever subject myself to
such torture as Romy and
Michelle's High School Reunion
Aside from this scathing review, I did find a moral to rhesrory.
Shedding false pretenses and em-
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Classes begin May 7 for the
June 16 LSAT exam.
Classes begin May 17 for the
June 21 GMAT exam.

Calll.SOO.KAP·TEST to reserve your spot now!

~

~

l·BDO·KAP·TEST

Mike Campanella

Senior, Baseball

Senior, Tennis

Went 8-for-18 (.444) with
two runs scored, five runs
batted in, and a stolen base in
eight games last week. On the
season, is currently fourth on
the team with a .348 batting
average and has driven in 20
runs.

The Ohio State transfer compiled a singles record of 7-0
and a doubles mark of 9-0
(with senior Susan Okuley) as
JCU went undefeated during
the OAC regular season. She
is ranked first among #I
in the OAC.

..
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Baseball meets perennial power in key games
Mark Boleky
Ass1stant Sports Edi tor

After almost a complete season, the lasttwogamesaretheonly
ones that mauer for the john Carroll Umverstty baseball team .
Saturday's
doubleheader

against division leader Marietta
can havejct.J finishmgsecond in
the Oh1o Athletic Conference or
completely missing the playoffs.
JCU (21-l8, 10-6 OAC) has
stayed m the mtddle of the pack
all year and, as of press time, finds

itself tied for third place in theOAC
after the past week's success. A
sweep of Baldwin-Wallace last
Wednesday and a split with second-place Mount Union Tuesday
has put john Car roll into playoff
contention.

JCU freshman Mike Stang and teammates look on after Stang fouled off a pitch toward Wasmer
Field during Saturday's game with Ohio Valley at Schweickert Field. The Blue Streaks swept the
doubleheader, 10-7 and 8-6, to give them 20 victories on the season. It was the first time the Blue
Streaks have reached the 20-victory plateau since 1989.
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LASHES

Swimming awards ... The john Carroll
University swimming and diving teams an nounced their award winners Sunday at the
annual postseason banquet.
Seniors jeff Juergens and Frank D'Angelo
were named men's most valuable per£ormers,
while senior Debbie janchar was named
women's most valuable performer.
Senior jay Donato and sophomore Monica
Kramer were given the men's and women's
teams' Coaches Awards, respectively.
Junior Brad Wilson won the men's team
Most Improved award, while junior Melissa
Lanning won thesameawardon the women's
side.
Captains for the 1997-98 season were also
announced:WilsonandsophomorePatCarey
for the men's team and juniors Carrie
Green plate and Kara Newmeyer, and sophomore Brenna Carey for the 'WOmen's team.
Head coach Matt Lenhart also took the
opportunity to recognize the men's team for
earning the College Swimming Coaches Association of America Academic All-American Award for carrying a team cumulative
grade point average of better than 3.0.
The women'steam captured its eighth consecutive Ohio Athletic Conference title this
season, while the men fell just short of notching their eighth straight title, finishing second at the conference championships.
Scholarly swimmers ... Senior Matt Olver
was named to the 1997 GTE Academic AllAmerica College Division Men's Fall/Winter
At-Large third team as selected by the College
Sports lnformation Directors of America.
Olver carries a 3.87 grade point average as
an Econom1cs major with a Foreign Affairs
minor.
He was a two-time captain for the men's
swimming and diving team . He earnedAll-

R T

s

Ohio Athletic Conference honors 15 times
during his career, including four individual
titles (three in the 400 lM and one in the
1650 Free). He isalso the school record holder
in the 4001M
Olver became a candidate for this honor
by being named to the 1997 GTE Academic
AU- District lV Fall/Winter Men's At-Large
First Team, which is selected by college
sports information directors in five states.
Wrestlers honored ... Seniorjason Kessen
and sophomorejim Ayers we renamed to the
Division Ill Wrestling Coaches Scholar AllAmerican team.
Kessen, who became the firstjCU wrestler to earn the honor three times, is a Biology major with a 3.23 grade point average.
Ayers is a Business Management major
with a 3.37 grade point average.
Candidates must have at least a 3.0 grade
pointaverageandarecommendationfroma
faculty representative, along with a minimum 67 -percent winning percentage(and/
or be a conference or regional placewinner ).
Diamond marks ... Sophomore Jim
Wideikis has set school records in homers
(6),doubles(l9),and runs batted in( 46)this
season.
Saturday's second game with Ohio Valley
also marked the 13lst career game played by
senior Joe Panzarella, breaking the school
mark of Kevin Fischer. Panzarella also tied
Chuck Cangelosi's school record for runs
scored in a career (103) by crossing the plate
three times Tuesday in a doubleheader at
Mount Union.

Sports Flashes were compiled by Brian
Mu rphy,SportsEd1tor; with the aid of rtleastsfrom

the]CU sports information office.

The top four teams in the con ference ad vance tot he postseason.
Mount Union and fifth-place
Otterbein are separated by only
three games in the standings.
lncldentally,jCU has also tied
the school single-season mark for
wins, set in 1985.
"l think we're catching a lot of
teams by surprise by doing some
of the things we're doing," said
head coach Brian Brewer. "I would
love to sit back and score by hitting doubles. But we can't. We
have to squeeze in the second inning,and some! teamslaren 't ready
for that."
Despite a 4-7 conference record
heading into the doubleheader,
BW almost caught JCU by surprise. But a two-run single by
sophomore jim Wideikis .plated
two runs to put JCU ahead, 7-5.
Sophomore Aaron Miller came in
to get his first of two saves on the
week asjCU held on, 7-6.
In thesecond game against BW,
junior Marc Thibeault gave some
bullpen arms a rest, going 8.1 innings while allowing only two
runs.
"I think I've thrown the ball
better as of late, but the team has
gotten stronge r as the time has
gone on," said Thibeault, who has
won his last three sta rts. "I myself
have been doing the same things,
but we have been picking up different aspects of the game ."
Thibeault excelled Tuesday, as
well. going six innings while only
allowing one run and striking out
four injCU's 11-2 win over Mount
Union in the second game. Five
runs in thefifth inning, driven by

sophomore
catcher
Pat
Nothnagle's first career home run,
powered the win.
In the first game, a base hit in
the bottom of the eighth broke a
5-5 tie to lead Mount to the 6-5
win. Freshman Mike Metz was
handed the loss in a relief
apearanceafter Miller started and
gave up four runs in 3.2 innings.
A number of different Carroll
pitchers also saw time last weeken d, as the Streaks played doubleheadersagainsta pair of non-conference foes. Last Saturday, they
won a pair agamst Ohio Valley in
the last game of the year at
Sc hweickert Field, 10-7 and 8-6.
The next day, they traveled to Allegheny College and were swept
by the fifth-ranked team in the
nation, ll-2 and 6-0.
"In our non-conference games,
we try to get a feel for our new
kids," said Brewer. "Weuyandget
kids in certain situations and see
how they respond ."
One win over Marietta would
set t he jCU mark for most wins
overall and in theOACfor the season. But most importantly, it
would guarantee a playoff berth
in theOACTourna mentMayB-10,
which would be the team's first
si nce 1992.
If the Streaks do get swept Sat·
urday, they would need Otterbein
to lose three of its fin al four games
against Ohio Nerthern and BW.
"lt'sadefi n item ust-win,but the
big key is that everyone's got to
stay focused ," said Thibeault. "Of
course we know it's a big game,
but we try not to treat i.t different
from any oth erOACgame."

Track picks up the pace at Wasmer
James Van Dress qualified for the
Ohio Athletic Conference ChamThe John Carroll Untversity pionships by wmning the 5,000track and field teams had their best meter race at 16 19.6.
overall showings of thespnng this
Freshman ick Sellers set a
past weekend m the friendly con- personal best by almost six seconds in the 1500·meter run with a
fines of Wasmer Field.
The me n's team captured first ti me of 4:24.
place, while the women finished
Freshman Andy Waide made a
second Friday at theJCUTriangu- large tmprovement byJumpmg2l'
lar at Wasmer Field.
3-l/4' in the long jump, good
"We had a definite advantage enough for second place.
competing in a friendly environThe women were led by their
ment," said coach Don Stupica. only multiple winner, senior Jill
"Our facility is great for competi- Muldoon, who won both the 200tion and has a track conducive to meter dash (27.9) and 400- meter
dash (1:021).
some really good times."
In addition roJCU ,Wooster and
Freshman MollyMayerentered
Oberlin participated in the meet. into the top eight in the OA wnh
"By having only three teams at her first place performance in the
the event,' said Stupica, "we were 5,000 meter run wtth a time of
able to score a lot more points. 19:51.4.
Running against two NCAC
Others qualified for the OAC
!North Coast Ath letic Conference! Championships, whi h will be
opponents was a good change of held at JCU in two weeks. Senior
Heidi Krebs wil l be heading to the
pace for us."
junior Matt Lemieux placed in meet after her run of 2:29.8 in the
three events in leading the men to 800-meters
th eir firs t-place finish ove r
Also, sophomore Heath er
Wooster. One of the team's high- Ferrari quali fied in th e 400-meter
est scorers all season, he won the intermediate hurdles with a time
pole vault at 15 fee t and took third of 1:12.7,andjuniorKatieSulliva n
in the long jump with a distance placed first in the triple jump with
of 20' 3-1/4'. Lemieux also was a a distance of 33' 4'.
"We had some phenomenal
member of the 4x100-meter relay
ream that took first with a season- performances last weekend, both
individually and as a team," said
best time of 43.1 seconds.
There were several other indi- coach Kathy Lanese. "The gi rls
vlduals who had very impressive rea lly rose to the occasio n."
showings on Friday. Sophomore
Both teams are preparing for
Sports Reporter

Goln' the dlstEnCe: A pa ir of John Carroll runners attempt to fend
off a pair of Wooster runners during one of the races Friday at
the JCU Triangular Meet.

Charles Smith
Sports Reporter

With the 1997 campaign concluded, the
-~~.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~a~mr-·~9~a~od

oinovich victorious
at Ohio Wesleyan
Brian Murphy

IBors'l presence was necessary. We

had to go it wi thout him."
Senior Jim Hauman led thereDo you think that john Carroll
University senior Steve Voinovich mainder of the JCU contingent
has noticed whatTigerWoodshas totaling a 155 to tie for llth place.
Also, sophomore Jeff Sawitke finbeen up to in his new career?
Voinovich must have decided ished tied for 14th place at 156;
to do his best Tiger impression sophomore Will Hickey shot 160
Saturday. He scorched Royal totiefor30th place; and junior Ben
American Links fora three-under- Wilkins tied for 45th place with a
par 69 enabling him to claim the score of 165.
JCUwilltake tot he links today
individual title at the Ohio
Wesleyan Schaalln vitationa l, held and tomorrow for the Ohio Athletic Conference Golf Champion Friday and Saturday.
Voinovich shot an opening ships at Fowler's Mill in
round 74 before fir ing the only Chesterland, Ohio. just two weeks
sub-70 round o£ the tournament. ago,JCU won its own tournament
His two-daytotalof 143 was three at Fowler's Mill behind Bors.
"The kids are familiar with evshots better than Capita l's seconderything about the course," Moran
place Stephen Reed.
JCU finished third in the team said.
Voinovich said that playing on
competition , totaling 6l4 , one
stroke behind DePauw and five JCU's home course is a confidencebuilder. "We know the course and
behind Denison.
"Normally, the numbers we plus we know we beat Otterbein,
shot are good enough to win,"JCU our main competition, there.
They've had a tough time playing
coach Mike Moran said.
The scores were definitely Fowler's Mill traditionally."
Otterbein, the defending OAC
helped by the consecutive good
days of weather, the first time it tournament champion, has finhas happened this season. The sun ished in either first or second place
shone brightly and temperatures in the four tournaments in which
it hasplayed againstjCU. The only
were in the 60's both days.
"Definitely, the good weather time JCU beat Otterbein was at
helped us out a bit because it was thejCU Invitational.
Following the OAC Cham piongolf weather and not skiing
ships, JCU should participate in
weather," Voinovich said.
JCU played without junior jeff the four-day NCAA ChampionBors, who was the medalist at last ships, hosted by Otterbein, beginweek's jCU/Fowler's Mill Golf ning Tuesday, May l3.
Voinovichadmits that winning
Course Spring Invitational. He
had to give a group presentation the NCAA Championship would
be tough, but is still open-minded
Friday in class.
"Professors have been good at to the possibility.
"A realistic goal is top five," he
allowing the players to miss a
class," Moransa1d. "But in this case. said, tho ugh .
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Sports Editor

JCU senior Angel Koss in action against Marietta on Saturday afternoon.
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their biggest goal of advancing to the
postseason. That's not saying they d id not
fini sh with plenty or personal high lights.
as well as a strong ream finish .
Carroll won three of its last four games,
including a doubleheader sweep of Hiram,
3-0 and 13-l.
Freshman Niki Russell also picked up
her fourth shutout of the year against
Marietta last Saturday in a 6-0 victory at
Bracken Field.
Victories in all four of the games would
have putjoh n Carroll in the OAC postseason
tournament, provided it received some help
from some ot hertea ms. As it turned out, the
Blue Streaks finished in seventh place in the
conference.
"We weresoclose,"saidKoss. "We showed
it was feasible lfor JCUI to make the playoffs."
JCU was blessed with a co uple of surprises this year, which came in the form o[
two freshmen, Russell and shortstop j aime
Skaugen. Skaugen completed the season
with a team-high .398 batting average and
22 runs batted in.
"I can't say enough about jaime Skaugen
and the impact she had," said senior Angel
Koss.
Russell ended up 9-5 on the year with a
3.01 earned run average. "!can't believe I did
so well. I had a lot of help from everyone,"

at 14101 Cedar Rd.

WUJC E-MAIL:

WWC@JCVAXA.JCU.EDU

. .,., befla;iiiiiJPIIIiliil1.........

put up some fair numbers to lead the team
to one of its most exciting seasons.
The Streaks recewcd solid play from all
their seniors. Angela Rochowiak gave tb.e
ream much needed leadership. Shefinished
with a .358 average and tied for the team
lead with ll doubles.
Koss also showed great consistency
throughout the season, playing in every
game. The ironman outfielder completed a
solid career at Carroll, in which she tied the
school record with 123 games played.
"I wi II never forget the end of the Marier ta
game, when all the seniors met on the
mound and hugged," said Koss "These girls
are like family to me."
Carroll also got good play from juniors
Kristen Brigee and Carrie McVicker Brige.e,
JCU's number one pitcher, led the staff in
starts and innings. Although she ended up
with a losing 8-9 record, Brigee compiled a
low 2.43 ERA with 44 strikeouts.
McVicker provided the power numbers
for the Streaks, smacking four of the team's
five home runs, which tiestheschoolrecord
for homers in a season. She also broke her
own record for hits in a season by collecting
44 on the campaign.
Also achieving some school records this
year wassophomorejen Wolke. She set the
single-season mark with ll2at-bats,30 runs
scored, and l3 doubles.

Now Hirhtg Full- ThMe SuJMJMer Positiotts
Palmers attd Job Site Ma..agers

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Start at f6-t10 per hour, plus buses!
WE.E.I<L Y A.ND E.ND-Of'-SOMME.l~ 80NOSE.S
't-DA. Y WE.E.I(S POSSIBLE..
A.DVA.NGE..ME.NT OPPORTONITIE.S
&Uf.E.I(LY PA.Y
&UOI~I( WITH f'RIE.NDS

We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.
This v!eek s special is: All JCU students ar.d
faculty :eceive a 20 percent Clscour.t ::ith !.D.
1

OhioOpenings: -Dayton
Cincinnati
C lev eland Columbus
·Toledo
·Akron
(And in 39 other stares across the country)

$

-

said Russell. "The seniors were so supportive; they always had encouraging words
whether I was dom ood or bad ."

Et1Joy The Outdoors fhls SuJMJMer

Your Colts Welcomed·

397-4422

the OAC Championships to be
hosted by JCU at Wasmer Field
next Friday and Saturday.
"It's hard to say at this point
how things wtll turn out," sa1d
StupJCa. "The coachtng staff is
opt1m1stic that there will be improvement. We'd like to finish
among the top five in the conference, but that will be dtfhcult
since we're such a young team."
According to Lemieux, the
ream shares the coach's outlook
on the rest of the season.
"We're pretty strong right now,"
said Lem 1eux." ow that we have
a set lineup for each event, everyone can concentrate on their execution If everybody comes out
and hasagoodday,lthinkwe'lldo
wcll(attheOACChampionshipsl"
Ferrari,who IS runmng her best
times of the year after missing a
month d uc to injury,fcels the team
has truggled through adversity
this season.
"lthink that a number of people
have overcome mjuries and other
obstacles this year," she said. "We
have a lot of freshmen and there
have been some changes on the
coachmgstafflfrom last yearL'
JCU com peres in irs final regu
lar season meet LOmorrow at the
OAC Quad at Otterbem for one
Ia ttuneupbeforetheOAC hampionships. Moun t Unwn and
Baldwin-Wallace enter the meet
as the defending men's and
women's champions, respectively.

C A L L 1 (888) CPP-97US
I (888) 277-9787
N 0 W!

$
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Baseball meets perennial power in key games
Mark Boleky
Ass1stant Sports Ed1tor
After almost a complete season,the last twogamesare the only
ones that matter for the john Carroll Umverslty baseball team.
Saturday's
doubleheader

against division leader Marietta
can havejCU finishing second in
the Ohio Athletic Conference or
completely missing the playoffs.
jCU (21-18, 10-6 OAC) has
stayed m the m1ddle of the pack
all year and, as of press time, finds

ttse lf tied fort hird place m the OAC
after the past week's success. A
sweep of Baldwin-Wallace last
Wednesday and a split with second-place Mount Union Tuesday
has put john Carroll into playoff
contention.

JCU freshman Mike Stang and tearm1ates look on after Stang fouled off a pitch toward Wasmer
Field during Saturday's game with Ohio Valley at Schweickert Field. The Blue Streaks swept the
doubleheader, 10-7 and 8-6, to give them 20 victories on the season. It was the first time the Blue
Streaks have reached the 20-victory plateau since 1989.
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LASHES

Swimming awards ... The john Carroll
University swimming and diving teams an nounced their award winners Sunday at the
annual postseason banquet.
Seniors jeff Juergens and Frank D'Angelo
were named men's most valuable performers,
while senior Debbie janchar was named
women's most valuable performer.
Senior jay Donato and sophomore Monica
Kramer were given the men's and women's
reams' Coaches Awards, respectively.
junior Brad Wilson won the men's team
Most Improved award, while junior Melissa
Lanning won the same award on the women's
side.
Captains for the 1997-98 season were also
announced: Wilson and sophomore Pat Carey
for the men's team and juniors Carrie
Green plate and Kara Newmeyer, and sophomore Brenna Carey for the women's team.
Head coach Matt Lenhart also took the
opportunity to recognize the men's team for
earning the College Swimming Coaches Association of America Academic All- American Award for carrying a team cumulative
grade point average of better than 3.0.
The women's team captured its eighth consecutive Ohio Athletic Conference title this
season, while the men fclljustshortof notching their e1ghth straight title, finishing second at the conference championships.
Scholarly swimmers ... Senior Matt Olver
was named to the 1997 GTE Academic AllAmenca College Division Men's Fall/Winter
At-La rge third team as selected by the College
Sports Information Directors of America.
Olver carries a 3.87 grade point average as
an Econom1cs major with a Foreign Affairs
minor.
He was a two-time captain for the men's
s wimming and d1ving team. He earnedAll-

s

Ohio Athletic Conference honors 15 times
during his career, including four individual
titles (three in the 400 IM and one in the
1650 Free} He is also the school record holder
in the 400 IM.
Olver became a candidate for this honor
by being named to the 1997 GTE Academic
All-District IV Fall/Winter Men's At-Large
First Team, which is selected by college
sports information directors in five states.
Wrestlers honored ... Seniorjason Kessen
and sophomore jim Ayers were named to the
Division Ill Wrestling Coaches Scholar AUAmerican team.
Kessen, who became the firstjCU wrestler to earn the honor three times, is a Biology major with a 3.23 grade point average.
Ayers is a Business Management major
with a 3.37 grade point average.
Candidates must have at least a 3.0 grade
pointaverageandarecommendationfroma
faculty representative, along with a minimum 67 -percent winning percentage(and/
or be a conference or regional placewinner ).
Diamond marks ... Sophomore Jim
Wideikis has set school records in homers
(6), doubles (19), and runs batted in ( 46)this
season.
Saturday's second game with Ohio Valley
also marked the l3lst career game played by
senior Joe Panzarella, breaking the school
mark of Kevin Fischer. Panzarella also tied
Chuck Cangelosi's school record for runs
scored in a career (103) by crossing the plate
three times Tuesday in a doubleheader at
Mount Union.

Sport$ Flashes were compiled by Brian
Mu rphy,SportsEditm;with tht:aidofreleasesjrom

the]CU sports information office.

catcher
Pat
The top four teams in the con- sophomore
ference advance tot he postseason. Noth nagle's first career home run,
Mount Union and fifth-place powered the win.
In the first game, a base hit in
Otterbein are separated by only
the bottom of the eighth broke a
three games in the standings.
lncidentally.JCU has also tied 5-5 ne to lead Mount to the 6-5
the school single-season mark for win. Freshman Mike Metz was
handed the loss in a relief
wins, set in 1985.
"I think we're catching a lot of apearanceafter Millerstartedand
teams by surprise by doing some gave up fo ur runs in 3.2 innings.
A number of different Ca rroll
of the things we're doing," said
head coach Brian Brewer. "I would pitchers also saw t1me last weeklove to sit back and score by hit- end, as the Streaks played doubleting doubles. But we can't We headers against a pairof non-conhave to squeeze in the second in- ference foes. Last Saturday, they
ning,and some!teamslaren't ready won a pair agamst Ohio Valley in
the last game of the yea r at
for that."
Despite a 4-7 conference record Schweickert Field, 10-7 and 8-6.
heading into the doubleheader, The next day, they traveled to AlBW almost caught jCU by sur- legheny College and were swept
prise. But a two-run single by by the fifth -ranked team in the
sophomore Jim Wideikis .plated nation , ll -2 and 6-0.
"In our non-conference games,
two runs to put JCU ahead, 7-5.
Sophomore Aaron Miller came in we try to get a feel for our new
to get his first of two saves on the kids," said Brewer. "We try and get
kids in certain situations and see
week asjCU held on, 7-6.
Inthesecond gameagainst BW, how th ey respond."
One win over Marietta would
junior Marc Thibeault gave some
bullpen arms a rest, going 8.1 in- set the J CU mark for most wins
nings while allowing only two overall and in theOACfor the season . But most importantly, it
runs.
"l think I've thrown the ball would guarantee a playoff berth
better as of late, but the team has in theOACTournamen tMay8-lO,
gotten stronger as the ti me has which would be the team's first
gone on," said Thibeault, who has since 1992.
If the Streaks do get swept Satwon his last three sta rts. "I myself
have been doing the same things, urday, they would need Otterbein
but we have been picking up dif- to lose three of its final four games
against Ohio Northern and BW
ferent aspects of the game."
"It's a definite must-win, but the
Thibeault excelled Tuesday, as
well,going six innings while only big key is that everyone's got to
allowing one run and striking out stay focused," said Thibeault. "Of
four injCU'sll-2 win over Mount course we know it's a big game,
Union in the second game. Five but we try not to treat it different
runs in the fifth inning, driven by from any other OAC game."

oinovich victorious
at Ohio Wesleyan
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
Do you think that john Carroll
University senior Steve Voinovich
has noticed what Tiger Woods has
been up to in his new career?
Voinovich must have decided
to do his best Tiger impression
Saturday. He scorched Royal
American Links fora three-underpar 69 enabling him to claim the
individual title at the Ohio
Wesleyan Schaal Invitational, held
Friday and Saturday.
Voinovich shot an opening
round 74 before firing the only
sub-70 round of the tournament.
Histwo-daytotalof 143was three
shots better than Ca pital'ssecondplace Stephen Reed.
JCU finished thi rd in the team
competition , totaling 614, one
stroke behind DePauw and five
behind Denison.
"Normally, the numbers we
shot are good enough to win," JCU
coach Mike Moran said.
The scores were definitely
helped by the consecutive good
days of weather, the first time it
has happened this season. The sun
shone brightly and temperatures
were in the 60's both days.
"Definitely, the good weather
helped us out a bit because it was
golf weather and not skiing
weather," Voinovich said.
JCU played without junior jeff
Bors, who was the medalist at last
week's JCU/ Fowler's Mill Golf
Course Spring Invitational. He
had to give a group presentation
Friday in class.
"Professors have been good at
allowing the players to miss a
class," Moransaid. "But in this case,

!Bors'] presence was necessary. We
had to go it without him."
Senior Jim Hauman led theremainder of the JCU contingent
totaling a 155 to tie for 11th place.
Also, sophomore jeff Sawitke finished tied for 14th place at 156;
sophomore Will Hickey shot 160
to tie for 30th place;and junior Ben
Wilkins tied for 45th place with a
score of 165.
JCU will take to the links today
and tomorrow for the Ohio Athletic Conference Golf Championships at Fowler's Mill in
Chesterland, Ohio. just two weeks
ago,JCU won its own tournament
at Fowler's Mill behind Bors.
"The kids are familiar with everything about the course," Moran
said.
Voinovich said that playing on
JCU's home course is a confidencebuilder. "We know the course and
plus we know we beat Otterbein,
our main competition. there.
They've had a tough time playing
Fowler's Mill traditionally."
Otterbein, the defending OAC
tournament champion , has finished in either firstorsecond place
in the four tournaments in which
ithasplayedagainstjCU. Theonly
time JCU beat Otterbein was at
theJCU Invitational.
Following the OACCham pionships, JCU should participate in
the four-day NCAA Championships, hosted by Otterbein, beginning Tuesday, May 13.
Voinovichadmitsthatwinning
the NCAA Championship would
be tough, but is still open-minded
to the possibility.
"A realistic goal is top five," he
said, though.
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Track picks up the pace at Wasmer

Goln' the distance: A pair of John Carroll runners attempt to fend
off a pair of Wooster runners during one of the races Friday at
the JCU Triangular Meet.

Matt Rayl
James an Dress qualified for the
Sports Reporter
Oh10 Athletic Conference ChamThe John Carroll Umversity pionships by winning the 5,000track and field teams had their best meter race at 16 19 6.
overall showings of the spring this
Freshman ick Sellers set a
past weekend in the friend ly con- personal best by almost six secfines of Wasmer Field.
onds in the 1500-meter run wt t h a
The men's team captured first ti me of 4:24.
place. while the women finished
Fresh rna n And>' Waide made a
second Fridayat th ejCUTriangu- large improvement by jumpmg 21'
lar at Wasmer Field.
3-l/4' in the long jump, good
"We had a definite advantage enough for seco nd place.
competing in a friendly environThe women were led by thw
ment," said coach Don Stupica. only multiple winner, senior jill
"Our facility is grea t for competi· Muldoon, who won both the 200tion and has a track conducive to meter dash (27.9) and 400-meter
some rea lly good times."
dash 0:02. 1).
FreshmanMollyMayerentered
In addition toJCU ,Wooster and
Oberlin partici pared in the meet. inwthe top eight in the OAC with
"By having only three teams at her first place performance in the
the event," said Stupica, "we were 5,000 meter run with a time of
able to score a lot more points. 19:51.4.
Running against two NCAC
Others qualified for the OAC
!North Coast Athletic Conference! Championships, whi h will be
opponents was a good change of held at JCU in two weeks. Senior
Heidi Krebs will be heading to the
pace for us."
junior Matt Lemie ux placed in meet after her run of 2:29.8 in the
three events in leading the men to 800-meters.
Also, sophomore Heather
their fi rst-place finish over
Wooster. One of the team's high- Ferrari qualified in th e 400-meter
est scorers all season, he won the mrermediate hurdles with a time
pole vault at 15 feet and took third of l:l2.7,andjunior Katie Sullivan
in the long jump with a distance placed first in the triple jump with
of 20' 3-1/ 4'. Lemieux also was a a distance of 33' 4'.
"We had some phenomenal
member of the 4xl00-meter relay
team that took first with a season- performances last weekend, both
individually and as a team," said
best time of 4 3.1 seconds.
There were several other indi- coach Kathy Lanese. "The girls
viduals who had very impressive rea II y rose to the occasion."
Both teams are prepari ng for
showings on Fr iday. Sophomore

Charles Smith
Sports Reporter
With the 1997 campaign concluded, the
-~-~~-,.._,.~"'L::i=:~~=----:--"--• «n~ks lT-18,
OA dJdnotalcX:O'Iriijilllilrtheir biggest goal of advancing to the
postseason. That's not saying they did not
fini sh with plenty of personal highlights,
as well as a strong team finish .
Carroll won three of its last four games,
including a doubleheader sweep of Hiram,
3-0 and 13-1.
Freshman Nik i Russell also picked up
her fourth shutout of the year against
Marietta last Saturday in a 6-0 victory at
Bracken Field.
Victories in all four of the games would
have put]ohn Carroll in the OAC postseason
tournament,provideditreceivedsomehelp
from someotherteams. As it turned out, the
Blue Streaks finished in seventh place in the
conference.
"Wewereso close,"said Koss. "We showed
it was feasible lfor JCUI to make the playoffs."
JCU was blessed with a couple of surprises this year, which came in the form of
two freshmen, Russell and shortstop jaime
Skaugen. Skaugen completed the season
with a team-h igh .398 batting average and
22 runs batted in.
"I can't say enough about jaime Skaugen
and the impact she had," said senior Angel
Koss.
Russell ended up 9-5 on the year with a
3.01 earned run average. "lean 't believe I did
so well. I had a lot of help from everyone."
JCU senior Angel Kess in action against Marietta on Saturday afternoon.
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said Russell. "The seniors were so supportive; they always had encouragrng words
whether I was dorn ood or bad ."
WI!IJ u bemf'iiij.--Hitl,.lllfllllf"
put up some fair numbers to lead the team
to one of its most exciting seasons.
The Streaks recewed solid play from all
their seniors. Angela Rochowiak gave the
team much needed leadership. She finished
with a .358 average and tied for the team
lead with ll doubles.
Koss also showed great consistency
throughout the season, playing in every
game. The ironmanoutfieldercomplered a
solid career at Carroll, in which she tied the
school record with 123 games played.
"I will never forgetthe end of the Marietta
game, when all the seniors met on the
mound and hugged," said Koss "These girls
are like family to me."
Carroll also got good play from juniors
Kristen BrigeeandCarrie McVicker. Brigee,
JCU's number one pitcher, led the staff in
starts and innings. Although she ended up
with a losing 8-9 record, Brigee compiled a
low 2.43 ERA with 44 strikeouts.
McVicker provided the power numbers
for the Streaks, smacking four of the team's
fivehomeruns,which tiestheschoolrecord
for homers in a season. She also broke her
own record for hirs in a season by collecting
44 on the campaign.
Alsoachievingsome school records this
yearwassophomorejen Wolke. She set the
single-season mark with ll2 at-bats, 30 runs
scored, and 13 doubles.
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the OAC Champronsh1ps to be
hosted by JCU at Wasmer Field
next Friday and Saturday.
"It's hard to say at this pomt
how things will turn out." said
Stuptca "The coachmg staff is
oprim1st1c that there will be improvement We'd like to finish
among the top five in the conference, but that will be dtfftcult
since we're such a young team."
According to Lemieux, the
team shares the coach's outlook
on the rest of the season.
"We'reprcttystr ngrightnow,"
sa1d Lemieux. "Now that we have
a set lineup for each event, everyone can concentrate on their execution. If everybody comes out
and hasagoodday, I thinkwe'lldo
wel llatth OACChampionshipsl."
Ferrari, who IS runmng her best
times of the year after misstng a
month due roinjury,feels the team
has struggled through adve rsity
this season.
"I think that a number of people
have overcome mjuries and other
obstacles this year." she sard. "We
have a lot of freshmen and there
have been some changes on the
coaclung sraff (from last year].'
jCU compe tes in irs final regu
lar season meet tomorrow at the
OAC Quad at Ouerbem for one
last tune up before theOACChampionships. Mount Unron and
Baldwin-Wallace enter the meet
as the defending men's and
wom en's champions, respectively.
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Alumna responds to students

HITS & misses
1996-1997
As the end of yet another school year quickly
falls upon us, the students of John Carroll UniverSity are left to ponder those memorable moments of the past eight months. Whether you are
a graduating senior about to embark on the
journey of a lifetime, or have just finished your
first year of "firsts" as a freshman at Carroll, the
1996-97 school year has surely held a vast array
of experiences for all. So now it is time to uncover those dusty shoeboxes and albums full of
memories and take a glance back at the good,
and not so good times of the past. And where
could one find a better place to relive these
unforgettable events gone by than through our
very own Hits and Misses.

HIT: Entering John Carroll on a balmy August day
without a care in the world and no worries of pending exams.
m I s s: Leaving John Carroll on an arctic May
day with a headache full of post-final stress and
lofts still in need of dismantling.
HIT Finding out that you got into the co-ed dorm
of Murphy as a freshman. Boy, that lie about needing to be near the infirmary really worked.
m I s s: Living in Murphy with all of its luxuries,
including: firedrills, flooded bathrooms, more
firedrills, and a mysterious individual who finds the
need to relieve himself in every other place than
the toilet. Apologies for all of those who lost their
shoes due to this person's improper potty-training.
HIT: The addition of the new computer lab to
Grasselli library.
m I s s: The addition of the long line of students
waiting to use the new computers in Grasselli.
HIT Bernet being turned into an apartment-style
residence hall.
m I s s: How much is that going to cost us?
HIT: The rumor of Marriott lowering their prices.
m I s s: The realization that it was only just a
rumor. Yes, you did use all of your Munch Money on
the purchase of a steak n' cheese, fries, and five
gummy bears. Hope you enjoyed it!
HIT The canceling of classes due to the snow
storm/power outage of '96.
m I s s: Having to risk life and limb to get to
class following the aftermath of the snow storm of
'96. Twelve foot high snow piles and 3 inches of
ice covering the sidewalks just wasn't dangerous
enough to cancel classes one more day.

HIT Returning home and catching up with your
high school friends.
m I s s· Leaving Carroll and all of your college
friends.

HIT: Relieving all that pent-up weekday stress
by whatever means possible.
m I s s Your choice of means usually leaves you
hanging over the edge of a toilet repeating that
same ritualized prayer, "God, if you just get me
through this one, I promise..."

HIT: Graduating.
m i s s Thinking that you are going to graduate,
but finding out that there is one small glitch in your
coJiege record. You better pay up for that library
book that was due back in April of '95. Those
llbranans mean business!

FORU\t
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Living your faith
Somewhere m a valley amidst the fighung and and to know Him in this third-world coumry mvaded
turmoil in Bosma, there lies a small village where a with peace-keepmg troops, than anywhere else.
community of people fast every Wednesday and FnI spoke with another couple who had owned a prosperday. They attend church on a daily basis and believe mg BMW business m Canada, but upon learning that their
that Mary, the mother of God, protects them from the two sons were drug dealers, they left everythmg to live In
death and war that surrounds the outskirts of Medjugordie-and it is only there that the)' found peace
MedJugord1e.
and real happiness.
It was over my Christmas break that I was someAnother striking vistt was to a monastery where a
how deceived by my religious-fanatic mother into priest had hidden the children visionaries,( w howirnessed
gomgon whailthought was to be a fascmating two· the Virgm Mary's appearance) from communists' tarturweek tour of Europe.
in g. At this parucular monastery,
Before my arrival in
30 Franciscan priests had been
Medjugordie, 1 had been travNicole
killed for ref using to spit on the
eling for the past 25 hours,
Jusseaume
cross.
Class of 1999
These eye·opening encounters
missedflightconnectionsand
with the natives led me to reflect on
was reroured, missing my rour
group by a few countries. In
the faith of my own country, and
addition, I somehow lost my
how !live out my faith.
Guest
What is so remarkable about
luggageinGermanyanditdid
Commentary
not arrive until a week later,
Medjugordie is that the people live
after surviving many inspec- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - their faith in a difficult environlions and surveillance checks. I was on a religious mem, and it is strong and enduring. Their entire lives are
pilgrimage!
centered around God, and they believe and live out His._
I entered the cubicle 1 would be sharmg with my word,despite their government's objection, and regardless
mom and herf riend and was perturbed to find that the of persecution.
plumbing was down, there was no heat, and we had
Our country has many more comforts and freedoms
bed bugs. However, If ound that being without tdevi.- than Bosnia, and yeti t seems difficult to find the quietness
sion, radio,s hoppingmalls,transponation,moneyand and peacefulness that I experienced there.
Isn't it ironic that on a campus founded by the jesuits,
food, the trip turned out to be a blessing in disguise.
Reflecting on my week , I had been exposed to a with over 3,000students who most likely have the Carbocommunity of 85 recovering drug addicts, who lived lie faith in common, only 12 people in the entire student
just down the street from where I was staying. They body are pursuing a majorinreligiousstudies? Meanwhile,
voluntanly lived in Medjugordie without medicine, in a war-torn country where practicing the Catholic relidoctors or material possessions. A few addicts gave gion is punishable by torture and persecution, the semitheir testimonies and said it was easier to follow God naries are packed.

In your editorial on April24,you lament
the lack of diversit yon the Carroll Campus,
starung with the attire chosen by the students and ending with the academic backgroundsof the faculty. I would like to make
two points.
First. I am c urrently a visiung faculty
member at the University of San Francisco
-a Jesuit school at which only about 40
percent of the student body consider themselves "white." While the faces appear different, the clothes are the same as those I
saw atjCU last Fall semeste r.
The st ude ms here have adopted the same
"un iform " as the jCU student body - although I suspect there are a few more tattoos and body pans pierced here.
But seriously, while USF students may
dress alike, what I see that's different is a
level of comfort with the racial and ethnic
diversityon cam pus that I do not seeatJCU.
Cui tural events featuring different holidays
and festivals enjoy high student attendance
and coverage by the student newspaper.
I don 't thinkjCU students have to th ink
aboutdressingdifferemly, they have tothink
about thinking and acting differently.

Second, I am not quite sure what you
find wrong with faculty whose undergraduate degrees are from Carroll.
If you examine these persons' doc10ral
qualifications. you'll see that they are from
a variety of institutions like Harvard,
Northwestern, Purdue, Texas, Ohio State,
Indiana, Maryland, and Case Western.
The most recent U.S. News and World
Report ranking of graduate programs rates
all of these programs quite high; several are
in the top 25 nationally in their discipline.
It was the training and mentorship received at john Carroll that qualified them
to attend and compete at these prestigious
institutions. All had the opportunity to
teach elsewhere.
But, if l may speak for my fellow faculty
alums,wechoseCarroll because we wanted
to give something back.
Wonderful faculty and administrators
had supported us, now we want to do the
same for you. We believe in the jesuit philosoph yof education and want to continue
its traditions.
Marian M. Extejt 75
Professor of Management

From around the nation ...

Risking, learning and loving
A basic tenet of modern psychology is that it is
better to get negative attention than no attention at
all. However, attention is often confused With love.
Throughout the year, lean not count the number
of times I have sat with a group of friends and the
topic of relationships came up. lt seems everyone is
looking for love,but few are satisfied with what they
are finding.
The truth is, I have never heard of someone who
went searching for love and found it. This is frustrat-

that came with the vul nerability was so insignificant
when compared with the love that you will ultimately
attain.
Knowledge of this did not come until I subjected
myself to beinghurr. I respect myself and others enough
to give my all even if I get nothing in return. It used to be
a give 100 percent and take at least LOO percent concept.
This is where I have come to notice the difference
between love and attention. l hate seeing beautiful
people in ugly relationships, thinking that the attention

ing-we as a culture are - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - they get is love or hoping that it
taughttoplan,plan,plan. To
could someday turn into love.
focusonwherewearegoing
Julie E.
There are people who use sex,
Thorud
flings, and crushes as an excuse
instead of where we are at
Assistant Features
for love, I can attest to that. Yes,
right now.
Until very recently I was
Editor
they are fun. Yes, they are a part
not able to do this. I wanted
of growth-butsois realizing that
control of every aspect of my
there is something better out
life to prevent myself from
Ihere.
We are in college, we are supbeing hun. Few people
choosetosubjectthemselves
Commentary
posed to have fun and make
to hurt. Why allow yourself
memories and do things we will
the pain that goes along With bemg hurt1 Who has never again have the chance tO do. But in having fun
andmakingmemories,open yourself to the growth that
time to deal with being hurt anyhow?
If you are willing to be vulnerable, are willing to will follow.
risk getting hurt, then you have to take a back seat
You can't search for love-it seldom works Love is
role. We cannot steer our lives, no matter how hard hidden, in the memories and the expenences. It IS not
we try Trusting God means loving God and yourself, only in relaiionshi ps,butin friendships, in helping kids
which means making yourself vulnerable to where during project H.O.P.E., in givmg your time ro show
you will be guided.
simple acts of kindness to others. h is love, not JUSt
1have had toacceptthat it will be hard to grow on
attention, 1hat makes me get up in the morning when I
my own, to be alone sometimes, to want a relation- know I have a day full of bus mess classes, practice.
sh 1p and know that no one is there to give me what I meetings,and the flu. It is what keeps me going f urrher
need But to really grow as an individual means and fastenhan others who never know how to love, or
acccpnng the vulnerability that comes wah learn- who never try
mg, nskmg, and loving
Accepting the ract you will be led ro that person .
If vou do that, you can establish a trust that you who gives you love, not JUSt attenuon. IS th~ closest
wtll e·,·cntually be led to a person that believes what thing to freedom that can be attained on earth. And it
you do, trusts what you do, and loves what you do. makes the experience of nskmg. learning. and loving a
And then you will reah:ethat the pam and loneliness IN more enp)'able.
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News wishes

everyone a safe
and happy
summer!

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor, as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN,
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday, in
the CNoffice, to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS " jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.
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Hard lessons learned
from gangsta rap
William J. BeMett
Special to The Washington Post
The world of "gangsta" rap lS learnmg a
hard lesson: Be careful what you c lebrate,
because what you celebrate, you often get.
Death and violence are now sweeping
through the world of gangsta rap. Thts is
tragic but not surprising.
Within the last half·year, two gangsta
rap stars, Tupac Shakur and Christopher
Wallace (aka Notorious B.l.G.), were mur-

Commentary
de red. Marlon "Suge" Knight, the CEO of the
label Death Row Reco~ds, isservinga nineyear prison sentence for violating probation.
The rivalry between West Coast and East
Coast rap labels has turned deadly. Concert
tours bySnoop Doggy Doggand other popular rap singers have been canceled. All this
has led some people to reconsider their role
in promoting gangsta rap.
"There is noescapingmy responstbility,"
Sean "Puffy" Combs, the CEO of Bad Boy
Entertainment (which counted Notorious
B.l.G. among its artists), recently told The
Washington Post.
"l must be accountable to today's youth.
My music must provide the young not only
with the reality of life, it must serve as an
inspiration for us to create a better life."
And Combs then said this: "1 will also
take time off to evaluate my role in music
and life."
Would that major corporations like
Seagram do the same.
was directed against them, Time Warner
sold its stake in lnterscope Records, the distributor of Death Row Records.
Death Row is responsible for producing
lyrics that are hyperviolent, exceedingly
vulgar and misogynistic.
just before the Seagram Co. purchased a
50 percent stake in lnterscope Records,
Edgar Bronf manjr, the president and CEO
of Seagram, called me to request a meeting.
!agreed toit,and injanuary l996,Bronf man
flew to Washington.
Bron fman's purpose was to allay my concerns and to pre-empt criticisms byrne and
my colleagues Sen. joseph Lieberman, DConn., and C. DeLores Tucker of the National Politica I Congress of Black Women
regarding Seagram's purchase.
During the meeting, he told me the deal
he was making with lnterscope would allow him to refuse to distribute music he
deemed inappropriate.
Bronf man assured me that there were
"li nes we will not cross," that Seagram would
not profit by disseminating objectionable
music.
"Watch us and judge us,"Bronfmansaid.
l took him at his word. ! praised his willingness to make normative judgments and
to conclude that some music is simply beyond the pale.
It turns out either his word that day was
no good or his definition of objectionable
music is far different from mine.
Seagram's music division began distributing and profiting from "The Don
Killuminati," the posthumously released
album byTupac Shakur that ranked as the
top· selling recording in the country in fall
of 1996.
Seagram alsodistnbuted the "shock rock"
music of Marilyn Manson, among the sickest and most twisted music groups in
America.
In December [called Edgar Bronf man to
advise him that Lieberman, Tucker and 1
were going to criticize publicly his com·
pany for what it was producmg During the
phone conversation, Bronf man told me he
was "proud of" the progress Seagram was
making in setting mdustry standards.
Consider some of the content of what

Bronfman apparently does not find inappropnate(mostof which is targeted toward
youngsters): Tupac Shakur's "Me and My
Girlfriend" has a woman's voicedeclare"l'm
the bitch" and yelling, "Die, Nigga, Die!" to
the sound of automatic gunfire.
Marilyn Manson refers w himself as the
"God of f-." Included in the song "Irresponsible Hate Album· are these words:
"Hey, victim, should I black your eyes
again?/Hey, victim,/You were the one who
put the suck m my hand /! am the ism, my
hate's a prism/Let's JUSt kill everyone and
let your God sort them out."
One of the photos on Manson's "Antichr ist Superstar" album even pictures
Manson's genitals. ln December, Manson's
"Amichrist Superstar" album rose to Number 3 on the Billboard Album urvey.
Seagram,as an mdustry leader and selfprofessed setter of standards, should stop
its support of lyrics that are unworthy of
human consumption.
My colleagues and I have written letters
to the Seagram board of dire tors and to
maprstockholders, urging them to use their
influence to clean up the music that
Seagram distributes.
And I have asked Bronfman to publicly
debate these Issues, in Los Angeles, in New
York, anywhere. Butsofar,all we have heard
from one of the world's largest communications corporations and its board is the
Sound of Silence.
Why does Bronf man continue to peddle
this filth despite the fact that he surely
knows better7 One can reasonably surm1s
the answer is money.
According to a recent article in Forbes, a
number of Bronfman's business deals have
though, has been Seagram!; m usfc I vision.
And most of that growth has been courtesy
of lnterscope and Death Row.
l am a virtual absolutist on the First
Amendment. 1 am not calling for censorship.
My colleaguesand I appeal solely to some
sense of corporate responsibility, basic decency and corporate citizenship. One would
hope they could come up with some line
they would not cross.
Many thoughtful people lament the fact
that our society has become Increasingly
vulgar, coarse, brutal and violent. That it
surely has. And that this kind of music,
which is so mournful, so joyless, so monbund, so filled with images of death, has
played its part in that degradation should
come as no shock.
In "Gone With the Wind," Rhett Butler
says:"What most peopledon'tseem to realize is that there is just as much money to be
made out of the wreckage of a civilization
as from the upbuilding of one."
Sean Combs is having second thoughts
about his role in contributing to the wreckage. It would be nice if Edgar Bronfman
would join him.

Seniors
Best of
luck in all
ofyour
fijture
eiuieavors!
Class of 1997
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Hard lessons learned
from gangsta rap

•Views/ Letters to the editor

•Views/Editorial

Alumna responds to students

~I ITS & misses
1996-1997
As the end of yet another school year quickly
falls upon us, the students of John Carroll Universtty are left to ponder those memorable moments of the past eight months. Whether you are
a graduating senior about to embark on the
journey of a lifetime, or have just finished your
first year of "firsts" as a freshman at Carroll, the
1996-97 school year has surely held a vast array
of experiences for an So now it is time to uncover those dusty shoeboxes and albums full of
memories and take a glance back at the good,
and not so good times of the past. And where
could one find a better place to relive these
unforgettable events gone by than through our
very own Hits and Misses_

HIT: Entering John Carroll on a balmy August day
without a care in the world and no worries of pending exams.
m I s s: Leaving John Carroll on an arctic May
day with a headache full of post-final stress and
lofts still in need of dismantling.
HIT: Finding out that you got into the co-ed dorm
of Murphy as a freshman. Boy, that lie about needing to be near the infirmary really worked.
m I s s Living in Murphy with all of its luxuries,
including: firedrills, flooded bathrooms, more
firedrills, and a mysterious individual who finds the
need to relieve himself in every other place than
the toilet. Apologies for all of those who lost their
shoes due to this person's improper potty-training.
HIT: The addition of the new computer lab to
Grasselli library.
m I s s: The addition of the long line of students
waiting to use the new computers in Grasse IIi.
HIT: Bernet being turned into an apartment-style
residence haiL
m I s s: How much is that going to cost us?
HIT: The rumor of Marriott lowering their prices.
m I s s: The realization that it was only just a
rumor. Yes, you did use all of your Munch Money on
the purchase of a steak n' cheese, fries, and five
gummy bears_ Hope you enjoyed it!
HIT: The canceling of classes due to the snow
storm/power outage of '96.
m I s s Having to risk life and limb to get to
class following the aftermath of the snow storm of
'96. Twelve foot high snow piles and 3 inches of
ice covering the sidewalks just wasn't dangerous
enough to cancel classes one more day.
HIT: Returning home and catching up with your
high school friends.
m I s s Leaving Carroll and all of your college
friends.
HIT Relievtng all that pent-up weekday stress
by whatever means possible.
m I s s: Your choice of means usually leaves you
hanging over the edge of a toilet repeating that
same ritualized prayer, "God, if you just get me
through this one, l promise.. :·
HIT: Graduating.
m i s s Thinking that you are going to graduate,
but findtng out that there is one small glitch in your
coJiege record. You better pay up for that library
book that was due back in April of '95. Those
librarians mean business!

Living your faith
Somew here in a valley am 1dst the fighnng and and to know Him 111 thi s third-world country invaded
turmOLl m Bosma, there lies a small village where a with peace-keeping troops, than anywhere else.
commumty of people fasr every Wednesday and FriI spoke wit hanothercouple who had owned a prosperday. They att end church on a dai ly basis and believe ing BMW business m Canada, but upon learning that thw
that Mary, the mother of God, protects them from the two sons were drug dealers, they left everything to live in
death and war that surrounds 1h e outskLrls of Medjugordie-and it is only there that they fou nd peace
Medjugordie.
and real happiness.
It was over my Christmas break that I was someAnother striking visit was ro a monastery where a
how deceived by my religious-fanatic mother into priest had hidden rhech ildren visiOnaries,( whowimessed
going on what I thought was to be a fascinating two- the Virgin Mary's appearance) from communists' tarturweek tou r of Europe.
in g. At this particular monastery,
30 Franciscan priests had been
Before my arrival in
Medjugordie, I had been travNicole
killed for refusing to spit on the
Jusseaume
cross.
eling fo r the past 25 hours,
missed flight connectionsand
Class of 1999
These eye-opening en·coumers
was rerouted,missmgmytour
with the natives led me to reflect on
group by a few countries. In
the faith of my ow n country, and
how I live out my faith .
addition, I somehow lost my
luggage in Germany and it did
Guest
What is so remarkable about
Commentary
not arrive until a week later,
Medjugordie is that the people live
after surviving many inspec- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - their faith in a difficu lt environlions and surveillance checks. 1 was on a religious ment, and it is strong and enduring. Their entire lives are
pilgrimage!
centered around God, and they believe and live out Hls
1entered the cubicle l would be sharing with my word,despitetheirgovernmem'sobjection,a nd regard less
mom and her[ riend and was perturbed to find that the of persecution.
Our country has many more comforts and freed oms
plum bing was down , there.. was no heat, and we had
bed bugs. However, Ifound that being without televi- than Bosn ia,and yet it seems difficult to find the quietness
sion,radio,shoppingmalls,transportation,moneyand and peace[ ulness that 1experienced there.
food , the trip turned out to be a blessing in disguise.
Isn't it ironic that on a campus founded by the jesuits,
Reflecting on my week, I had been exposed to a with over 3,000students who most likely have theCathocommunity of 85 recovering drug addicts, who lived he faith in common, only 12 people in the entire student
just down the street£ rom where 1 was staying. They body are pursuing a majorin religious studies? Meanwhile,
voluntarily lived in Medjugordie without medicine, in a war-torn country where practicing the Catholic relidoctors or material possessions. A few addicts gave gion is punishable by torture and persecution, the semitheir testimonies and said it was easier to follow God naries are packed.

Second, I am not quite sure what you
find wrong with faculty whose under In youredi torialon April24 , you lament graduate degrees are from Carroll.
the lack of diversnyon the Carroll Campus,
If you examine these persons' doctoral
starting with the attire chosen by the stu- qualifications, you'll see that they are from
dents and end1ng with the academic back- a variety of institutions hke Harvard,
grounds of the faculty. I would like to make Northwestern, Purdue, Texas, Ohio State,
tWO pointS.
Ind iana, Maryland, and Case Western.
F1rst, I am currently a visiting faculty
The most recent US News and World
member at the Umversity of San Francisco Report ranking of graduate programs rates
- a jesuit school at which only about 40 all of these programs quite high; several are
percent of the student body consider them- in the top 25 nationally in their discipline.
selves "white." While the faces appear difIt was the training and mentorship referent , the clothes are the same as those I ceived at john Carroll that qualified them
saw at JCU la st Fall ~emester.
to attend and compete at these prestigious
The students here have adopted the sa me institutions. All had the opportunity to
"uniform" as the JCU student body - al- teach elsewhere.
though 1 suspect there are a few more tatBut, if I may speak form y fellow f<1culty
toos and body parts pierced here.
alums, wechoseCarroll because we wanted
But senously, while USF students may to give something back.
dress alike, what 1 see that's different is a
Wonderful faculty and admimstrators
level of comfort with the racial and ethnic had supported us, now we want to do the
diversity on campus that] do not seeatjCU. same for you. We believe in the jesuit phiCult ural events fearuringdifferen t holidays losophyof education and want to continue
and festivalsenjoy high s tudent attendance its traditions.
and coverage by the student newspaper.
I don't thinkjCU students have ro think Marian M. Extejt 75
about dressingdifferentl y,they have to think Professor of Management
about thinking and acting differently.

From around the nation ...

Risking, learning and loving
A basic tenet of modem psychology is that it is
better to get negative attention than no attention at
all. However, attention is often confused with love.
Throughout the year, I can not count the number
of times I have sat with a group of friends and the
topic of relationships came up. It seems everyone is
lookmg for love, butfew are satisfied with what they
are finding.
The truth is, I have never heard of someone who
went searching for love and found it. This is [rust rat-

that came with the vulnerability was so insignificant
when compared with the love that you will ultimately
attain.
Knowledge of this did not come until l subjected
myself to being hun. I respect myself andothersenough
to give my all even if! get nothing in return. It used to be
a givelOO percent and take at least 100 percent concept.
This is where I have come to notice. the difference
between love and attention. I hate seeing beautiful
people in ugly relationships,thinkingthattheattennon

ing-we as a cu lture are - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - they get is love or hoping that it
could someday turn into love.
taughttoplan,plan,plan. To
Julie E.
There are people who use sex,
focusonwherewearegoing
instead of where we are at
Thorud
flings, and crushes as an excuse
for love,l can anest to that. Yes,
right now.
Assistant Features
Until very recently I was
Editor
they are fun. Yes, they are a part
not able to do this. I wanted
of growth-butsoisrealizingthat
control of ~very aspecwf my
there is something better out
there.
life to prevent myself from
being hurt . Few people
Weareincollege,wearesupCommentary
choosetosubjectthemselves
pose d to h ave f un an d rna k e
to hurt. Why allow yourself
memories and do things we will
the pain that goes along with being hurt? Who has never again have the chance to do. But in having fun
and makingmemories,open yourself to the growth that
ume to deal with being hurt anyhow'
lf you are willing to be vulnerable, are willing to wtll follow.
risk getting hurt , then you have to take a back seat
You can't search for love-it seldom works. Love is
role. We cannot steer our lives, no matter how hard hidden, in the memories and the experiences. lt IS not
we tr)'. Trusting God means lovmgGod and yourself, onlym relationships, but in friendships, in helping kids
which means making yourself vulnerable to where during project H.O.P.E., in giving your time to show
you will be gu1ded.
simple acts of kindness to others. It is love, not just
1have had to accept that it will be hard to grow on anentton, that makes me get up in the morning when I
my own, to be alone sometimes, to want a relat1on - know I havr a day full of busmess classes, practice.
sh 1p and know that no one is there to g1ve me what l meetings, and the flu It is what keeps me going further
need But to really grow as an individual means and fasterthan others who never know how to love, or
accepting the vulnerability that comes with learn- who never try.
in g. riskmg, and lovmg.
Accepting the fact you w11l be led to that person,
If you do that, you can establish a trust that you who gwes you lo\'e. not JUSt attention, is the closest
will eventually be led to a person that believes what rhmg to freedom that can be attained on can h. And It
you do, trusts what }'OU do, and loves wha1 you do. makes the experience of nskmg.learning, and loving a
And then you will realizer ha t the pam and loneliness lot more enpyable.
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William J. Bennett
Spec1al to The Washington Post

The world of "gangsta" rap is learning a
hard lesson: Be careful what you celebrate.
because what you celebrate, you often get.
Death and violence are now sweeping
through the world of gangsta rap. This is
tragic but not surprising.
Within the last half -year, two gangsta
rap stars, Tupac Shakur and Christopher
Wallace (aka Nororious B.I.G.), were mur-

Commentary
I

de red .Marlon "Suge"Knight,theCEOof the
label Death Row Reco!ds, is serving a nineyear pnson sentence for violating probation.
The rivalry between West Coast and East
Coast rap labels has turned dead Iy. Concert
tours by Snoop Doggy Dogg and other popular rap singers have been canceled. All this
has led some people to reconsider their role
in promoting gangsta rap.
"There tsnoescaping my responsibility,"
Sean "Puffy" Combs, the CEO of Bad Boy
Entertainment (which counted Notorious
BlG among its artists), recently told The
Washington Post.
"1 must be accountable to today's youth.
My music must provide the young not only
with the reality of life, it must serve as an
inspiration for us to create a better life."
And Combs then said this: "I will also
take time off to evaluate my role m music
and life."
Would that major corporations like
Seagram do the same.

Bronfman apparently does not find inappropnate(mostof which is targeted toward
youngsters): Tupac Shakur's "Me and My
Girlfriend" has a woman's voJcedeclare"l'm
the bitch" and yelling, "Die, Nigga, Die!" to
the sound of automatic gunfire
Marilyn Manson refers to himself as the
"God of F-." Included m the song "Irresponsible Hate Album" are these words:
"Hey, victim, should I black your eyes
again?/Hey, vtctim,/You were the one who
put the stick in my hand/ ! am the 1sm, my
hate's a pnsm/Let's just kill everyone and
let your God son them out.'
One of the photos on Manson's "Antichnst Superstar" album even pictures
Manson's gemtals. ln December, Manson's
·Antichrist Superstar" album rose to Number 3 on the Billboard Album Survey.
Seagram, as an industry leader and self·
professed setter o[ standards, should top
its support of lyrics that are unworthy of
human consumption
My colleagues and I have wrmen letter
to the Seagram board of directors and to
major stockholders, urging them to use thw
influence to clean up the music that
Seagram distributes.
And I have asked Bronf man to pu bhcl y
debate these issues, in Los Angeles, in New
York, anywhere. But sofar,all we have heard
from one of the world's largest communi·
cations corporations and its board is the
Sound of ilencc.
Why does Bronf man continue to peddle
this filth despite the fact that he surely
knows better? One can reasonably surmise
the answer is money
Ac ording to a recent a rude in Forbe ,a
number of Bronf man's business deals have

was dlrecred agalnsr' them, Time Warner though, has been Seagram!; music Ivision.
sold its stake in lnterscope Records, the dis- And most of that growth has been courtesy
of lnterscope and Death Row.
tributor of Death Row Records
I am a virtual absolut ist on the F1rst
Death Row is responsible for producmg
lyrics that are hyperviolent, exceedingly Amendment. lam not calling for censorship.
vulgar and misogynistic.
Mycolleaguesand lappealsolelytosome
just before the Seagram Co. purchased a
50 percent stake in lnterscope Records, sense of corporate responsibility, basic deEdgar Bronf man Jr., the president and CEO cency and corporate citizenship.One would
of Seagram, called me to request a meeting. hope they could come up with some line
I agreed toit,and in january 1996, Bronf man they would not cross.
Many thoughtful people lament the fact
flew to Washington.
Bronf man's purpose was to allay my con- that our society has become increasingly
cerns and to pre-empt criticisms by me and vulgar, coarse, brutal and violent. That it
my colleagues Sen. joseph Lieberman, D- surely has. And that this kind of music,
Conn., and C. Delores Tucker of the Na- which is so mournful, so joyless, so moritional Political Congress of Black Women bund, so filled with images of death, has
played its part in that degradation should
regarding Seagram's purchase.
During the meeting, he told me the deal come as no shock.
In "Gone With the Wind," Rhett Butler
he was making with lnterscope would allow him to refuse to distribute music he says: "What most people don't seem to realize is that there is just as much money to be
deemed inappropriate.
Bronfman assured me that there were made out of the wreckage of a civilization
"lines we will notcross,"thatSeagram would as from rhe upbuilding of one."
Sean Combs is having second thoughts
not profit by disseminating objectionable
about his role in con tribu ring tot ne wreckmusic.
"Watch us and judge us," Bronf man said . age. lt would be nice if Edgar Bronf man
1took him at his word. I praised his will- would join him.
ingness to make normative judgments and
to conclude that some music 1s simply beyond the pale.
Itt urns out etther his word that day was
no good or his definition of objectionable
music is far different rrom mine.
Seagram's music division began distributing and profiting from "The Don
Killuminati," the posthumously released
album byTupac Shakur that ranked as the
rop-selling recording in the country in fall
of 1996.
Seagram a lsod istri buted the "shock rock"
music of Marilyn Manson ,among the sickest and most twisted music groups in
America.
In December lcalled Edgar Bronf man to
advise him that Lieberman, Tucker and l
were g01ng to crincize pubhcly his company for what it was producing Dunng the
phone conversation, Bronf man told me he
was "proud of" the progress Seagram was
makmg in setting industry standards.
Consider some of the content of what

Seniors

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the Cf'tl,
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday, in
the Cf'tloffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS , jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

Best of
luck in all
ofyour
fl}lure
eiuieavors!

Class of 1997
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Claoollled ado coot $2.50 IOf the llrol ton wordo and $.20 lor each additional word. To
place a cloulllod ad, It muot be typed or handwritten clearly and leCibly and sent to or
dropped off at the Carroll Newa office with payment. Classified acla will not run without
pro-payment. Clanlflodo will not be taken o•er the phone. The deadline lor claoolflod ada
Ia noon or the Monday prior to publication

For N J - and ~-~~•tlon

atalnou: (2:16) 397-4398
Fax / Data: (2:16) 397·1729
General Info: (2:16) 397-17U

SUMMERWORK$10/start.
Now interviewing for f/t and
p/t positions in student work
program. All majors, training
provided,
internship
possible. Apply now. Work
begins afterfinals. Call216595-0200.
Now hiring full time summer
positions for painters and
job managers throughout
Cleveland and Ohio. Make
$3-4k this summer. Call
888-CPP-97US (888-2779787).
Part-time delivery person:
person urgently needed to
monitor and deliver home
medical equipment and
supplies used by customers
in
Cuyahoga
and
surrounding counties . This
position offers flexible hours,
approximately 15 to 20
hours per week. Must
provide
your
own
transportation . Please call
292-4406 and ask for Mr.
Kahn to arrange an
interview.
Political Campaign. JCU
Grad running for City of
Cleveland City Council
Race . Gain lots of handson grass roots experience
this summer - any and all
interested please call the
People for Joe Cimperman
at 687-6772 to volunteer or
intern. Think global/act local
starts now.
Cruise and land tour
employment: discover how
to work in exotic locations,
meet fun people, while
earning up to $2000/month
in these exciting industries.
Cruise Information Services:
206-971-3554 Ext. C55562.

-

HOUSE
PAINTERS
NEEDED.
Greater
Cleveland area. Experience
helpful, but not necessary.
40 hours per week. $6-1 0
per hour based on
experience. Call Saint-Jon
Co. at 735-1500.
Men/women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train.
Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 Ext.
C200.
Cruise ship employment:
how would you like to work

in exotic locations, meet fun
people, and get paid? Call
206-971-3554 Ext. C55561
(We are a research and
publishing company} .
Cool summer jobs. Route
drivers for Cleveland and
area. Must have good driving
record. Good pay. Flexible
hours. Call Home City Ice,
1-800-674-0880. Ask for
Brian or Pat.
Do you need summer work?
Valet Attendants needed.
$6.00/hour and up. Call Matt
at 398-0497.
Aquatics: Orange Recreation
has Summer openings for
lifeguards,
swimming
instructors, supervisors and
pool manager. Excellent pay.
10 minutes from campus .
Call 831 -8601 Ext. 260.
Restaurant Now Hiring: Old
Mission, the only place to be
seen in Cleveland is now
hiring for all positions.
Servers,
bartenders,
hostesses, cooks, and
bussers
are
needed
immediately. Call Jesse at
216-542-1 000 for interview.

SITTERS NEEDED
Direct Care.
Make a
difference in the life of a child
with special needs. The
Hattie Larlahm Foundation
provides community home
care to children and young
adults with special needs
throughout NE Ohio. An
opportunity is now available
to care for a 9 year-old young
man with Cerebral Palsy in
the Beachwood area. A
healthy appreciation for
video games and computers
is a plus! Hours: M-F, 3:306:30 pm.
Some Sat.
afternoons or weekend
evenings. This care position
may expand to 35+ hours/
week in the summer (during
summer camp).
For
information, call Ms. Vesely
at 1-800-551-2658.
A loving, reliable child-care
gverfor a cheerful, curious 4
year-old girl and her 2 gradeschool age brothers .
Excellent salary, paid
vacation, other perks. No
housework, just interest in
readinga nd shooting hoops
in backyard. Perfect parttime hours, 4 days per week,
very suitable to a graduate
student. In our Cleveland
Heights home. Call Karen
or Joe at 932-9373 after 6.

Summer
babysitting
opportunity . Occasional
afternoons and evenings. 5,
3 , and 4 month old .
Experience
requ ired .
Excellent pay. Comfortable
Shaker home. Call Anne:
921-3191
and
leave
message.
Seeking part-time summer
babysitter for 3 boys, ages 4
and 2 1/2. Must have own
transportation. Hours are
flexible. Call321-4964. Ask
for Jay or Diane.

- t o .. . t

TheCam>IINowo
20700 North Part< llouiOYard
l.lnl...,...lty HeiChto, Ohio 44U8

Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000
Ext . A 10254 for current
listings.

PERSONALS
To Hally and Jill: I'll miss you
guys this summer! Love,
Guppy.

-tolhoCN.t
catroliNewo@]CYaxa.]cu.eclu

E.I.C. Had a wonderfully
spiffy time Saturday night.
Too bad it's the end of the
year. Oh well, hope you have
a great summer. Look
forward to spending time with
you next year. Your fellow
student activist.

ACROSS
1. Scout actMty
5. Roomy buDding

FOR

RENT

1 and 2 bedroom apartment
for rent. Appliances, carpet,
and garage. Can be partially
furnished. Located 2 miles
north of JCU on South Belvoir
Blvd. at Mayfield Rd . No
pets/no smoking. Great for
seniors, graduate students,
or faculty. Only $480-620
per month . Please leave
message at 291 -8458 or 9329215.
Apartmentfor rent. 10 month
lease available. Can be
furnished. Located in South
Euclid. Call 356-2536 for
more information.
Apartments for rent. 1 and 2
bedroom. $480-620. Call
932-9215 or 291-8458 · for
more information.

10. Gl~ d song
14. Many:2 wds
15. Slood up
16. Placed
11. Mt Reagen el al
16. Br&lld spread
20. Placed
21 .'
wolllhal ...... .'
22. Blendor makor
23. Rabbtt-liko animals
25. Jewish ceremony
27. Slorage room
29. Abner's wffo
33. Aoats
34. Canal carrier
~- Clrdo part
36. Mo. Bombeck

37. Goods
38. 'Breckenridge'
39. Ms. Gordner
40. Bakery goods
41 . Assign
42. F~ lrw>cZS
44. Circus props
45. Land parcels
46. Pool member

47. Almost
50. Alack'o companion

51. Pale
54. Cinco do Mayo
57. Wllhered
58. 'The half ended In
59. Depart
80. Vety In Rauen
61. Molslens flax
62. Come In
83. Trial achievement lost

DOWN
1. Complain
2. Baseball's Matty
3. Camelot's merry time
4. Scores, abb<.
5. Small vllage
6. Tesllypes
7. Playlhlngs

b,.-1-+-1-+
"

m.,-t--t-+s. Combining form meanIng 'Inner'
9. Mr. Bannan
10. Upocale
11. Cafe au
12. River lo lhe Some
13. Rlvetlo lhe F\Jda
19. Srnrod
21 . Grock god of war
24. The 'Thin Man's' dog
25. Exposes
26. Ananges the sals

43. Hlgl>-pltchod woodwinds

44. Remaine< ?
46. Toil
47. N. a distance
46. Gnaw
49. 'I'm tired
50. Arne, ama5;52. Locale

53. Egg holder
55. BLilring cheer
56. Bog

57. 01 addlllve

27. Mlk CCU!pOI28. Earty lns8CI stage

29. Challenges

30. Tullpa and dallodlls
31. Slop In Paris
32. GM's electric autos
34. Cooks In oven

37. Tarry
38. '_Kampf
40. Fabric
4 1. ligtr.Ny' s.

5 bedroom house in
Cleveland Heights, on Cedar,
near Lee. Appliances and
parking available. $1000 per
month - phone 421-8421.
Call for more information.
House for rent. Cleveland
Heights. 5 bedroom. Near
Cedar Lee. 291-2908 Frank.

M I S C .
Seeking Financial Aid? Get
the system to help find FREE
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!
Detailed profiles on 200,000+
individual awards from
private and public sectors.
Call Student Financial
Services at 1-800-472-9575
Ext. F55561 (We are a
research and publishing
company).

"Oh, shoot! This isn't my
practice parachute! It's my
son's backpack!"

GOV'T
FORECLOSED
homes from pennies on $1 .
Delinquent tax, repo's,
REO's. Your area. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. H1 0254
for current listings.
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs. Also

"I'd like to return him. He's
too noisy."

